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"A genial man, with a lively sense of humor, Mr. Ballcw 
minded not at all that he was the subject of much "ribbing" 
by skeptics. He answered laughter with laughter. He 
convened a notable gathering in his home town of Chester 
(Vermont) of people from various parts of the state who 
supported his belief that some of the panther stories were 
true and dependable. Those in attendance included some 
people who claimed to have seen or heard panthers. He 
formed a sort of burlesque secret society, The Irrepressible 
and Uncompromising Order of Panthers. Its head was 
designated the Grand Puma; its treasurer Grand Catamount 
Keeper of the Catnip. It had an executive body known as 
Feline Consistory. The titles are a sufficient indication 
that this "secret organization", of which this writer was a 
charter member, was a huge jest; a highly successful 
experiment in out-laughing the laughers and out-scoffing 
the scoffers".
John Spar:-go, 1950
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One century ago, it was commonly thought that a 'good panther was a dead 
one’. In 1834, the editors of Forest and Stream asked the New York State 
Legislature to increase the bounty payment from $20 to $50 on each Adirondack 
cougar killed, even 'though they had previously estimated the Adirondack 
population at just 6 animals (Terrie 1972). Today, predator conservation is 
supported by many urbanites and a significant segment of the rural and hunting 
public. For example, 73 percent of the sampled public was willing to incur 
the negative economic impact of foregone energy development to protect the 
eastern cougar as an endangered subspecies (Kellert 1980). However, in some 
rural areas, including economically depressed Adirondack communities, large 
predators are still held in contempt as "varmints" to be destroyed, if possible. 
Hence, the question of cougar conservation and reintroduction in Adirondack 
Park must be viewed in this "Jekyll and Hyde" context of public sentiment.
The restoration of vanished species in Adirondack Park is discussed by 
C.H.D. Clarke (1971, p. 26). Clarke hints that reinvasion of the Park by 
cougar's is not impossible if they are protected. He assumes that transient 
cougars are presently roaming eastern North America and that these animals may 
be potential invaders. A  formal proposal to study the status of the eastern 
cougar subspecies (Felis concolor couguar Herr) with a view to future 
reintroduction in Adirondack Park was made in 1975 as part of the Adirondack 
Wilderness Fauna Program (Brocke 1975). This proposal was not funded. How­
ever', the Endangered Species Unit, Bureau of Wildlife, New York State Depart­
ment of Environmental Conservation expressed an interest in researching the 
subject of cougar reintroduction in Adirondack Park, leading to the initiation 
of the present study in April, 1978 (Brocke 1978, Appendix 1).
It was clear at the outset that any potentially positive decisions by the 
New York authorities to reintroduce cougars in trie State could not proceed 
unilaterally. Coordination with Federal authorities was indicated because the 
eastern cougar was listed as an endangered subspecies in 1973 (World Wildlife 
Conference on Endangered Wildlife Species, 1973, Dept, of State Publ. 8729, 
p. 24, Appendix I, and Public law 93-205, 1973). Thus, potential reintroduc­
tion of alternate cougar genetic stock (if it came to that) might compromise 
the survival of the eastern cougar subspecies, if it existed.
Paradoxically, Federal listing of the eastern cougar as an endangered 
subspecies was based on little evidence that individuals of the subspecies 
survived, not to speak of the existence of a viable population of eastern 
cougars. It was also apparent that a species as wide ranging as the cougar 
would have to be studied in a regional context, especially in the northeast 
where political units are often small and ecological types are widely 
distributed. Tor these reasons, another more extensive study was proposed 
and initiated in 1979, entitled: "The Status of the Eastern Puma Felis 
concolor couguar in Northeastern North America" (Brocke 1979, Appendix 2).
This proposal was sponsored by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and World 
Wildlife Fund. The objectives of this study are to (1) collect current 
information on the existence of free-living cougars in the northeast; (2) 
develop techniques relating cougar sightings and sign to population density;
(3) examine existing cougar materials in the northeast in relation to 
museum specimens; (4) collect historical information; (5) determine the 
extent of captive cougar escapes in the northeast; (6) identify potential 
areas of cougar survival; (7) develop a conservation plan for the subspecies; 
and (8) coordinate with the southeastern cougar study, headed by Mr. Rouen L. 
Downing of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
I/i the southeast, Mr-. Robert: Downing based at Clemson, South Carolina, 
had been attempting to locate free living cougars in that region. It was 
appropriate that the two studies should link up, particularly in their* 
attempts to locate, cougars in the east. Mr. Downing and I made two joint 
field trips in April 1979 and again in April 1980 to locations in the 
Carolines and Virginia to find evidence of cougars where they had been 
reliably sighted. In April 1980, I visited southern Florida with members of 
the Florida Panther Recovery Team to obtain impressions of the habitat and sign 
of the endangered Florida panther (Felis concolor coryi). I have drawn freely 
from the notes of all three trips for this report, although only the first of 
these was under1 the sponsorship of this study.
Parly in our efforts, Mr. Downing and I found that almost all sighting 
reports were invalid. It appeared that seme assessment of the validity of 
cougar sighting reports could be made where both cougars and humans are 
present arid where the cougar is not endangered (ruling out the Florida area). 
Hence, a substudy of the northeastern study was initiated in southern Utah in 
October, 1980 (Brocke and Van Dyke 1980, Appendix 3). This substudy is being 
conducted in cooperation with Dr, Frederick Lindzey and the Utah State 
Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit. Impressions from a field trip to the 
Boulder-Escalante (Utah) study area during October 1980 are included in this 
report..
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PROCEDURES
The cougar was eliminated from most of its eastern range before 
naturalists directed their attention to it. Only a handful of skeletal 
remains and anecdotes remain to testify to the cougar's presence in the east. 
For these reasons, I have sought information from a variety of sources. Since 
the cougar is one of the most adaptable and wide ranging of mammal species, I 
have assumed that its biology, largely studied in the west, is applicable to 
eastern conditions. Historical information, field trip impressions, correspon­
dence with biologists and houndsmen, models and maps comprise the basis iur 
this report.
Maps prepared by the Adirondack Park Agency and U.S. Geological Survey 
were used to develop maps and plastic overlays. Density of roads in Adirondack 
Park was determined using New York State Transportation Maps (scale 1:24 ,000), 
total road length was measured within each town using a map wheel. Roads 
within villages and hamlets were excluded in estimates of road length pen' 
unit area within each Town. Human population density for all Adirondack. Park 
towns was computed from 1970 census data.
Deer population density was computed for all Towns from data in the ”20 
Year Deer Book” , 1958 to 1977, Bureau of Wildlife, New York State Deparxmexrt 
of Environmental Conservation. A 20 year average buck kill was computed for 
each Town and deer1 density/mi2 estimated as follows: Assume that 5 living 
deer exist for every buck killed, and assume that 1 deer dies from various 
causes for every buck killed, then if X is the buck kill/mi2 , deer density/ 
mi.2 - 2 X + (2X x 5) - 12X. Procedures for models of cougar populations are 
given in the text.
RESULTS
SECTION 1. DECLINE OF THE COUGAR IN EASTERN NORTH AMERICA.
The region encompassed in tills discussion extends from the east coast 
westward to and including the. first tier of states west of the Mississippi 
River, thence northward into Canada to the historic limits of cougar range. 
in the interests of perspective, a thumbnail sketch of the cougar's decline 
in the southeastern states is included here, extracted largely frcm the work 
of Young and Goldman (1916). The historical decline of the cougar in New 
York State and the Adirondack^ is considered separately in Section 2.
Emphasis here is on the decline of the cougar as a species. In my 
opinion, the. cougar's subspecific characteristics have played little, ii
7
•jny part in the rates of decline of cougar subpopulations. It is a f-i-t 
that the cougar once ranged almost uninterruptedly across North Aner.lo. to 
the northern limits of its range. Gene flow in this far ranging anuna., must 
have been x’e.Latively continuous in time and space. Hence, it seems the 
tiniilar.iti.es between the original cougar subpopulations are probably >:*• 
significant than the differences between them. Furthermore, subspecii it, 
descriptions in the east are based on a very few skulls, skins and bones 
collected in a few locations, at a time when the species had been largely 
eliminated (Young and Goldman 1946). The two principal subspecies undos 
consideration here are F.c. couguar and F'.c. coryi. Two other subspe- ten, 
namely F.c.schorgeri and F.c. hippolestes have been described for the Phi ion 
of Minnesota and Manitoba- (Hail and. Kelson 1959). In the southwest, the 
described distributional limit of F .• c . stanleyana is adjacent to that or 
F.c. coryi. To what extent these subspecific distributional limits are 
valid today is largely unknown. Indeed, the very existence of F.c. couguar1 
is in question.
Decline of the cougar' in the southeast followed a pattern similar to that 
of the northeast. Louisiana had an early history of settlement and trie cougar 
was rare or almost extinct in the state as early as 1.819 (Young and Goldman 
1946). It was rare in Mississippi by 1854, although it was hunted there as 
late as 1380. Cougars were still to be found in Arkansas and Alabama as Late 
as the 1880s, but the species was essentially extinct in Alabama by 1321 
(Young and Goldman 1946). The cougar was not uncommon in remote sections of 
Florida as late as the 1900s and apparently, was still, found in Georgia's 
Okefenokee Swamp in 1920. A remnant population of cougars remains in 
southern Florida. (Historical and ecological perspectives on the Florida 
population are presented in Section 5.)
The cougar-’ was exterminated early in the middle Atlantic states, 
coincident with the early settlement of the coastal plains. The species was 
still common, in the region during the 1700s, but as the 'enemy of the planter', 
attempts were made to eliminate it by any means possible. This was essentially 
accomplished by the inid-1800s tliroughout the coastal lowlands (Young and 
Goldman 1946). In some areas e.g. Delaware, the species must have been extir­
pated during the earliest settlement period, because a few, if any records 
of its presence there exist.
The cougar fared somewhat better in the mountainous sections of Alabama, 
Georgia, the Carolines, Tennessee, Kentucky, West Virginia, and Virginia, 
persisting to about the mid-1800s. In those states with mountains and swamp­
lands, the cougar appeared to survive longest in the canebreaks, lowlands and 
swamps, according to the records cited by Young and Goldman (1946). However, 
the evidence is conflicting in some cases. For example, according to the 
account of Hallock (1877) cited by Young and Goldman (1946), the panther was 
still plentiful in Virginia's Dismal Swamp in the late 1800s. However,
Handley (1.979) cites convincing evidence that the cougar had been extinct in 
the Dismal Swamp as early as 1800.
As in the southeast, the cougar's historical tenure in the northeast was 
inversely related to the time and intensity of settlement. Along tile coast, 
the cougar was common in New Jersey in the presettlement period of the 1700s, 
but had disappeared there by the early 1800s (Young and Goldman 1946). The 
last, cougars were killed, in the state around 1830 (Goodwin 1936). Likewise,
in Connecticut, the cougar declined early. Linsley (1842) reports thcrt a 
fine specimen was killed in northern Connecticut and exhibited in a museum a 
few years prior to his report. Records of the cougar in Rhode Island are 
scarce, but the state undoubtedly harbored cougar's in the presettlement :>eriod 
(Young .end tJoldmuii 1346). A cougar was taken in the state as late at: dpi 7 or' 
1848, and is currently in the Boston Museum of Science (Silver 1987), In 
Massachussetts, the cougar ranged throughout a greater portion of the state 
in the early colonization period. Much was made of it as a fearsome beast in 
the mid-1700s (Young and Goldman 1946). Emmons (1840) reported that the 'puma 
was not present in the state at the time of his writing, but that it occurred 
in western Massachussetts long after settlement.
The earliest records of kills in New Hampshire date back to 1634 (Silver 
1957). Although the killing of a panther was not uncommon, it was a memorable 
event. Silver (1957), cites several records of cougars in the state from the 
mid-iSOOs to the late 1880s. A pair of panthers was reported to have ranged 
along the Androscoggin River (Jackson 1922). Silver (1957) states tliat no 
panther lias been taken in New Hampshire since the 19th century. To the west 
in Vermont, cougars were known to have been killed in 1821, 1867, 1875, and 
1881 (Spargo 1950). The kill of 1881 was a large male shot at Barnard. This 
animal is now on display at the museum of the Vermont Historical Society at 
Montpelier (Spargo 1950). The last cougar kill in Vermont was apparently in 
1894 (Herriam 1901).
Apparently, the cougar was rare or largely absent north of New Hampshire 
and Vermont, with the exception of that portion of Quebec Province lying south 
of the St. Lawrence River, including the towns of Sorel and Sherbrooke. The 
cougar was rare in Maine, and few records exist (Young and Goldman 1946). A 
panther was killed near Mt. Kineo in Maine in 1906 (Silver- 1957). There are 
.records of kills in 1845 in Cumberland County (Cram 1901) and in 1891 near1 
Andover' (Goodwin 1.936). Apparently the cougar was not native to Nova Scotia 
■and Prince Edward Island (Wright 1948).
It is of interest that the cougar was historically very rare in New 
Brunswick. Yet Wright (1948) has repeatedly contended that they occur there 
today (this contention will be discussed in greater1 detail in Section 4.)
Wright (1948) quotes Gesner (1847), who noted that the cougar was very rare 
in bew Brunswick. On the other hand, Boardman (1903) Listed it as well 
authenticated. Ganong (1903) maintained that there, was not a solitary 
authentic record of the present (1903) or former occurrence of the panther in 
New Brunswick. In that small portion of Quebec lying south of the St.
Lawrence River and west of Maine, the cougar was apparently common (Young and 
Goldman 1946). In 1836, a cougar was killed south of Montreal (Young and 
Goldman 1946) and two were Jellied at Sherbrooke and Sorel respectively in 
1840 and 1863 (Seton 1929).
Tire type locality for the eastern cougar Felis couguar Kerr (original 
scientific name) is Pennsylvania (Miller 1923). The cougar may have survived 
as long in that state as it did anywhere in northeastern North America. There 
are a number of kill records through 1880 (Shoemaker 1914). Two cubs may have 
been, killed as late as 1893 (Shoemkker 1914). According to Rhoads (1903), the 
last panther was killed in 1871, although one may have beer! killed in 1891.
The evidence suggests that the cougar survived in the more rugged portions of 
Pennsylvania into the late 1800s.
Q
The potentially rich agricultural lands to the west and north, ino.fading 
the states of Ohio, Indiana, Michigan (south), Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin (south) 
and Minnesota (south) and southern Ontario were well settled by the mid to late 
1800s. It is not surprising that the cougar was apparently extirpated earlier in 
these prime fanning regions. Apparently, the cougar was once common in. < hio, but 
very little evidence of it remains (Young and Goldman 1946). One was killed near 
Newark in 1805 (Smucker 1876). By 1838, the animal had apparently disappeared 
from the state. To the north, the cougar survived longer. It was common in 
southern Michigan (Wood 1914) and occurred in southeastern Michigan as late as 
1870 (Wood 1922). According to Burt's (1954) records, the cougar1 occurred 
principally in the southern one half of Michigan's Lower Penninsula. The cougar1 
was never very abundant in Ontario, found along the southern fringe of that 
province in the early settlement days (Nash 1908). The cougar was last known to 
occur in the province in 1848 (Orr 1908, quoted by Young and Goldman 1946).
In Indiana, the cougar was rare by the 1830s and had essentially disappeared 
by the mid 1800s (Hahn 1909). The cougar1 may never have been common in the state 
and was essentially gone by 1830 (unnamed authorities, Young and Goldman 1946).
The cougar was originally not uncommon throughout the wooded sections of Illinois 
and Wisconsin, but declined rapidly in the face of settlement (Cory 1912). Several 
specimens were shot around the mid-1800s (Young and Goldman 1946, quoting various 
authorities). Kennicot (1855) writes that a single individual was known to occur 
in Cook County, Illinois. The last specimen was shot in 1908 (Cory 1912).
There is very little information about the cougar1 in Iowa. Young and 
Goldman (1946) suggest that it was never common. Roberts (1945), quoted by Bowles 
(1975), wrote that 5 or 6 panthers were killed by Sioux Indians in 184.1 on the 
Cedar River. Bowles (1975) lists a few records of occurrence in western Iowa.
One was reported to have been shot as late as 1909 (Bowles 1975) but Bowles was of 
the opinion that the incident occurred earlier. Apparently the cougar1 was unusual 
in Minnesota, evar during the time of settlement (Roberts 1945, Surber 1932). A 
cougar was killed in Sunrise, Chisago County in 1875 (Herrick 1892).
The historical record., uneven and incomplete as it is, does indicate some 
key ecological relationships and patterns of extirpation, namely:
1. Cougars declined first in those areas where man settled first md most 
intensively, namely potentially rich agricultural lands. These laivis 
probably included the best segments of the cougar's original range.
2. Cougars survived longest in the. rugged and marginal lands unfid. for 
human settlement, including swamps and mountainous areas.
3. The demise of the cougar occurred in a broad, rapid sweep, principally 
during the late 1700s and early 1800s. By the mid-180Qs, the cougar had 
been extirpated from almost all of its eastern range. North of Florida, 
it apparently field out longest in Georgia, Alabama and Arkansas.
4. The historical record strongly suggests that the northern distributional 
limit of the cougar in pre-colonial times coincided with the southern 
distributional limit of the Canadian Life Zone (Hall and Kelson 1949) and 
the approximate southern limit of the spruce-balsam and pine-hemlock 
ecotypes as given by Shelford (1963). This hypothetical limit is shown
in Figure 1.
Figure 1. The hypothetical northern distributional limit 
of the cougar in pre-colonial times, based on historical 
records and the southern distributional limit of the 
Canadian Life Zone (Hall and Kelson 1959) and spruce- 
balsam and pine-hemlock ecotypes (Shelford 1963).
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Evidence supporting this hypothetical limit includes (1) the historical 
absence of cougars in most of Maine, probably all of New Brunswick, most of 
northern Michigan and Minnesota, and (2) the historical presence of cougars 
in most of Wisconsin, southern Michigan, the southern fringe of Oritarf. , 
particularly that small - piece of Ontario lying south of the St. Lawren. u 
River', including the towns of Sorel arid Sherbrooke. It is of interest i-'orn 
the standpoint of this report that the central Adirondack region represents 
the ecological type which was apparently largely unoccupied by cougars in 
pre-colonial times.
It is probable that man's direct persecution of the cougar was the 
principal factor in its decline in the east. The cougar is uniquely 
vulnerable by man for various reasons, which are discussed in Section 7.
However, there is another factor worth considering from the■standpoint of 
the cougar's decline, namely the near-elimination by market hunting of its 
deer prey throughout most portions of the northeast in the late 1800s and 
early 1900s. A  brief discussion of this phenomenon follows.
The pattern of deer population increase and ultimate decline, principally 
during the 1800s occurred in a broad sweep across the eastern states, with 
iiiinor variations (Banasiak 1961, Dahlberg and Guettinger 1956, Jenkins and 
Bartlett 1959, Shaw and McLaughlin 1951, Severinghaus and Brown, 1957,
Silver 1957). Deer were originally common along the coast of Maine, but 
scarce inland (Banasiak 1961). By the early 1800s, deer were essentially 
gone from coastal areas in the wake of intensive settlement, but deer increased 
inland following logging. There was a major dieoff in the 1860s, followed by 
■an increase in the late 1800s (Banasiak 1961). The population trend in New 
Hampshire was similar; by .1878 deer had been reduced to the vanishing point 
in that state (Silver 1957). In Massachussetts, deer reached their lowest 
level during the first three quarters of the 1800s (Shaw and McLaughlin 1951).
In the states of Pennsylvania and New Jersey "-----deer’ had been virtually
extirpated by about 1900 and the killing of one was front page news" 
(Severinghaus and Brown 1956).
Farther to the north and west, the pattern of deer increases and de­
clines followed the northeasterly one, with a lag in the timetable. In 
Michigan, lumbering began in the north in 1850 and the deer’ population peaked 
in The Northern Lower Perininsula in 1870 (Jenkins and Bartlett 1959). Deer 
were virtually eliminated from the Southern Lower Penninsula by 1885 and 
reached their lowest ebb in Michigan in 1905 (Jenkins and Bartlett 1959).
'The patterns of deer increase and decline in Wisconsin were practically 
Identical to those of Michigan (Dahlberg and Guettinger 1956).
The history of the white-tailed deer in New York State is traced in 
detail by Severinghaus and Brown (1956). The pattern of deer1 decline is con­
sistent with that elsewhere in the east. In pre-colonial times, deer were 
most common in fertile valleys and lake plains. The Adirondacks and Catskills 
harbored few deer; by 1860 deer were scarce in the eastern Adirondacks 
(Severinghaus and Brown 1956). Following logging and settlement, deer became 
abundant locally in western and central New York. Deer declined in the state 
to a low point between 1880 and 1890. The decrease was statewide, with the 
exception of the non-agri cultural region of the central Adirondacks 
(Severinghaus and Brown 9956).
Deer began to increase slowly in New York towards the end of the 19th 
century and the beginning of the 20th century. Severinghaus and Brown (1956) 
trace New York’s deer repopulation from several centers (see map, t>. 141, 
Severinghaus and Brown 1956). The map of the latter authors shows that the 
largest areas of regional deer survival were (1) the Adirondack region, (2) 
Yer-mont’s Green Mountains, and (3) the mountainous area of north-centi a I 
Pennsylvania. From the standpoint of cougar extinction in the east, it is 
of interest that these three areas where deer survived are also the areas 
where the cougar apparently held out longest.
It is tempting to speculate that the regional decline of deer in the mid 
to late 1800s played a Dart in the cougar’s demise. After all, the white- 
failed deer was probably the principal prey of the cougar in the northeast, 
especially in winter. However’, the historical record suggests that viable 
cougar populations had essentially disappeared by the mid-18Q0s. Thus, the 
demise of the cougar apparently predated the decline of the white-tailed deer 
by several years. That is not to say that prey scarcity did not affect the 
few cougars surviving into the late 1800s. For' example, a cougar1 was killed 
within the Schenectady city limits in September', 1893 (Merrill 1893). It is 
not impossible that this animal was driven by prey scarcity to search for 
domestic prey near man's haunts. In any case, the cougar’ did not continue 
to survive in those pockets where deer maintained their populations. Indeed, 
in the Adirondacks, cougars had declined to a few stragglers by the late 
1800s (see Section 2), while deer numbers increased to a peak in the central 
region around 1890 (Severinghaus and Brown 1956). When deer numbers slowly 
recovered throughout the Northeast in the early 1900s, the cougar was missing 
from the regional fauna.
SECTION 2. DECLINE OF THE COUGAR IN NEW YORK AND THE ADIRONDACKS
"Formerly abundant throughout most of New York and particularly in the 
forested regions of the Adirondacks, the animal was so reduced in numbers by 
the variety of attacks upon it that by the close of the last century if was 
nearly extinct". With this statement, Young and Goldman (1946) begin their 
brief account of the cougar's distribution in New York. And yet, following 
his diligent search for cougar specimens, Stoner (1950) observed, "Notwith­
standing the former .abundance of the Adirondack, cougar (Felis concolor eouguar 
Kerr) in New York State, continued and persistent inquiry from a large number- 
of persons and institutions has disclosed a striking lack of preserved 
specimens known to have been taken in this state". Stoner located the remains 
of only 10 specimens, including 3 stuffed animals, 2 incomplete skins and 7 
skulls of which only 1 is complete. All 10 extant specimens found by Stoner 
were traced to locations in the northwestern portion of the Adirondack region 
(Fig. 2). In addition to Stoner's (1950) specimens, a mounted specimen is 
presently on exhibit in the Adirondack Museum at Blue Mountain Lake. A 
description of this specimen is given in Appendix 4.
The paucity of cougar records for southern, central and eastern New 
York is noteworthy, but not surprising. This region was attractive to 
colonists and was settled early and rapidly. Cougar records are similarly 
scarce for other states in this category (e.g. Connecticut, Ohio and 
Indiana). The story of the- cougar' in New York, to the extent that it is
N
igure 2. Locations of origin of extant cougar specimens
for New York (Stoner 1950), represented by closed 
symbols. The open symbol represents the kill 
location of a specimen now in the Adirondack 
Museum (Appendix -4 ) . The hashed line is the
boundary of the Central Spruce-Fir and Adirondack 
High Peak forest regions as given by the Atlas of 
Forestry (Stout 1958). The numbers in parentheses 
represent the number of cougar bounties collected 
by George Muir, and the towns where they were 
collected. Other numbers represent cougar bounties 
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known, was largely played out in the Adirondack region, an inhospitable 
island bipassed by settlers.
Accounts of the cougar's presence in the Adirondacks suggest that tne 
species was rare by the mid-l800s. Cougars were essentially gone is 'he 
region by 1349, according t • f.II. Hammond's guide, Tucker (Terrie 19Vi). 
Hammond shot one in a true it Tipper Lake (no date) and Hammond saw panther 
tracks at Bog Lake in 1853 (Terrie 1972). According to Benson Lossihg, 
quoted by Terrie (1972), panthers were almost extinct in the Adirondacks by 
1859. Three panthers were killed by W.C. Robertson at Long Lake in Is67 
(Aber and King 1965). Merriam (1882) wrote: "Mr. Byron P. Graves of 
Booneville, New York, shot three in Herkimer and Hamilton Counties during 
February and March, 1871, four were killed about the same time in Frame in 
County and others in other parts of the woods (Adirondack woods). A year or 
two previous to this, several panthers, one of which I skinned, were shot cn 
the extreme western confines of the Wilderness in the town of Greig in Lewis 
County". In 1877, Verplanck Colvin, Superintendent of the Adirondack Survey, 
shot a 200 lb. male on Seventh Lake Mountain, near Inlet (Hamilton County, 
Merriam 1882).
Across the Champlain Valley in the State of Vermont, the decline of the 
cougar appears to parallel- the decline in the Adirondack region. Merriam 
(1901) wrote, "Professor George H. Perkins of Burlington, Vermont writes me 
that panthers were killed in that state in 1870, 1875, 1881, and 1894, and 
that a few hunters believe that a few still exist in the Green Mountains".
The Vermont cougar' killed in 1875 was at Wordsboro, Vermont. This animal 
attracted much attention and publicity (Spargo 1950). The 1881 kill was at 
Barnard, Vermont. The hunter who killed this cougar, had himself photographed 
with it in a studio set (see Spargo 1950). Apparently, the killing of a 
cougar was a big event in the 1870s and 1880s.
By 1882, the editors of Forest and Stream estimated the Adirondack cougar 
population to number 6 animals (Terrie 1972). While the number itself may 
have little significance, it does suggest that cougars were considered to be 
rare then. A cougar was killed at Stone Lake within the Schenectady city 
Limits around Sept. 5, 1893 (Merrill 1893). This animal was thought to have 
strayed .from the Adirondacks. It was exhibited at the World’s Columbian 
Exposition at Chicago in 1893 by the New York State Museum (Merrill 1893).
A  cougar was reported to have been killed in 1894 in Herkimer County (Report 
by Madison Grant in Forest, Fish and Game Commission Report of 1902 and 1903 
(Terrie 1972). These, are probably among the very last cougars killed 
in the northeast.
Merriam (1882) assigned a figure to the number of cougars killed in the 
Adirondacks during the mid to late 1800s, in the following passage: "As near’ 
as I can reckon from the data I have been able to procure, nearly an hundred 
panthers have been killed in the Adirondacks since the year I860". This 
statement appeal's below an official bounty list for New York State, including 
the period from Nov. 10, 1871 through Nov. 7, 1881, listing 46 cougar bounties 
paid for the period (the New York State bounty law for cougars was first 
enacted .in 1871).
As the cougar bounty records for New York State are the only substantial 
quantitative records available for the State (see Appendix 5), they are
potentially important. These records have been widely quoted and as noted 
above, Merriam (1882) apparently based his estimate of "100 panthers" partly 
on the first 10 years of the bounty record. Indeed, statements of cougar 
abundance in the Adirondacks, such as that of Young and Goldman (1916), were 
probably influenced in large measure by the New York bounty records. The 
comparatively generous cougar kill suggested by the New York bounty record is 
inconsistent with the very few "hard" records that Stoner (1950) manage'! to 
collect. For these reasons, an analysis of the New York cougar bounty record 
follows.
The raw table of bounties paid for panther (Appendix 5) shows that one 
man, George Muir, collected 67 out of a total of 107 bounties paid out by 7 
counties. Thus, George Muir collected 63 percent of all cougar bounties paid 
in Mew York. The number of cougar bounties collected in various counties for 
the years 1871 (when the bounty law was enacted) through 1890 (when the last 
bounty was collected) is given in Table 1. Muir collected 19 of 67 bounties 
iii Lewis and St. Lawrence Counties alone. It is strange that Muir was the 
sole recipient of all 23 bounties paid in Lewis County .The distribution of 
cougar bounties paid per year for the years 1871 through 1890 is given in 
Table 2, Muir collected his first bounty in 1879, when 31 of 40 bounties 
paid to all other's had already been collected. Muir's 67 bounties were 
collected during a period when all other persons bountied only 7 animals 
(Table 2) and at a time when individual cougars killed at Barnard and Wordsboro, 
Vermont (Spargo 1950) were big news.
George Muir collected most of his bounties in 1882 and 1883. His pattern 
of bounty collection of the years 1883 and 1884 is shown in Table 3. Muir 
made 17 visits to 5 villages to collect 27 bounties between May 10, 1383 and 
April 25, 1884. His frequent movement from one village to another suggests 
that individual cougar parts were bountied several times. He frequently 
bountied 2 pelts (or parts) in succession. For example, on July 12, 1883, he 
DO’-ntied 2 pelts at Diana, 2 at Pitcairn on July 22, and 2 at Wilmurt on August 
2. For the entire period Muir collected a total of 8 bounties at Pitcairn, 8 
at Diana and 6 at Wilmurt.
Prior to 1882, Muir collected all his cougar bounties at the village of 
Fine, namely 1 in 1879, 1 in 1880 and 9 in 1881. Muir never returned to Fine 
to collect a cougar bounty in subsequent years, even though Fine is close to 
Pitcairn, Diana and Croghan where he collected most of his cougar bounties.
The total number of bounties Muir collected at Fine in 1881 the last year of 
his visits to Fine, is 9. This number is similar to the total number of 
bounties (namely 8) he collected in each of the villages of Diana and Pitcairn 
in 18S3-1884 (Table 3).
The total number of cougar bounties collected by Muir in various 
tillages is given in Table 4. Numbers ranging between 8 and 15 appear1 4 times 
and Muir collected bounties from Lewis anti St. Lawrence Counties in four 
villages. The villages of Diana, Pitcairn and Fine are located roughly in a 
straight line by road, each 1.0 miles from the other in the northwestern 
Adirondacks. Croghan lies 22 miles to the south; Wilmurt lies about 80 miles 
farther southeast by road, and Long Lake is 70 miles to the east by road.
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Table 1. The number of cougar1 bounties collected in various 












Hamilton 13 10 3
Herkimer 15 8 7
Lewis 23 23
Saratoga ? 2
St Lawrence 44 26 18
Total 107 67 40
Table 2. The distribution of cougar bounties paid per year, for the years 
1871 through 1890. (1990 was the last year when a bounty was 
collected for a cougar; based on the table in Appendix 5 
after Merrill 1899).
Bounties
paid to Bounties p>aid









1879 2 1 1
1880 3 1 2
1881 10 9 1
1882 14 14










Table 3. The pattern of cougar bounty collection for George Muir, 
primarily in the northwestern Adirc-ndacks in 18 8 3 and 
18 8 4 ( see text ) . Numbers in colurans represen 1; d j. 1:es ;
numbers in pa ton theses repres(.;nt bounties collected . 
from ; V. i r : !. 1 ( 1,8 99) , Appendix o.
Town of Bounty Payment
Year and
Month Long L a k ? Wilmurt Croghan Diana Pitcairn
18 8 3
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O c t . 2 8 (2)
N o v . 3 0 (I)
D e c .
18 84
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e 4. Cougar bourrt ion collected by George Muir in various
z.i-
villages u r  rue years 1879 through 1887.
Village and County Bounties




Fine, St. lawrence 11
Pitcairn, St. Lawrence 15
Total 67
The month of cougar bounty collection by Muir versus all others is 
revealing. The month of bounty collection for all persons (including Muir) 
is given in Figure 3. There is no clear pattern. However, Figure 4 ,.;h .ws 
that Muir alone collected most of his bounties during the summer months, 
while all others collected bounties primarily during the winter months 
(Fig.5). In the Adirondacks, it was the practice to hunt cougars with dogs 
in winter (Merriam 1832). Hence the pattern of bounty collect ion by a', i 
others tends to fit the normal hunting pattern, unlike Muir's efforts.
During the entire period of bounty collection from 1871. through 1890, Muir 
collected 67 bounties while 26 others collected only 40 bounties or l.b4 
bounties per person. Four- was the highest number1 of cougar’ bounties 
collected by airy one individual other than George Muir (that man was .Join 
Muir whose 4 pelts are included in the "summer" bars of Fig. 5). Three- 
bounties per year were collected by 5 individuals and 15 individuals or 
pairs collected only 1 bounty each.
Tie analysis strongly suggests that George Muir bountied each of his 
"cougars" two or more times. At $20 per bounty, it must have been a 
lucrative pastime, especially during 1883 and 1884 when he collected 77 . 
bounties for a total of $540 in a .12 month span, possibly from only 8 cougar 
pelts or cougar parts. The procedure specified by law which was designed to 
prevent multiple bounty collection for the same cougar was as follows (as 
quoted by Merriam 1882 from the New York State Law of 1871): "A State bounty 
of thirty dollars for a grown wolf, fifteen dollars for a wolf pup, and 
twenty dollars for a -panther shall be paid to any person or' persons who shall 
kill any of said animals within the boundaries of this State. The person or 
persons obtaining such bounty shall prove the death of the animals so killed 
by him or them, by producing satisfactory affidavits and the skull or skin of 
said animal before the supervisor and one of the justices of peace of the 
town within the boundaries of which the said animal was killed. Whereupon 
said supervisor and justice of the peace, in the presence of each other shall 
b u m  or destroy said skull and brand said skin so that it may be thereat ter 
identified" etc. Apparently, it was up to the discretion of the Counties 
how each one was to brand the pelts. Thus, if the ear was marked in one 
county, the paw might be marked in another1. Presumably, as either the skull 
or skin could be bountied, each whole animal could potentially produce 2 
bounties. 1 have discussed bounty collection with older Adirondack residents 
who collected bounties when bounties were still provided in Hamilton County.
I was informed that multiple bountying for the same pelt was not uncommon. 1 
was also told that dogs were frequently turned in as wolves and house-cuts were 
often bountied as "wildcats". Bounty fraud has been uncovered in several 
states. In Michigan, the phenomenal bounty success of one family was Investi­
gated. It was found that the same barrels of decaying fox pelts were bountied 
in county after county. Apparently, sensitive female clerks didn't ask for 
the opportunity to mark and count the pelts on carpeted office floors.
In sum, it is my opinion that Georg Muir bountied as few as 8 and ..;o many 
as 30 cougar or cougar parts for a total of 67 times, each cougar potentially 
providing a. skull and a skin for bountying. It is probable that some o.t the 
bounties collected in 1871 and. later were for cougars killed prior to 1871.
The latter1 is suggested by the 11 cougar bounties collected in 1871 (Tack1 2), 
a number almost twice as high as that of the next year.
Figure 3. Month of bounty collection; bounties paid 
for cougars in New York under the law of 1871 for' all 
years, 1871 through 1890 (based on bounty list, 
Appendix 5, Merrill 1899).
2U
MONTH
Figure <+. Month of cougar bounty collection; bounties 
paid to George Muir only under the New York Law of 
1871, for all years 1871 through 1890 (based on bounty 
list. Appendix 5, Merrill 1899).
MONTH
Figure 5. Month of cougar bounty collection; bounties 
paid to all persons except George Muir under the New 
York Law of 1871, for all years 1871 through 1890 










A  very approximate value for the actual annual mean cougar kill In the 
Adirondacks can be computed on the basis of Table 2, as follows: Assigjxirig 
a value of 3 bounties for "all other's" for the year 1871 (rather than \}), 
then the total for "all others" for the 20 year period is 32 (rather thin 
HO). Assuming that George Muir actually accounted for 8 cougars (t-aU.u: tiian 
57), then the total number of cougars bountied for the period was <*y. ,--sr.;iming
that this number was one half of the actual number killed, then 6.0 c-. ug.u,:; 
were killed in the Adirondack region from. 1871 through 1890, or H annually 
on the average. By any measure, this figure is small and suggests that the 
northern New York cougar population was sparse and ailing, probably from mid­
century onward. By comparison, the mean annual cougar kill for1 a 10 year 
period (1968 to 1977) for a HO x 60 mile area west of Pueblo, Colorado was 
18.7 (Currier et al. 1977). The east-west dimension of Adirondack Park, is 
about 100 miles.
Other- claimed totals for cougars killed in the Adirondacks are suspi­
ciously high. According to Merriam (1882), his friend and guide E.L. Sheppard 
had killed or was instrumental in killing 28 panther's in the Adirondacks. Yet, 
the bounty records show that, only 3 cougar bounties were collected by an E.L. 
Sheppard, presumably the same man, in 1877. Thomas Meachum of St. Lawrence 
County was reported to have killed 77 panthers (Severinghaus and Brown 1956, 
quoting Simms 1350), a total kill for one human which is probably grossly 
inflated. Similar claims were made by other cougar hunters in the east. For 
example, Shoemaker'’ (1911) writes, "Samuel. Askey of Snow Shoe, Center County, 
(Pennsylvania), killed sixty four panthers between the years 1820 and. 1815. 
These were taken in a limited district and. all of this great hunter's 
neighbors were engaged slaying panthers at the same time. During these twenty 
five years it is estimated that six hundred panthers were killed In Center 
County". These figures may be compared with the current annual cougar kill 
and success rate for the State of Utah. For 5 hunting seasons from 1871 
through 1876, 83 government trappers and 563 sportsmen killed 6H6 cougars 
(Burress 1979).
I conclude that the actual number1 of cougars killed in the Adirondack 
region doming the 1800s is lower than previously thought. This conclusion is 
based on (1) the very few specimens located by Stoner- (1950), (2) the tact 
that killing a cougar during the last half of the 19th century was big news 
in the region, (3) the reported opinion of some Adirondack guides that cougars 
were rare in the region after 1850, and (H) analysis of the bounty record and 
comparisons with current kill statistics in other states.
Finally, the available data suggest that cougars survived longest in the 
northwest quadrant of the Adirondacks and the western Adirondacks, east of 
the Black River Valley. It also appears that cougar’s were generally rare or 
absent in the. southern, southeastern and eastern Adirondacks in the 1800s.
This can be explained by the more intensive settlement in that region.
SECTION 3. CURRENT STATUS OF THE COUGAR IN EASTERN NORTH AMERICA AND NEW YORK.
Historical accounts indicate that cougar' populations (principally Felis 
concolor couguar) had largely disappeared from the eastern North American
*
.fauna by the year 1900. Apparently a few cougars continued to live in widely 
scattered and remote locations into the early 1900s (see previous sections), 
and a population of
Florida (a discussion of this population 
the cougar has been almopr forgotten as a wild species in the: east and most 
mamr<aJ.ogisT5 and biologists have simply accepted its absence. The Field 
Guide to the Mammals (Burt and Grossenheider 1952) shows former eastern range
. i ,i j. L- y w  w  ^ \ ^  w  p ■—* » w  -W V. ...#_ 1 11—. /
>f cougars (Fedis concolor coryi) survived in southern 
d lation"'"follows in Section 5). Since 2.900,
essentially ’unoccupied by the cougar, with the exception of southern Florida, 
and small segments of Arkansas, Louisiana and Mississippi.
The publication of "The Ghost of North America, The Story of the Eastern 
Panther" by Bruce S. Wright in 1959, awakened public interest in the possibility 
that cougars might be roaming undetected in the east. More recently, articles 
on the possible survival, of cougars in the east have appeared regularly, e.g. 
"The Cougar is Alive and Well in Massachussetts and at last It's Safe to Say 
So", by Bruce ’Wright (1973) in Massachussetts Wildlife; "Cougar? Comeback in 
the Fast (1979) in American Forests; "Chasing a Ghost", by Tom McNamee (1981) 
in Audubon, etc. The list of such popular articles and particularly newspaper 
articles, is substantial. Most of these articles are based 5n large measure 
on sighting reports, seasoned with dashes of optimism. The phenomenon of. 
cougar sightings and reports will be briefly considered in Section 4 because 
it bears on the reliability- of reported "evidence". However the data presented 
by Wright (1948, 1959, 1971) deserves some comment here.
Wright depends largely on anecdotal evidence in his book and articles 
(Wright 1948, 1959, and 1971). He presents case after case of alleged cougar 
sightings, usually by laymen. He lists 297 sightings for New Brunswick 
(Wright 1971), yet can cite the presence of just 1 bone fragment collected 
ill the Province in 1921. In my opinion, Wright's case is damaged most by his 
own photos of alleged cougar tracks (Wright 1948, p. 236,237). I have shown 
a reproduction of Wright's photos to several trappers and two authorities on 
oougar biology. They have verified my assessment that "the large tracks in the 
photos (Wright 1948, p. 239) are clearly those of one or more canids, rether 
than a male cougar as Wright contends. The smaller tracks in the snow in the 
.Lower photo (Wright 1948, p. 236) are probably those of a bobcat or housccat; 
they appear to be too small to be those of a young cougar folowing its mother, 
as Wright asserts. The scratchings (Wright 1948, p. 237) may have been made 
by a bobcat or canid. Such evidence casts doubt on Wright's competence in 
identifying cougar sign.
In order to obtain an impression of the cougar’s status in the eastern 
United States and Canadian Provinces, Robert L. Downing, (U.S. Fish and 'Wild­
life Service, Clemson, South Carolina) solicited the opinions of 46 sere-ded 
biologists and laymen by circulating a questionnaire. I am indebted lm> Mr. 
Downing for the use of his completed questionnaires. A  summary of question­
naire results is given in Tables 5 and 6 for- the northeastern states and 
Canadian provinces, and the southeastern states respectively. A  copy of a 
representative questionnaire response is included in Appendix 6.
For- the northeastern states and Canadian Provinces (Table 5), 19 per cent 
of the respondents felt that wild cougars occiaTred in their state or province, 
while 22 percent answered that their presence was possible. Twenty six percent 
felt that there were indications of self-sustaining populations while 6 percent 
.answered that the presence of such populations was possible. The number of
Table 5, The current status of the cougar in the north­
eastern United States and Canadian Provinces, according 
to questionnaire responses sent to Mr. Robert L. Downing1 
August 1980. Table headings are paraphrased from longer 
questions.
Wildlife Research Biologist 
Denver Wildlife Research Center 
Department of Forestry 
Clemson Universi ty 








































3-6 No Dennis Do oar.] i 
State W i J. d i . d n i t
~ No Ro b e r t E . Dubos 
Univ. of Conn.
4-5 No E. Stuart Mitcheli(Layman) 
The Mitchell Co.
1 No Jared K. Garver 
Forest Came B i o l .
- No John H. Ku.-o
Forrest D. Loorals 
Forest Game Section
2-3 No John C. Olson
1-2 No Ron Andrews
- - j John B o w l e s , Central 
College, Pella. ■
2-4 No : Henry H i l t o n , Small Game 
: Furbearer Project
1-6 No James E. Cardoza, State 
: Div. Fish Wildl.
ro CO No [ Rollin H. Baker, Mich. 
] State U n i v . M a s .
4 - 1 0 No­ F.a 1 ph E . Ba i I e •, Mic h .
; Dcpr . Natur.n Resources
<. - ]> lle j Lloyd G. Fchemenauer 
• M i c h . Dept. Nat. Res.
i
(continu 2)
Mich i tsan Po s s dhiv -
Minnesota Probably Likely Yes
Occasionally Yes -
New
Brunswick Y es - Yes
i\j 0 W
Hampshire - Yes Yes
Doubtful - -
New Jersey No Doubtful -
New- York Yes Yes Possibly
Nova Scotia Yes - Yes
Pennsylvania No Possibly Not likely
Ohio No No No
Ontario Yes Y e s Ye s
I s i aia. - -
V ennont. No - -
Possible Yes Possible







Less than 10 Yes
2-6 No




;Less than 1 : No
Josep h Vo r- f- . ;Mchi gan
D e p t . Nat . Rc. o L JPC 0 S
Elmer C . B i T'h e y , Bp
Mu s . Natu rai H i s t ory
Patrick D . Karns , State
D e p t . Nat . Pascure es
Gerry7 R . Par k er
Can ad i an W.i u ] . Sex’V .
Henry Laramie, State Fisn 
Game Department
W i 11iam W . Man t a , un i v .
New Hampshire
Robert C. Lund, New Jersey 
Div. Fish, Game, Shell.
Eugene F. McCaffrey 
K .Y .3.D e p t . E n v , Cons.
F.C. Van Nostrand
Michael J. Puglisis, Pa. 
Game Commission
Dennis S. Case 
Ohio Div. 'Wildlife
Gerald B. MoNeating, Oat.
Ben Day
Vermont Fish & Game Dept
David E. 
Vermont
, Capon, Uni V 1 . : PV • OX
(contib^ed 3)
I
Wisconsin No No No




R.A. McCabe, juiversity 
of Wisconsin




Table G. The current status of the cougar in the south­
eastern United States, according to questionnaire responses 
sent to Mr. Robert L. Downingl, August 1978. Table headings 
are paraphrased from longer questions.
Wildlife Research Biologist 
Denver Wildlife Research Center 
Department of Forestry 
Chanson Universi ty 
Clemson, South Carolina 29631











Alabama Y e s Y e s Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Arkansas Yes Yes Yes
Florida Yes Yes Yes
Georgia Yes Y a s Yes
Kentucky No - -
Louisiana Doubtful No No
Maryland No unlikely iPossibly
Mississippi Yes - Yes
Missouri Yes - -
Unknown - -
N. Carolina Yes Yes Yes
S. Carolina \  0 S Yes .Unknown
Virginia Yes Yes No













2-3 No Julian L. Dusi 
Auburn Univ.
2-3 No William J. Hamrick
10 No Sam Barkley
Arkansas Game £ Fish Comm
200 Yes Robert C. Belden 
FI. U. Fresh Water Fish 
C o m m .
- No Steve C. Johnson 
Dept. Hat. Res.
No Roger W. Barbour 
U n i v . Kentucky
Jossi bly No J .B . Kidd
100 U.S. Fish £ Wild!. S e r v .
- Yes Duane Punsley 
M d . Wildl. Adm.
3-5 No Dale H. Arner 
Miss. St. Univ.
- - Fred B. Samson
U.S. Fish £ W l d l . Serv.
10 No Dave Erickson 
i'i 13s . DepX « cons .
100 Yes David S . Lee 
N.C. State M u s .
10 ; Unknown Kenneth B. Stansell 
S.C. Wildl. Marine Res.
10 No Jo0 L . Coggi11
2-3 : Possible James M. Ruckel u.;CT)
cougar reports per year ranged frcm 1 to 15, while most values ranged f x til I 
to 6. Ten percent of the respondents felt that captive cougar escapes were 
possible, while 3 percent (.1 response) answered in the affirmative.
For the southeastern states, (Table 6) excepting Florida, 67 percept 
answered that there were cougars in the state. Forty percent fell: that self- 
sustaining populations existed in their state, while 13 percent responded 
that such populations were possible. Reports per year1 ranged from 2 to 100. 
Thirteen percent (2 respondents) felt that captive cougar escapes were passible, 
while 7 percent (1 respondent) answered affirmatively.
In general, there was a much higher proportion of positive responses from 
the southeastern states. Of particular interest is the high number of reports 
for Louisiana, North Carolina and Florida. 'The high value for Florida ( 
reliable, provided by R. Belden, Leader of the Florida Panther1 Recover Team, 
who maintains an. observation clearing house) is of particular interest because 
it reflects the presence of a Known cougar population. This number is there­
fore, a control of sorts. The values for1 Louisiana and North Carol in. j are also 
high. Both states have authentic recent records of cougar occurrance.
A  surprisingly small number of respondents, (Tables 5 and 6) answered 
affirmatively for captive cougar escapes or releases, namely 3 percent for 
northeastern states and provinces and 13 percent for1 southeastern states, while 
10 and 7 percent of respondents respectively felt that escapes were possible.
In New York, cougar escapes are not unccmmon (Stone, pens. comm. 197r). For 
example, in 1975, a cougar" escaped from a zoo in the Catskills and was later 
shot by a State Police trooper. Another cougar escaped from Animal Land in 
.Lake George and was subsequently killed by a sheriff. On another occasion, 
an escaped cougar was shot along the Northway, a four-lane divided highway. 
(Stone, pers. comm. 1975). In New York, Stone estimates that there are 
approximately 5 cougar1 escapes for every reported escape. The following 
passage from a N.Y.S.D.E.C. memo is revealing CNye 1977, memo to Meyers,
Appendix ): "----Many puma sightings and "monster" exotic animal sightings
have actually proven to be accurate reports, but in all cases so far1 the 
animal was found to be an escapee of a local menagerie or circus, or was 
simply released by someone who had been holding the animal and could no 
longer deal with it. Just last, year in West Virginia a plethora of cougar 
reports were circulating. It was discovered that two animals had escaped 
from a roadside zoo, and one was shot soon thereafter. Although a permit, is 
required, many individuals have animals in their private possession such as 
western pumas, which are fairly available from different sources. Many zoos 
and menageries have more pumas than they can handle, and there is pre-sen fly 
somewhat of a glut of these on the market so to speak. Only six months ago 
a. private small animal zoo was trying to unload six cougars on the Bey.vn-taient 
(which we refused). So at any rate, cougar's are around as captives and -to 
often escape or are let loose/7
In sum, the questionnaire results of Tables 5 and 6 must be interpreted 
with caution. Most positive responses are based on impressions from sight ing 
reports which may or may not have been investigated. (The phenomenon -a 
sighting report's and their reliability is discussed in Section 4). Cone 
positive responses may have been colored by optimism. And, it may be virtually 
.impossible to differentiate between some reports of escaped cougar's iron, re­
ports of truly wild ones. Fifteen of 31 eastern states and provinces answered
affinnatively that there were indications of self-sustaining cougar- popula­
tions in their political subdivision. This fraction is undoubtedly much 
higher than is truly warranted; field checks by knowledgeable biologists 
have provided limited evidence at best of cougar- occurrance north of L.vie 
Okeechobee, FIorida.
It is .oeyond the scope o' this report to make a ccmprehensive ev-'.u.u- it ion 
of recent cougar evidence in the east. However, some of the better evidence 
is summarized as follows: In Minnesota, there are a number of recent j.’eparts 
(Bue and Stenlund 1953, Magnus 1956, Kiyava 1959, Nero and Wrigley 197/). In 
August 1980, a cougar was sighted at a distance of 40 yards by R. Berg, a 
wi i rl.li.fe biologist with the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (Berg 
1S80, letter to R. Downing). Berg lias investigated a number of other •►'••••cent 
observations in the same area, including a sighting of a female and kit ten and 
an alleged depredation of a cow. Two sets of cougar tracks have been substan­
tiated. (One of them by M. Hornocker). Adjacent to Minnesota, there are some 
good reports of cougar occurrance in Manitoba (Nero and Wrigley 1977), in­
cluding a specimen killed in 1973. This animal was identified as probably 
belonging to the race F.C. missoulensis.
In the southeast, a .number of recent: records are cited for Arkansas by 
Sealander and Gipson (1973), including a few good sightings and two kills in 
1949 and 1969 respectively. A more recent kill was made in Logan Co-irr y, 
Arkansas in 1975 (Downing 1981, pears, comm.). Ijewis (1969) reports oi other 
oecurranc.es in Arkansas and Louisiana: in 1965, a cougar was killed near 
Keithville, Louisiana (Goertz and Abegg 1966). A cougar was shot in Cl. Clair 
County, Alabama in L948 (Anonymous 1948),
North of Florida and the deep southeast, the best recent cougar records 
seem to center on the Allegheny Mountain section of North Carolina, Tennessee 
and, Virginia, including Great Smokey Mountain National Park and the Blue- 
Ridge Parkway near Asheville, North Carolina. The following cougar records 
provided by Robert Downing and Donald Linsey have a high probability of 
validity.
In 1975, a cougar with kittens was sighted along the Blue Ridge 
FnrJcway near Mt. Pisgah in North Carolina. These -animals were seen by 
several-National Park Service employees, including a biologist. T 
visited tills site in 1979. Ecologically, it is very similar to New 
York's Catskills. (Photos of this and other areas is included in »he 
section on cougar- habitat evaluation in Adirondack Park).
2. In 1977, a cougar with kittens was seen about 5 miles from the 
latter location by 3 car-loads of tourists. One of the kittens wa 
briefly separated from the female by an automobile. There are rooKy 
areas and crevices near this location, and a summer deer density o 
-about 15 deer /mi- (5.8 deer/km^).
Downing found a snow track in 1978 which he believes was that of 
a cougar. 'The location of this track was not far from the previous 
two records on the Blue Ridge Parkway. The stride was 26 to 82 
center to center on consecutive tracks. This animal walked on io, s 
and a 6 in. wide guardrail adjacent to the Parkway. I visited -br 
site with Downing in 1979. The deer density in this area is 20 /
nur (7.7 deer.'kmf-).
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4. There have been several reports of cougar' sightings in 1978, 1979, 
and 1980 in the Noland Creek area of Great Smokey Mountain National Park. 
A  park administrator vouches for the validity of a sighting in November 
1981).
northern South Carolina, a cougar was seen at a distance of 100 
crossing a wad, by Dr. Dunn of Clemson University, Department of 
i n  November 1979 (Downing 1981, peats, comm.). There are a 
number of other recent sightings in North Carolina with a high likelihood 
of validity (Downing 1981, pers. comm.)
6. In Virginia, 2 lii.gh.Ly probable cougar sightings were reported in 
1979 and 1989 in the Jefferson National Forest (Linsey 1981, pers. cam.) 
linsey made plaster casts of 2 sets of tracks in the Jefferson National 
Forest which are probably those of cougars. In spring 1980, a zookeeper 
familiar with cougars, reported seeing one in the Jefferson National 
Forest. Reports have been consistently received from 4 areas in Virginia, 
and from Ghenendoah National Park. These clustered reports may represent 
the presence, of several, cougars in the. Virginia mountain section. (Linsey 
L981, pers. comm.).
7. There have been reports of cougars in the more remote areas along 
the east coast in recent years, including coastal swamps, marshes, sand 
plains, etc. One of the best reports (.1980) is that of Sam Marshall, 
refuge manager of the Dismal. Swamp National Wildlif e Refuge in Virginia. 
Marshall saw a cougar at short range standing on a levee before it 
disappeared. I visited this spot in 1979 with Downing, Linsey, and 
others. We found no tracks on the levees, but did find some potential 
cougar scats which are being analyzed by Mark Johnson of Mississippi 
State Univer sity.
Downing and I visited other likely North Carolina coastal areas in 1980, 
but lid not find cougar1 tracks, (Accounts of field trips in 1979 and 1980
are give in Appendices 9, 10, .12 and 14).
Reported cougar observations and investigations of these reports in New 
York State are summarized in Table 7. These 79 records are primarily for the 
last several years, but a few date, back to the last century. These records 
of variable quality are rather typical of cougar reports elsewhere. Many of 
these reports are obviously invalid; they are included here for illustration. 
Some reports may be quite convincing, but when they are investigated and 
there is evidence to make a judgement, most reports are usually found to be 
invalid, (The; phenomenon of sighting reports and their validity is discussed 
in greater detail, in Section 4).
Alleged sighting reports by the general public can be of value when they 
are clustered in time and space. Such clustering may indicate that a, given 
area is regularly being used by one or more cougars. The New York reports 
do not show clustering, except reports of the Van Etton "Swamp Monster1", 
which are probably not of cougars.
I have personally not found evidence supporting the existence of free- 
living cougars in New York State. Those reports which my technicians and I 
have .'investigated have been invalid. During the last 11 years of field
Table 7. Reported cougar observations and records of investigation for' New York Scat 
Reports of alleged observations 'were largely collected by biologists of the N.Y.S. 
Department of Environmental Conservation, Bureau of Wildlife. These records are kept 
on file by the Bureau's Endangered Species Unit. Reports judged invalid are included 
here to show their characteristics.
—  ^ —
Number ,  date 
; and ioc3t ioi i 




Observer ,  addr e s ■.;,  
ptvone
1 1
rJaturc of report, 
investigation
1 ........... - .r» in mm — £
j (72) 1910 
Obriens Mtn. near 
j Ticonderoga 
Essex Co.
Saw animal in voods, later 
identified in a book as puma
Frank Bergeron : Letter in Oct-Nov 19bl 
Burlington, VT ,  Conservationist fran
G.W. MacLaugh!in
l .  . . . . .  ...... i __ . __
(73) 1908 
Near Elk Lake Puma reported killed Observer unknown
. .





Town of Edvards 
St. Lawrence Co.
Saw and heard panther screaming 
several times Everett Todd's mother
Letter in Oct-Nov 1951 
Conservationist from
Everett Todd, Edwards, 
NY.
(75) 1899 
Tupper Lake area 
Hamilton Co. Puma seen Observer unknown
Note in file 
Nb investigation





(77) Spring 1890 
Raquette Lake 
Hamilton Co.
Was stalked by a puma, heard it 
scream
L.H. Gillies S Letter in Oct Nov 1951 
Mantahala, N.C. Conservationist
(78) July 31 
year unknown 
! Rt. 28N Boreas 
River Essex Co.
J - ..................
Saw cougar cross road, back dark, 
lighter underneath, long tail, cat­
like head, short nose
Orlando Gezzi ! XT . ,  , „
„  ,  , . . .  .  _  ,  Note reported to R.Works at Nb in Tahawus _  ,  r  .  . • . .  •Brocke, no investigation
j (7°) Dare .inkncwn 
s Lveation unknown Sighted adult puma and kitten (made plaster casts of tracks)
Austin Smith L.h memorandum 
' t « .. '.. • rtig.iv;
;
—  T -----------




‘ ” "  "  T
; escr'i of observation
j i




■ Greater Albany j 
j area
Albany Co.








Near Acra Town 
of Cairo 
Greene Co.
Found a deer, apparently killed by a 




Letter, invest, of 
hair sample by Dr. 





Several reported puma sightings,
no descriptions
Observers unknown Note in file
No 1: ive o t igation j
.. .. i
! (66) 1960 
Rt. 3 near Gale 
and Parrishville 
St. Lawrence Co.
Gale animal black "panther" w/long 





Note reported to R. 
Masters by Jud Sanford, 
no investigation





Saw tan colored animal v 6’ long 
overall, 2-2V high, looked like 
puma
Merril C. Wells 
Schnectady, NY




(68) Fall 1950 
Franklin Co. Saw an "almost black" panther running in woods
Earl Crumbach 
Ontario, NY







Puma shot at Observer unknown . Note in file
■ No investigation
| (70) 1321 
; Tapper1 Lake 




same as above ' same as above
j .
| (71) 1910 
| Near Ticonderoga 
| Exxex Co.
same as above ■ N o t e  in file
No investigation, pernaps 
same incident as below
Y
Numi*./, date 
, and location 












! Town of Newcomb 
Essex Co.
Saw mountain lion n- 50 yds. av/ay, 
cross road and beaver flow1, aninHl 
"well over 100 lbs"
Eco Frank Moorehouse 
North Creek
DEC memorandum invest, 
by Mark Brown 10/22/75








Saw a cat 'v 80 lbs., long tailed, 
brown, 6-7 ft. long w/tail
Mr. & Mrs. Roy Tracey 
Glens Falls Mtn, Rd. 
Luzerne, N.Y
DEC memorandum 
reported to Eco R.A 
Henke, no investigation
!
Supposedly took a picture of a 
puma
Allen Beck, Scotch 




Elk Pond Rd. 
Whitney Park




Letter, invest. by 
R. Broqke, found to be 




4 men in truck saw "cougar" cross 
road, while Dr. Jacobsen 
simultaneously observed animal. 




Note to R. Brocke 
Investigated 1/22 by 
Dr. Jacobson who saw a ; 
bobcat in same area
(59) 3/73 
Mongaup Pond 12 
mi. north of 
i Livingston Manor1
Saw "panther" run past at distance 
of 75 ft. while sitting in woods.
Thomas Quick Jr. 
Livingston Manor 
Sullivan Co.
Note reported by 
■ Thomas Quick Sr.
No investigation
i "■1 .■ ■ "
| !
| (60) 1973 
j Second Brother 
Mtn. Brant Lake 
: Warren Co.




DEC memorandum invest, 
by N. Dickinson S G. 
Parsons, no evidence.
; found
(61) Fall 1972 
| Between Graphite 
; and Round Mtns.
I
i - ....................................
Found fresh "cat" tracks % 4" 
across, no fur between toes
Eco Thomas Callahan




4-5 mi. fran 
Indian Lake 
Hamilton Co.
Saw and photographed a "cougar", | Alex McRay 
collected scats in the area i 3 Lexington Ct.
! Northport L.I. (NY)
DEC letters and 
memorandum, scats 
• identified as raccoon 
1 by Ward Stone
Number, date
and Location
•f obsMval ion 1 }
------------------------------




Nature of report, 
investigation
i-_ - . .a
| (45)6/16/77 | 
; Van Etten 
j Chemung Co.
Goat killed by "massive injuries to 
throat and neck" duck disappearance, 
claw marks on tree
I
G. Warner, Warner St. ' DEC memorandum 
Van Etten (goat) Ed 
Osborne,Front St. (duck) jj
(46) 6/2/77 
Rt. 91J 4 ffiL. so. 
of Corinth 
Saratoga Co.
Saw cat cross rd, dark gray, 40-60 
lbs., 20" high at shoulder, 4 r long 
w/tail, tail % I V  long
Harvey Tollman 
198 Kingsley Rd. 
Burnt Hills HY 12027 
399-5316
Letter reported to 
Dr. P. Sauer 
No investigation
(47) 5/11/77 
By house in Ravena 
near Coeymans 
Albany Co.
Saw brown animal w/big tail, 3V high, 
200 lbs. w/one white spot of neck, 
ran across road.
William Haight 
Deans Mill Rd. 
Ravena, NY




In field, Eddy St. 
West Hoosick 
Rensselaer Co.
Saw "cat" 'v 300 yds. away, light tan 
color, "similar to a Great Dane"
4 ’ long, trotted across field
Mausert Ryerson 
5812 Eddy Rd. 
Eagle Ridge, NY 
686-7461
Note, reported to 
Eco McClain (Albany) 
No investigation
(49) 5/19/77 
Blue Mtn. Lake 
area Hamilton Co.
Savj puma by road, found "foot and 







Off Assembly Point 
Harris Bay 
Lake George
Tracks came off lake, circled house, 
4" diam. no claw marks, padded, no 
fur between toes.
Mrs. Baron Akeley 
946 Lockwood Dr. 
Peekskill, NY 10566
t—— — —— — — ———— — ------- ---p
Note, reported to 




Outside of their 
house 
Albany Co.
Saw a puma outside her house almost 
daily during this period.
Mrs. Nelson 
Font Grove Rd.
Town of Bethlefiem 
Albany Co. 439-9732
DEC report, Project 
E-l-4 i 




]Hose, Harris Bay 
Lake George
Track (2V - 3" diam) t o... tv dead 
deer or. ice, deer's ti'uv.r. ripped, 
carcass partially buried in snow.
IT no last name 
.j address.
: Bjj.fi
KepGl‘1 Ou CO- il- i'll
Calianctn, no . oust Lgui 2 on
(53) 1976-80 
Ellis Hollow area 
Tompkins Co.
Two people in Ellis Hollow liave heard j Observers unknown DEC Report, Proiect 
"mountain lion screams" off and on j : E_i_i45 Reported to Paul 




une 1 location 
! of rva1 ion
---------------------r  i
LX' -eruption of observation
Observer, address, 
phone
. - --- ... —  -- —— -- ----—- -X
r








Note, reported to i'rea 
Slater, no investigation
(28) 7/9/78 
Ground house, town 
of Bethlehem 
Albany County
Saw cat about as long as a Great Dane 
(see also 1977 to August 1979)
Mrs. Nelson, Font Grove 1 
Rd., Town of Bethlehem, 
Albany Co. 439-9732
DEC memorandum, invest. 
7/14/78 by Andrea 
Bergstrom, no evidence 
found.
(29) 2/14/78 
Rt. 27, % mi. east 
of Churchtown 
Columbia Co.
Saw large tan animal cross rd. Mr. William Coward 
Address unknown 
(518) 329-1337
DEC memorandum, invest. 
2/15/78 by A. Bergstrom, 
found deer tracks, no 
puma.
(30) 9/10/77 
Rt. 23, between 
last Winham S Hen- 
sonville, Green Co.
Saw what looked like cougar crossing 




Letter to Mr. Sencabaugh 
no investigation
i
(31) Backyard of 
rouse near Colonie 
Albany, Co.
Saw cat-like animal 5% ft. long w/ 
long "ringed" tail, tawny color w/white 
throat S belly S cat-like head.
Mrs. Thomas Donelian 
490 Sand Creek Rd. 
Albany (Colonie) 
869-6052
DEC memorandum invest. 
7/30/77 by G. Tiedman, 




(32) Summer 1977 
Mud Pond area 




Observer 'unknown j DEC memorandum invest.
! by Randall Stumvoil who 






Van Etrten area 
Chemung Co.



































Nature of report, 
investigation
j Cl8) "all, 1973"
: Green Co.
Saw "puma" 3 times during fall, also 
1 heard several times, no 
1 description.
Mr. H. Becker 
address unknown
|
. __ ___ : - j





Long lake, NY 
Hamilton Co.
(20) 7/23/79 
Rt. 11 between 
Tully S Lafayette 
Onondaga Co.
Saw "cougar" in woods at 15-20 yds., 
fawn colored, long tail that twitched, 
just over 80 lbs. w/ some mottling 
on head.
Emmet Soffey
Acid Rain Lab i 
Brookbave Natnl. Lab 
(315) 354-4071
DEC called R. Brocke 
No investigation
Long, lean, large cat w/small head & 
long tail, grayish in color.
Pam Zankowski 
231 Charles Ave. 
Solvay, NY 
(315) 486-0637




Rt. 3, 3 mile w. 
of Saranac Lake 
Franklin Co.
Saw animal cross road, bigger than a 
bobcat, >25 lbs, brown to dark brown, 




DEC rare mammal 
observation, reported to 
Eco Charlie Reynolds, 
no investigation
(22) 7/79 
Location unknown "Saw a cougar" John Holst Reovands Bay 
Oneida Lake 675-3661
Note reported to Dr. j 






) 2 panther or panther like animals 
seen
1
Observer unknown, reported Note reported to Ray 
by Jud Sanford, Kiildare ! Masters, no investigation S 
Club 359-3112 i: I f
(24) 3/30/79 
Near their house, 
Ellis Hollow Area 
Tompkins Co.
Saw animal, "her description was very 
good of a cougar"
Eva Johnson i DEC letter, invest, by 
Hickory Circle ; P. Kelsey, made photos 
Ithaca, NY . 6 casts of tracks, R.
j Brocks identified as dogs j
(25) 1973 or 1980 
Ellis Hollow area 
Tompkins Co.
Coon hunter reports his dogs on 
large cat




Rainbow Lake Town 
of Bethlehem 
Franklin Co.
Saw animal 4-5' long, 3' tail, tan w/ 
black markings on face, track twice 
the size of woman’s fist.
[Alice Stevens 
1 lives near Loon Lake
1i
. DEC wildlife observation 
! report, no investigation
J___________________________
Numljer, date 
i and location 








By their house in 
Lewis, N , Y .
ChiLdre saw tain li by 
creek, ?ir. KILne saw it in road 
briefly.
Fir. Kline, Rt. B7 
Lewis, N.Y.
(518) 873-2685
DEC memoraddum, invest. 
3 unknown scats found, 
photos taken
(10) 5/29/80 
Rt. 28, 6-8 mi. 
west of Big Indian
Animal v 150-200 yds. away, light 
brown, about size of Golden Retriever, 
long tail, tip of taiu darker.
John Zaie 






Golf course near 
Lake Pleasant, NY 
Hamilton County
Saw blonde, long tailed cat which first, 
locked like a lion, later identified 
as puma.
Doris S Doug Salisbury 
Joanne & James Weaver 
Rt. 8, Lake Pleasant, NY 
548-4041
DEC mammal observation 
Reported to Eco Gossan 
Nc investigation
C12) T 7 5 T 7 W
Outside their 
home in Lewis, NY 
Essex Co.
Heard a mountain lion scream, found 
deer tracks w/ cat tracks (larger that'; 
a coffee cup) 6' to one side and 
parallel.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Kline 
Rt. 87





Killdare Club Rd. 
Essex Co.










Ellis Hollow area 
of Tompkins Co.




DEC report, Project 
E-l-4, reported to Paul 
Kelsey ' 
:No investigation.
(15) 12/79 or 1/80 
Town of Hamden, 
Delaware Co.
Friends saw cat about the size of a 
German Shepard v 60-80. lbs. , thick 
tail that curved up, light tan or 
gray.
Observers unknown, reported Letter to Paul Kelsey 
by Theodore Pelton, Jr. j No investigation 
71 Forest Qr. East 
fcrthport, NY
Qr) 11/11/71 
Behind church in 
Knowlhurst, NY 
,-Jarren County
Saw "cougar" ISO lbs., within 3n-~0 
yds. while hunting, heard growls 
the day before.
Thomas Pace 
20 Federal Rd. 
Danbury CT. 
(203) 748-6804
Letter to Endangered 
Species Unit DEC 
No investigation •
(17) 9/19/79 
Saranac Lake area 
Town of North Elba
Essex Co.<L .. __
While fishing, saw puma along shore, 




! DEC animal observation 














Nature of report, 
investigation
(i) 11/5t 80 
• Field outside 
' Galway, Saratoga 
i co.
Saw large cat ^ 200 m away, German 
. Shepard size, long, thick tail, cat- 
1 like face, darkish gray-tan.
Thanas Grimes and Lori i 
Godbout, Rt. 147, j 
Galway (518)882-9538
DEC memorandum, invest, 
by A1 Hicks 3 1:30 pm. 
same day, found large 
house cat.
(2) 10/29/80 
Co. line, towns of 
W. Winfield and 
Richfield
Saw animal 300-400' away, yellowish 










J1- -- ... ..*(3) 10729780 
Co. Rd. 137 Town 
of Louisville, 
St. Lawrence Co.
Saw animal tracking calf, long tail, 
oat-like head, small ears, black, ran 
like cat.
Trooper Chapin 
Massena State Police 
759-9224 or 759-7072
DEC memorandum 




Belcher Rd. Town 
of Warwick 
Orange County
Saw "cougar" laying on dead tree 
trunk, moved off making "crying 
noices".
John Ryan, RD#1 
Goshen, NY 10924 
551-7338




W. Fort Ann, Town 
of Dresden 
Washington Co.
Saw 'mountain lion" previously saw 
seme tracks, perhaps from same 
animal.
Group of campers from 
Bible Baptist Church
i DEC animal sighting 
; report, no investigation i
1 sfi 1— -1
(6) 8/5/SO 
In field by house. 
Whi te sboro,NY 
Oneida Co.
Animal laying in grass, orangish,
% 4' long w/18-24" tail, appeared to 
be very large cat
Mr. 5 Mrs. Ed Brown 
Westmoreland Rd. 
Whitesboro, NY
; DEC memorandum, invest, 
j 8/8 by A1 Hicks, found 
j dog tracks, deer beds, 3 j 
j unknown tracks
(/) 8/4/80 
same location as 
above








By their house in 
Lewis, NY
Essex Co.
Heard animal screaming, saw it 
walking down driveway (no description)






experience in the central Adirondacks, I have not found any cougar tracks or 
scars. During the same period, Lloyd Fox and technicians researching bobcat 
ecology at Huntington Forest have intensively covered the central Adirondack 
region, season after season, tracking bobcats. They have not found any cougar 
tracks. Rv contrast, within a few hours of being afield in 3 locations where 
cougars are known to occur in southern Florida and southern Utah, I found 
cougar cracks, scrapes and scats. Indeed, data currently being collected in 
conjunction with telemetered cougar's in southern Utah by Fred Van Dyke 
(discussed in the section on sighting reports) suggest that a consistent 
absence of cougar tracks, especially along little traveled dirt roads, is 
good evidence that cougars are absent.
It is my personal opinion that there are no free living cougars in New 
York State using any gi.ven area with consistency. There are possibly 
occasional transients and escaped zoo or menagerie animals which are briefly 
present and possibly seen in the wild. But, such escapees have little 
significance from the standpoint of cougar species survival, reintroduction 
or endangered species values.
In sum, in my opinion, there are a few wild, nomadic, occasionally 
breeding cougar's of unknown genetic: origin currently living in the following
locations:
1. In the northeast, the area of recent sightings in Minnesota.
?. In the southeast, locations at higher elevations in the Allegheny 
Mount: inns between and including Shenendoah National Park to the north 
and Great Srookey Mountain National Park to the south.
3. Transient cougars occasionally roam the larger and less accessible 
wildland tracts and coastal swamps in several southeastern states.
SECTION 4. COUGAR SIGHTING REPORTS - PHENOMENON AND EVALUATION
Cougars are seldom seen by man in an undisturbed setting. Theodore 
Roosevelt observed in Outdoor Pastimes of an American Hunter: "No animal, 
n o c even the wolf, is so rarely seen or so difficult to get without dogs". 
(Thorton 1954). The cougar’s extremely low visibility in areas where it does 
exist (Hornocker 1980, pers. comm., McBride 1980, pers. comm.) contrasts with 
frequent .reports of "cougars" sighted in the east. Roy McBride, veteran Texas 
cougar hunter has seen a cougar once in the wild, excepting instances when it 
was pursued or treed by dogs. McBride (1980, pers. comm.) is of the opinion 
that "cougars" are seen and reported more frequently in areas where they do 
not generally exist compared to areas where they are known to be present.
This apparent paradox may be explained by the eagerness of people to report 
something perceived or potentially sensational.
The phenomenon of cougar sighting reports must be viewed in the total 
context oi man's perceived relationship to cougars, including imagined, threats 
to human life and livelihood. Actual cases of cougars killing humans by
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by provoked or unprovoked attack are rare. Apparently, the human view of 
cougars is largely molded by embellished tales that are widely circulated.
One example from the pioneer days of Ohio is given in Appendix 15 (Anonymous 
1975). It is clear that much of this tale is inconsistent with known cougar 
behaviour. Yet, it probably influenced pioneer perception of cougars.
Merriam (1882) entitles a section of his narrative on the Adirondack cougar as 
follows: ”Concerning the screams of the panther". He writes, "Who has not 
heal'd the piercing cries and startling screams of the panther? Who has not 
'Listened about, the evening campfire to the tales of hunters and woodsmen, but
has felt his blood run c o l d -----as the earnest speaker told of the time when
-----he was suddenly awakened by a piercing scream----when the glaring eyeballs
of a fierce cougar meet his horrified gaze----". Merriam continues, "In
conversing with honest hunters upon this point, it lias been my uniform experience 
that those who have most to do with panthers are most skeptical in regard to 
their cries". In his many years of experience, McBride has not heard a cougar 
scream (Belden 1980, pers. conn.), Belden has a recording of "screams" by a 
captive female panther. However, he believes that screaming may be unnatural 
and due to stress (Belden 198G, pers. comm.). In Table 7, 9 of 79 cougar1 
reports for New York include screams or cries. Blade panthers were reported 
only 3 times (Table 7). However, reports of black cougars are common generally. 
No specimen of a black cougar has ever been collected in North America, although 
they are known to occur in South America (Young and Goldman 1946).
Another1 phenomenon is the "burst" of cougar reports and/or newspaper 
articles which may be stimulated by an ititial report. Two such "bursts" in­
volved the "Van Etton Swamp Monster” reports in the area of Elmira, New York, 
and the "Tunbridge Puma" articles by Panther Pete in Vermont. During a 6 
week period in Elmira, N.Y., the following headlines appeared (see Appendix 8):
I. 7/14/77 "Swamp Monster in Van Etten? Animal Deaths have Residents 
Mystified".
7/21/77 "Clues to Van Eften  Swamp Monster Aren’t Easy Prey". 
7/22/77 "Dragnet May Uncover Swamp Monster".
7/25/77 "Van Etten Swamp Monster Print Believed Discovered". 
7/28/77 "Conservation Officer Urges Calm in Van Etten Search".
A  portrayal of the Van Etten Swamp Monster in one newspaper article 
(Appendix 8) is of a ferocious black felid. Sane explanations for the Van Etten 
Swamp Monster are given in the N.Y.S.D.E.C. memo of Nye (1977, D.E.C. memo to 
Meyers. Appendix 7). It is possible that a wild bear or an escaped zoo animal 
may have inspired the alleged "sightings".
More amusing are the Vermont newspaper articles by Panther1 Pete on the 
"Tunbridge Puma" (Appendix 8). The track in the article photo is very clearly 
that of a dog. Newspaper articles about alleged cougar1 sightings in Vermont 
alone fill a large file in my possession (articles kindly provided by Dr.
Harold B. Hitchcock, MiddJebury, Vermont.
Two experiences Illustrating the nature and unreliability of cougar reports 
fire worth recounting. In January, 1974, a cougar was allegedly sighted by a
group of maintenance men at Whitney Park in the central Adirondacks. This 
"positive identification" was relayed to Dr. John Jacobsen, who was visiting 
Huntington Forest' with his students. lie and his students went to the site 
and waited at a likely spot. By strange coincidence, the cat walked across 
the dirt road in plain view of Jacobsen, his students and the maintenance men 
who watched from a nearby shed. The men asked whether the group had seen the 
"cougar"; Jacobsen and his students clearly identified it as a bobcat. It: is 
of interest that the men liad "seen" a long tail in all encounters prior to the 
last one. Without knowledge of Jacobsen's identification, 1 was later’ summoned 
to the same area by the park wildlife manager who had found a "hot" cougar* track 
complete with tail drag marks in the snow. We followed the tracks in the snow 
for about 500 m until they went along the edge of a wind-blown dirt road. Here 
they could be distinguished as bobcat tracks with a. normal stride and foot drag 
marks ending at each track.
On another occasion in North Carolina, the alleged evidence was a "cougar" 
specimen. A garage operator had informed Robert Downing that he had severed 
the front half of a road-killed "cougar" carcass (which, he said, nan a long 
tail) with his shovel and had sent the remains to the North Carolina Animal 
Disease Laboratory. Downing and I visited the laboratory and inspected the 
remains. Although the carcass fragment was badly decayed, it was clearly that 
of a bobcat. We confronted the garage operator with our identificati r ; lie 
admitteu that he may not have seen a long tail.
Even cougar specimens can be misleading. For example, parts of a cougar 
were found on a dump in the Ocala National Forest in northern Florida, well 
north of the Florida panther's known range (Belden 1980, pers. conm.). Belden 
examined this specimen and found that the toe pads were pinkish, an indication 
that it had a captive history (Belden 1980, pers. comm.). In the central 
Adirondacks, a newpaper article appeared in the late 1960s with a photo of an 
alleged dead wild cougar. When this incident was investigated, (Chase 1968, 
letter to D. Behrend) the photographed carcass 'turned out to be that of a 
penned cougar at Saranac Lake, which had died of intestinal punctures f ram deer 
bone fragments. The reporter had attempted to collect a standing reward for’ a 
wild cougar offered by the village of Tupper Lake in the central Adirondacks.
Sightings of cougars in the wild may be of escaped animals, as previously 
noted. A cougar sighting reported in the Pennsylvania Game News was of an 
escaped zoo animal, subsequently shot and identified (Stone 1975, pers. conm.). 
In 1970, two cougars were seen in Pasco County, north of Tampa, Florida. This 
location was well north of the Florida panther's known range (Belden I960, pers. 
conm.). Both cougar’s were found to have collars and one was subsequently 
recaptured. (Belden 1980, pers. comm.). Assuming that some captive cougars 
escape annually In most if not all eastern states and provinces, then if seems 
reasonable to infer that a small fraction of these escapees do survive in the 
wild and are sighted on occasion. The dimensions of this apparent phenomenon 
have yet to be determined.
The unreliability of cougar reports has been recognized by a number of 
investigators. Silver (1957) wrote: "No panther’ has been taken in New Hampshire 
since the 19th century and no photographs or identifiable tracks have lean ob­
tained. The writer'1 has Investigated countless reports without turniiig up 
definite evidence". Downing found that more than 95 percent of reports inves­
tigated by him were invalid or of questionable validity (Dawning 1981., pers. 
comm.). Three respondents contributing to Tables 5 and 6 commented us i dlows
on the reliability of cougar sighting reports: (1) "We. get scattered reports 
of cougars, but upon investigation, it turns out to be a black lab or some 
other critter". (F.D. Loomis, Chief, Forest Game Section, Illinois). (2)
"There have been numerous "sightings" of cougars in Massachusetts from i 326 
to the present. The great majority are obvious, even ridiculous misidenti.fi- 
cations involving dogs, fawns, bobcats or other species". (J.E. Cardoza, Mass.
Div. of Wildlife). (3) "As the last known cougar' was killed 40 years ago, 
there is very much skepticism regarding its very existence in eastern Canada". 
(C.R, Parker, Research Scientist, Canadian Wildlife Service, New Brunswick, 
Canada). The latter statement is from the area of Bruce Wright’s alleged 
sighting records (Wright 1948, 1959, 1971).
Reports in Florida were collected and investigated by Belden (1978). He 
found that only 2 percent of 41 likely panther reports investigated by him out 
of a total of 752 reports filed, provided conclusive evidence of a panther.
Other reports were of various other animals, primarily dogs and bobcats (55 
percent). Belden developed a classification system for reports, as follows: 
Confirmed Records including Categories (1) and (2) are: (1) Dead or living 
specimens; (2) Photos, plaster casts of tracks and other evidence documenting 
the positive presence of a panther. Unconfirmed Records including Categories 
(3) and C O  are: (.3) Unconfirmed visual observations by qualified observers 
such as wildlife biologists, naturalists and foresters; (4) unconfirmed 
observations by less qualified personnel.
Fran a practical standpoint, tracks are probably the most useful evidence 
of a cougar's presence. One cougar will leave a number of track sets in a 
given time span in snow, earth or mud, increasing the likelihood of locating it.
A good set of tracks can be readily identified and may retain distingui shing 
features for many days (see Figs. 6 through 11). Once they .are found, tracks 
can be. verified, photographed or cast in plaster at leisure. A good set of 
tracks, properly documented, can provide positive proof of a cougar's presence. 
Identification of individual cougar tracks has been used as a census technique 
by Koford (1977), Currier, Sherrif and Russell (1977) and Reeves (1978). The 
most comprehensive current publication on cougar sign is that of Shaw (1979). 
Guides to cougar track identification by Belden (1978) and Downing (1379) are 
included in Appendix 16.
In the absence of cougar tracks, other kinds of sign lose much of their 
usefulness because they may not be distinctive. Scrapes are also made by 
bobcats (Rollings 1945, Young 1958, Bailey 1974) and in the absence of tracks, 
may resemble cougar scrapes. Deer kills by bobcats are not unusual and bobcats 
will cover deer -prey with leaves and debris (Barick 1969 , Pollack 195J ,
Progulske 1955, Young 1958) in the fashion of cougars. Large segmented scats 
with deer hair are characteristic of cougars. But, similar scats car, be 
produced by feral dogs preying on deer'.
Where cougars are resident, they leave tracks and other sign with regularity. 
In two southern Florida locations which I visited with Kenneth Alvarez and Qron
Bass in April 1980 (see Appendix 14), we found cougar tracks, scats are scrapes 
with little difficulty. Simitarly, cougar sign was readily apparent in the 
Boulder-Escalante study area in southern Utah. When I visited, the area, Arnold 
Button (pers. comm. 1981) informed me that a cougar's presence or absence in a 
given area can be determined fairly conclusively by searching the area for sign 
for about 2 or 3 days.
Figure 6. A  Florida panther track in southern Florida. Note 
that the track appears wide and that the heel pad is prominent 
Even though the animal slipper!, the two notches in the rear1 of 
the heel pad are faintly visible. Note that no claw marks are 
visible; this track was less than one day old.
Figure 7. A plaster cast of a Florida panther track with the 
track of a bobcat superimposed, showing the relative size of 
the t wo tracks. The bobcat is a common resident of south 
Florida. Tne cast was prepared by Oron Bass of the South 
Florida Research Center, National Park Service.

Figure 8. Arnold Button, cougar houndsman, pointing to the 
truck of a large inale cougar in southern Utah. B u s  was a 
well-preserved, but old trade made in mud.
Figure 9. Detail of the track shown in Figure 8. Note the 
tear drop shape of the toes and absence of claw marks.
1
Figure 10. The author examines a scrape or scratching of a 
Florida panther. Most scrapes are made by adult resident 
tales and apparently have a territorial function.
Figure 11. The seat of a. Florida panther in south Florida. 
These scats were often associated with scrapes. Scats 
invaluably contained deer hair.

The quantitative relationship between the presence or absence of cougar 
sign, and telemetered cougars is presently being determined by Fred Van Dyke 
in cooperation with the cougar study team of Dr. Fred Lindsey at Boulder- 
Escalante. Preliminary results are as follows: (Van Dyke 1981, pens, eujijt.)
In 13 searches of dirt road for a total distance of 277 mi, (443 km), SO sets 
of cougar tracks were found for an average of 5.5 mi (8.8 km) per track, or 
3.8 tracks per search. In snow, the average distance was 17.3 mi (27.0 km) 
per track found, while in dirt, the equivalent value was 3.9 mi (4.8 km) per 
track. The higher success rate for dirt roads can be explained by the fact 
that snow tracks are obliterated by successive snowfalls, whereas tracks in 
dirt or mud may last for some time. The estimated cougar density at the time 
of Van Dyke's track searches was 1 cougar per1 43 mi2 (112 km2). Track densities 
at corresponding cougar population densities for the study area in southern 
Utah (Van Dyke 1981, pers. comm.) and California (Cuirier, Sherrif anu Hassell 
1977) are compared in Table 8.
Tire latter data Indicate that where cougars are resident, their tracks 
and sign can be found along dirt roads with a moderate expenditure of effort.
In terms of detectable cougar presence in the east, cougars seem to be locally 
"scarcer"" than one would expect from valid sighting reports. Assuming that 
free-living resident cougars use certain segments of the Alleghenies, their 
tracks should be located more frequently by search efforts such as those of R. 
Downing and D. Linsey , if they are truly resident. Does this
mean that cougars in the east are permanently transient (at hypotheticalLy 
very low population densities) and that they breed in this semi-permanent 
social condition? If this is the case, then the "social structure" of this 
apparently sparse population is different than the "normal" one postulated by 
Seidensticker et al. (19.73). At this point, these are merely inferences, but 
if they are true, they would explain the extreme scarcity of tracks and other 
sign in the east, even though a few free-living cougars may be present,
In terms of current presence of cougars in Adirondack Park, the data in 
Table 7 suggest that it is very unlikely that cougars occur’ in the Park , 
except as rare transients. Fully 58 percent of the Park (Park area is 
approximately 9400 mi?) is in private ownership and most of this private land 
is laced with dirt access roads and logging trails. Cougar1 tracks would show 
up regularly on these roads if any cougars were resident. As mentioned previ­
ously, neither the technicians based at this central Adirondack field station 
(Huntington Forest) nor I have ever seen a cougar track in hundreds o i hours 
of time spent afield.
Hie information currently available, meager as it is, suggests that a 
structured reporting system for cougar observations may be the most efficient 
way to determine the presence or absence of cougars in the east. Such <x 
system is currently being developed by Downing and the author. This system 
could include the following elements:
1. The public is informed through articles and other media of the 
importance of documenting their cougar observations by using photographs 
and other techniques to record sightings, tracks, etc.
2, Selected state or province agency biologists are trained to recognize 
cougar sign through seminars. Observations by the public are locally 
reported to agency biologist (or a clearinghouse). Reported observations
Table 8. A comparison of cougar track densities on roads in California 
(Currier, Sheriff and Russell, 1977) and southern Utah 
(Vay Dyke, 1981, pens, comm.), related to estimated population 
densities in those study areas.
Investigator and 
Study Area





Van Dyke (1981) 
Boulder-Esealante 
Southern Utah
1/37 (27) snow 
1/3 (5) dirt
1/43 (112) 
1/43 O n )
Currier, Sheriff 
and Russell. (1977) ->
(1) 1/11 (18) 1/19 (49)
(2) 1/9 (14) 1/17 (44)
(3) 1/13 (21) 1/20 (92)
are screened as to the likelihood of validity according to a pre­
determined classification system. Agency biologists and selected 
amateur naturalists attempt to verify each good observation as soon 
as possible.
3. When there is sufficient evidence of a cougar's local presence, 
tlie wildlife agency reports to Rrocke or Downing for farther field 
verification, study, and coordination with other appropriate agencies 
and observer's.
a. An informal local working group of biologists and naturalists is 
termed to keep track of each located cougar. Roads are rountinely 
surveyed according to some design possibly based on the work of Fred 
Van Dyke, in southern Utah.
SECTION 5. THE FLORIDA PANTHER - CASE OF A  SELF-SUSTAINING, EASTERN POPULATION
Tire Florida panther Felis concolor coryi population in south Florida is 
the only species population in eastern North America known to be moderately 
viable. Hoping to obtain a first-hand impression of cougar-1 habitat in the east 
and of factors potentially limiting cougar populations, I visited south Florida 
and. members of the Florida Panther Recovery Team in mid-April, 19b0.
The early history of the Florida panther is not distinctive. The panther was 
persecuted by early settlers who feared livestock losses CBelden 1977), In 
1832 , before Florida statehood, a panther bounty law was enacted permit ting 
payments by county courts. In 1887, a statewide law authorized a $5.00 bounty 
for- panther pelts (Belden 1977). In the 19403, a major program was initiated 
to control the cattle fever tick in lower Florida. Because it was thought that 
deer carried the tick, an effort was made to eradicate deer populations. This 
effort was not successful, but several panthers were killed in the process 
(Belden 1980, pers. comm.).
The panther was rare by 1950 and the species was partially protected. It 
could be hunted only during the open season on deer, or wider depredation persuits 
(Belden 1977). In the 1950s, cougar hunters with hounds were brought in from 
Arizona, to "prove" that there were still cougars in Big Cypress Swamp (Belden 
1980, pers. comm.). Approximately 10 cougars were killed by the houndsmen. In 
1958, the panther was removed from the list of game animals and given complete 
protection by the Florida Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission.
In March, 1976, -the Florida Panther Conservation Conference was held in 
Orlando, attended by a variety of conservationists. One outcome of this conference 
was the establishment of a 7 member Florida Panther Recovery Team, headed by 
Robert C. Belden. Belden established a clearinghouse far panther1 reports at 
Gainesville and as of June 1978, the clearinghouse had received, categorized and 
filed 752 panther records in Florida. Of 41 investigated reports, only ? percent 
provided conclusive evidence of a panther (Belden 1978). Presently, there are 
no confirmed records of panthers north of Lake Okeechobee (Belden 1980, pers. comm).
A Florida panther investigation was initiated by Belden in October 1976, 
sponsored by the Florida Game and Fresh Water' Fish Commission. A  Florida 
Panther Recovery Plan (Draft, Florida Panther Recovery Team, 1978) was prepared 
by the recovery team in 1978. Tire Florida State study continues at this 
writing; individual panther's have been captured, telemetered and released to 
determine individual movements .-and limits of local sub-populations. In August 
1976, a panther study was conducted by the National Park 'Service in portions of 
the Big Cypress Swamp and Seminole Indian Reservation (Reeves 1978). Several 
individual panthers were located using the track survey technique of Koford 
(1977).
Currently, there are three or more population centers of the Florida 
panther' in south Florida. My estimate of the area containing the known 
population centers, within which panthers can move about relatively undisturbed, 
is shown on Map Overlay No.8. This estimate of present range of the Florida 
panther in south Florida is conservative; the area may be somewhat larger 
(Alvarez 1.981, pers. coirni.). The area shown on Map Overlay No.8 is approximately 
3400 mi2 (3800 km2); the human population density in this area (Appendix 17) is 
on the average 0.5 humans/mi2 (.19 hurnans/km2). This relatively low human 
population, density level is lower than some western U.S. areas inhabited by 
cougars, a point which is remarkable in view of the dense human population within 
the Mianii-Fort Lauderdale-West Palm Beach coastal strip to the east, and the 
populated areas of Naples and Fort Myers lying to the northwest.
The largest single factor contributing to the survival of the Florida 
panther' appears to be the resistance of its habitat to human settlement and 
penetration. This area remained virtually vontouched and impenetrated until 
recently (Belden 1.980, pers. canm.). Alligator Alley (south end of 1-75, 
presently unconnected), an east-west major highway across the everglades, was 
built in 1966 and. 1967. Most of the everglades area is wet for at least part: of 
the year, consisting of a mozai.c of mangroves and coastal prairie, fresh water1 
sloughs, fresh water marl prairie with hardwood hammocks, open cypress forests 
and pinelands. Most of this land was never settled, although sane of it was 
logged. Currently, most of this area is in public ownership within Everglades 
National Park, Big Cypress Preserve of the National Park Service, Fakahafchee 
State Preserve and Collier-Seminole State Park. There are small private in- 
holdings, the private lands of the Seminole Indian Preserve and tile south Florida 
Water Management District lands.
Within this region, the panther population centers appear1 to be concentrated 
in mixed swamp forest (Figs. 12,13,14) and pinelands, rather than in the more open 
and wet prairies. The movements study (telemetry) presently being conducted by 
Belden will determine to what extent various ecotypes are used by panthers, in­
cluding hardwood hammocks. Frcm my standpoint, the field trip through the 
abandoned farmlands within Everglades National Park (Fig.15) was very revealing. 
This land consists of liigher ground adjacent to pinelands. Tire vegetation is 
largely in the brush and small sapling stage, structurally similar to abandoned 
farmland anywhere in eastern North Anerica. A country dirt road winds trirough 
the abandoned fields and panthers have been seen crossing it by National Park 
Service personnel (Bass 1980, pers. ccmm.). Additionally, vehicle trails 
wander through the abandoned fields. The area is generally off-limits to the 
public but the trails receive limited use by N.P.S. personnel. Panther sign along 
the vehicle trails in the fields was easy to locate. Bass and I found a number of 
scats and scrapes. We found two sets of tracks, one of which was made since the
Figure 12. Mixed swamp forest of the Fakahatchie Strand bordering 
on open, wet prairie of the Everglades in south Florida. Tiiis 
forest has been heavily logged for cypress and is laced with the 
levees which formerly served as logging r'ailroad beds.
Figure 13. Interior of the mixed swamp forest of the Fakahatchie 
Strand.

Figure 14. Kenneth Alvarez of the Florida Panther Recovery 
Team standing on a levee in the mixed swamp forest of the 
"akahatchie Strand. These levees are commonly used by the 
Florida panther and are prime locations for finding tracks, 
scrapes and scats.
Figure 15. Once drained agricultural land, now abandoned ana 
part of the Everglades National Park. Note the structural 
similarity of this vegetation with abandoned farmland anywhere 
in eastern North America. Oran L. Bass of the South Florida 
Research Center, Everglades National Park, stands in one of 
the vehicle trails where cougar sign was abundant.
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most recant rainfall, about one day previously (Fig.6). This track followed 
whee.l ruts for 88 m  of the total distance of 102 m that the track was it ruled 
on the trail.
Evidence of white-tailed deer in the abandoned farmland was eammert. At 
1:00 till. April 16, 1980, Bass and I sighted 8 deer including a doe arid two lawns, 
feeding in a brushy field where Bass had previously found panther sign. We later 
found fresh panther sign within one mile of this location (above). Prey of the 
Florida panther is varied. The hair of deer, opossum, marsh rabbit, ra c..oris 
and other species has been found in panther scats (Bass 1980, pen’s, cairn.}, 
although the presence of deer hair is most common. Outside the abandoned 1 arm­
band, the deer> density in much of the Everglades is currently less than .Vmi? 
(1.9/km2) according to aerial surveys (Bass 1980, pers. conm.). It is the 
opinion of Belden (1980, pers. conm.) that the Everglades deer herd is n.»t. 
affected much by panthers. In the western mixed forest section, deer in»reased 
beyond the carrying capacity of local vegetaion to sustain them, a.s inch ■ C.ed by 
overbj’owsing in the early 1950s. This was followed by a die-off due to starvation; 
the deer- are currently Increasing again.
The Florida panther population has survived in south Florida for some time, 
but has remained confined within the area shown (conservatively) on ELr overlay 
•Jo. 6. The population has apparently not managed to extend its range northward, 
despite stringent protection in recent years. The Florida panther seems to be 
doing as well as might be expected within the range where it occurs. The Florida 
panther population does suffer losses due to poaching and road-kill. An indication 
of tlds is given in Table 8. Within a time span of approximately 2 years, 3 
panther kills are known to have occurred, the last 2 roadkills approx in w.roiy within 
2 months of each other. The death of the last 2 animals may be related to the 
presence of a cougar menagerie in the area, containing 12 cougars (.Belion 1980, 
pers. comm.). Additionally, Indians on the Seminole Reservation are known to 
possess panther- skins (Alvarex 1980, pers. conm.). The illegal kill 1 1st el in 
Table 8 was accidently discovered. It is likely that seme illegal kills are not 
reported by the public for fear of prosecution. In sum, it seems reasonao.]e to 
suppose -that several panthers are road-killed and poached each year in south 
Florida.
The level of attrition which apparently affects the Florida pantito’ popula­
tion each year seems small by normal wildlife standards. But, assuming Luat the 
population numbers between 20 and 120 animals, is this apparently smaU level of 
loss great enough to curtail population expansion? In order to obtain approximate 
answers to this and other pertinent questions, cougar populations arc n>-»Jelled 
in Section 6.
SECTION 6. liODELS OF COUGAR POPULATIONS
The cougar may be considered as a K selected species. It has a low 
reproductive rate, namely about 2-5 young per female biennially (Horryxier 1970, 
Currier, Sherrif .and Russell 1977, Russell 1978). As cougars range over large 
areas and their population density is socially limited (Seidenstinker k  al. 
1.971), they are never-’ abundant anywhere. For these basic reasons, co'cyr 
papulations are sensitive and vulnerable to human exploitation. What of
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Table 8. Recent known kills of the Florida panther in south 
Florida (Belden, pens. comm. 1980).
Number Date Location and Description
]_ F e b . , 1972 Road kill southwest of 
Lake Okeechobee
1 Mar. , 1978 Illegal kill bv poacher, 
centrallv located in the 
panther area Map Overlav 8
1 D e c . , 1979 Road kill, western edpe of 
panther area in Map Overlav
1 F e b , , 1980 Road kill, western edge of 
panther area in Map Overlav 
within 5 miles of last item
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attrition can cougar populations sustain without declining? How rapidly can 
a population .increase? How long does it take for population extinction at 
decreased survival rates? The purpose of the following models is to provide 
approximate answers to these questions.
The following models draw heavily on the excellent studies of Hornocker 
(1970) and Seidensticker et ui. (1973). These data are admittedly sparse as a 
basis for constructing a liie table and estimating age-specific survivorship. 
However, it is unlikely that a large data base of good quality on cougar 
populations will accrue in the near future because of the large physical and 
economic problems in researching this species. Additionally, a tested method 
to age cougars is currently not available.
Assumptions for Models
Life Table: The ages of adult resident cougars in the Idaho study area of 
Hornocker (1970) and Seidensticker et al. (1973) were reconstructed on the 
basis of the known period when each marked animal was .in the study area 
(Seidensticker et al. 1973, p. 13, Table 1). Each resident adult on the study 
area was assumed to reach an age equal to its tenure in the study area, plus 3 
years. These reconstructed values are given in Table 9, which includes all 
cougars known to have been in the study area excepting Nos. 45, 46, 35, and 
52, and the juveniles in Age Class 0 (0-12 months) and Age Class 1 (12-24 
months). Hie number of juveniles in the latter age classes was approximated 
for the life table (Table 11) as follows: Frcm the data of Hornocker (1970 
Table 2, p. .15) the annua) number of young in Age Class 0 and Age Class 1 was 
4 and, 3 respectively for the period 1965 to 1969. On this basis, the total 
number in Age Class 0 for 8 years is 8 x 4 = 32 and for Age Class 1, it is 
8 x 3 = 24.
Frequencies for all age classes for the 8 year period are given in Table 
10 (Column A). Because the sample frequencies are small, frequencies for1 
classes 2 through 4 and 5 through 11 were lumped to produce midpoint frequencies 
of 8.3 arid 1.9 respectively for graphing. Thus, 4 points were used (in conjunc­
tion with other points) to develop a curve used to derive smoothed frequency 
values in Table 10, Column B. A  life table (Table 11) was constructed on the 
basis of these smoothed values. Survival values for the models were taken from 
the life Fable. (The age structure of modelled populations developed at stabi­
lized population levels, usually at generation 21, is shown in Table 12).
Reproduction: Full reproduction occurs at age 3 years. Resident females produce 
2.5 young every 2 years, or 0.625 females/adult female/year (on the basis of 
Hornocker 1970, Table 4, p.16). Reproduction of subadult females aged 2 years 
is 0.20 females/subadult female/year (or approximately one third, of the adult 
reproductive rate; this is a subjective value).
Survivorship: Annual survival rates for Age Classes 0 through 5 are 0,750,
0.667, 0.734, 0.734, 0.801 and 0.849 respectively, based on Table 11. The value 
of 0.849 is the mean value computed for Age Classes 6 through 15; this yalue was 
assigned to each age class from 6 through 15. We felt that the survival rates 
for Age Classes 2 and 3 (Table 11), namely 0.500 and 0.625 respectively, were
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Table 9. Ages of individual- cougars reconstructed for models, based on the 
data of Seidensticker et al. (1973)1.
Number of




















Table 1, p. 13. Three years has teen added to the known period when residents 
were in the '"tudy area.
Females killed in study. Mean age of all residents applied. Females 45, 46,
35 and omixt:ed.
Age class frequencies (total for 8 years) based on the data of 
Hornocker (1970) arid Seidensticker (1973) used for graph (Fig. Is) 
aid corresponding smoothed values obtained from graph.
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Table 11 Life table of a cougar population.















0 64 1000 250 .250 .250 ,750
1 48 750 250 .333 .333 - co7
2 32 500 250 .500 .500 . 5DO1
3 16 250 94 .376 .376 .6251
4 10 156 31 .199 .199 . 801
5 8 125 32 .256 .151 .849
6 6 93 31 .333 .151 .849
7 4 62 0 0 .151 .849
8 4 62 0 0 .151 .349
9 4 62 17 .274 .151 . 649
10 OO 45 0 0 .151 .849
i 1i _L 3 45 14 .311 .151 .84 9
12 2 31 0 0 .151 .849
13 2 31 0 0 .151 .849
14 2 31 15 .484 .151 .849
15 1 16 0 0 . 151 .849
Tliis survivorship value reflects both loss to the population by emigration and 
loss due to death. To increase these values, the average of .667 and .101, 
namely .734 was substituted for Classes 2 and 3 in the model.
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Table 12. Age structure of the cougar population as given in Table 11, 
compared to the age structure developed by the model at 
stabilized population level (generation 21).
Frequency, initial cohort of 1000 
Life Table Model-stabilized


















low, reflecting loss due to emigration of transients in the original data 
(Seidensticker et al. 1973), in addition to loss by mortality. As we wished 
to quantify the loss due to emigration of transients, we replaced these two 
survivorship values with the higher value of 0.734, which is the average of 
0.667 (survivorship of Age Class 1) .and 0.801 (survivorship of Age Class 4).
Tne maximum age is assumed to be 15 years (Russell 1978). There are currently 
few data on cougar- longevity in the wild; whatever reasonable value is used, it 
has little bearing on outcome of models.
Population Organization: The number of resident adults in the population is 
equal to one half of the initial cohort, except in increasing populations when 
no limit was set. The sex ratio of adults is 1 male to 2 females, based 
approximately on the findings of Seidensticker et ai. (1973). Cougars are 
assumed to be "transient" at age 2 and resident breeders (adults) at age 3. Trie 
computer- program was developed using the Leslie Matrix and assigning 2 year old 
transients to fill slots vacated by dead adults. The "surplus" of 2 year old 
transients exceeding requirements to replace the resident adult segment (number 
of resident adults specified .in the program) is considered to be exportable/ 
expendable surplus. Tire population level would usually stabilize by generation 
21 during computer runs. For models of population extinction, the population 
was assumed to be extinct when less than 1 female (a fraction) remained in the 
population.
Results of Models: Tne expendable or exportable surplus of cougars produced by 
stable populations of various sizes is given in Table 13. As may be expected 
from the sex ratio of the resident adult population, most of this surplus consists 
of males. For any population level, the annual surplus is rather small. Apparently, 
closed cougar populations of the sizes modelled cannot sustain large losses without 
affecting population health. The estimated surplus for a stable population of 71 
cougars (Table 13) is only 4.2 animals, which is pr-obably a conservative estimate 
of annual loss for the Florida panther- population. Even if the surplus estimates 
(Table 13) are in error by 100 percent, it appears that the low level of attrition 
through poaching and road-kills affecting the Florida population (Table 8) may 
alone be enough to explain the apparent lack of population expansion. This is not 
to say that the Florida population is not increasing at a slow rate, possibly 
within the general confines of its range (Map Overlay 8).
The models also suggest that cougar populations increase slowly (Table It), 
assuming no constraints in space and resources. At initial population. levels of 
20, 60, 80 and 100, a doubling of the population requires approximately >0 years. 
Conversely, decreasing populations may hold forth for seme time. The number of 
years to extinction (Table 15) range from 17 to 32 for the four population levels 
with a 15 percent decrease in survivorship, and range fran 8 to 16 years with a 
25 percent decrease in survivorship. It is of interest that for populations 
ranging from 60 to 100 animals, the extinction times are similar, namely about 
30 years. Likewise, the extinction time for the three populations is about .15 
years with a 25 percent decrease in survivorship (Table 15). these extinction 
models suggest that continued cougar kills turning up over a protracted period 
of time may convey a false sense that the population is healthy arid thriving.
Such a pattern is suggested in the regular, but small annual kills of cougars in 
the Adirondaeks during the last half of the 1800s. If no bounty law ha, been 
passed in 1871, the long-ailing population would probably have died out: at about 
the same time in history.









(n) (n) (n) Males Females Total
20 10 24 1.1 0.4 1.5
60 30 71 3.2 1.0 4.2
100 50 119 o • 3 1.7 7.0
Table 14. Population level ,i year 21 (after 21 generations) for increasing









Table 15. The number* of" years to extinction for cougar populations of 





6U - 80 100
15% 17 27 30 32
25% (j 14 15 16
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In sun, the models suggest that Cl) stable cougar populations do not 
produce a large expendable surplus, (2) populations increase slowly, assuming 
no restrictions on space and resources, and (3) population extinction r..it.«-o are 
similar' for (initial) populations of 40 to 100 animals; population extinct ion 
may be protracted, conveying a -false sense of security about population ! i«,
Finally, I am aware of the sparse data base for these models. How. ,er, 
the low reproductive rate and social structure of cougars has such a largo- 
effect on the outcome of models, that realistic changes in other parametero 
would not greatly change the general inferences from these models.
SECTION 7. ASSESSMENT OF POTENTIAL RANGE SUITABILITY FOR COUGARS IN 
ADIRONDACK PARK.
Maps and map overlays are used extensively in this section to illustrate 
key relationships. Beyond the relationships highlighted in the text, the reader 
is encouraged to seek out detail on the maps and experimental Ly move overlays at 
will on the Adirondack Park base map. Some map overlays are keyed to +••>.• base 
map by four points.
Mapslast
. tap No. i..
’lap No. 2. 
Map No. 3.
’ Sap Overlay
Base Map - Adirondack Park, Land Use and Development- 
(Adirondack Park Agency)
Adirondack Park Town and County Boundaries and Statist ics. 
Adirondack Park - Statistics, Topography and Vegetation. 
No. 4. Adirondack Park - Snowfall and March Snow Depth.
Mai'- IJo. 5. Adirondack Park - Detail of Road Penetration - Pigeon Lake 
Wilderness and Adjacent Private Lands.
Map Overlay No. 6. Adirondack Park -- Hypothetical Cougar Area.
Map Overlay No. 7. Idaho Cougar Study Area of Hornocker (1970) and 
Seidensticker et al. (1973).
Map Overlay No. 8. Florida Panther, Estimated Range.
Tonography, Vegetation and Climate
Russell (1978) states: "Probably no other native land mammal in the western 
hemisphere has a more extended range from north to south". This species at one 
time occupied most ecotypes in North and South America, excepting boreal forest 
and tundra. Today, the cougar is largely restricted to those portions of its 
funner range where it can survive human-induced mortality. With few exceptions,
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cougars exist in almost any habitat type in such refugia. A  'sampling of 
habitats which cougars oner1 • xrcupied, or presently occupy is illustrated 
in Figures 13 and 23.
From the standpoint o.i ,assessing cougar habitat suitability in Adirondack 
Park, snowfall and topographic elevation must be considered. Cougars apparently 
have trouble in deep snow -and tend to be .influenced by it, according to The 
research of Seidensticker et al. (1973) in the Idaho Primitive Area. The 
latter authors found that cougars restricted their movements in winter1 to 
canyon areas below 5900 ft (1800 m) where- snow depths ranged from a few cm to 
1 rn, depending on exposure, linen excessive snow depths rendered areas above 
1300 n  uninhabitable in late November and early December, deer, elk and, bighorn 
sheep reached their highest densities in the lower canyons. These areas were also 
frequented by cougars (Seidensticker1 et al. 1973). In the Boulder-Escalante 
study area in southern Utah, transmittered cougars likewise tended to move to 
lower elevations in winter (Button 1980, pers. canrn.), even though winters there 
are short and mild by Adirondack standards. Snow covers the ground there for 
about 2 months in winter while 5 months or more of snow on the ground is 
typical for the Adirondack^.
Annual snowfall and standing snow depths in mid-March in the Adirondaeks 
are shown on Map Overlay No. 4 (Place Map Overlay No. 4 on Base Map No. .1 , and 
key to four1 points). It is apparent that areas of high snowfall coinci.de with 
■fire largest contiguous blocks ot wild and less developed lards (cool colors,
Map No. 1), both in public and private ownership, while areas of lower snowfall 
tend to coincide with lands showing higher levels of development (warm colors, 
Map No. 1 e.g . peripheral and southeastern sections of Adirondack Park). lire 
highest' snowfall areas tend to follow a southwest-northeast swath (Map Overlay 
No. 4). Topographic reasons for this snowfall pattern are apparent from rlap 
Overlay No. 3 (use Maps No. 1, 2 and 3 in combination). It is clear' that areas 
of highest snowfall closely follow areas of elevation above 2000 ft (600 m ) .
Both high, snowfall and high elevation coincide with Forest Preserve Lands 
classified as ’'Wilderness” including Pidgeon Lake, West Canada lakes, Blue 
Ridge, Siamese Ponds, Hoffman Notch, Dix Mountain, Giant Mountain, McKenzie, 
Sentinal Range, and High Pedes Wilderness areas. Representative mean values 
for snow depth on the ground In mid-March are 31.8 in (0.8 m) south of Old Forge, 
2,1.9 in (0.5 m) at Wanakena, 24-. 3 in (0.6 m) at Newcomb, 18 in (0.5 m) at lake 
Placid and 24.7 in (0.6 m) at Loon lake. Maximum mid-March snow depths lor 
the same locations range upward to 76 in (1.9 i). The approximate boundary 
surrounding the High Peaks and central spruce-fir vegetation types (Stout 1958, 
Atlas of Forestry in New York, p. 10 and 11) includes most of the southwest- 
northeast swath of high snowfall and elevations (Map Overlay No. 3). In short, 
the wildest and most remote lands in Adirondack Park, including the largest 
contiguous blocks of Forest Preserve lands in the Wilderness and Wild Forest 
classifications, coincide with areas of highest snowfall and elevation.
Assuming tira.t range suitability for cougars would be highest in i he most 
remote sections of the Park, namely the southwest-northeast swath, then the 
question is: What are the possible ecological effects of climate, deep snow 
and high elevation on potential cougar survival in that area? These relation­
ships appear to be closely intertwined with the cougar's predatory relation­
ships that they are considered in the following section.
Figure 16. Robert Downing, Leader of the southeastern cougar 
study, and the author's son Rodney Brooke survey the expanse 
•of public and private forest land from the Blue Ridge Parkway 
near Asheville and Pisgah National Forest, North Carolina.
The vegetation is southeastern deciduous forest; various oak 
species comprise a vegetation component. Winters are short 
and. snow depths minimal. The deer density is about 20 deer/ 
mi2 (8 deer/km2). Deer remain at many points at the highest 
elevations throughout winter. Downing found a cougar track 
near this location.
Figure 17. A location near that of Figure 16, but at higher 
elevation, approximately 5500 ft. Red spruce, balsam fir, 
yellow birch, sugar.' maple and ruffed grouse are characteristJc 
species in this area, ecologically similar to the Adirondacks. 
However, winters are much shorter and snow depths less. The 
deer density is about 50/irdr (19 deer/krrn) in summer, but deer 
remain in many high altitude locations throughout winter.
There have been sightings of a cougar and kittens near1 this 
location.

Figure 18. A  group of biologists looking for cougar sign, along 
a levee in the Dismal Swamp National Wildlife Refuge. The 
levees were used as railroad beds along which logged cypress 
were hauled out. A  cougar had been seen near1 this location by 
tire refuge manager.
Figure 19. The dense swamp forest consists of pond pine, red 
maple, pond -and bald cypress, gullberry and other species.
The area is flooded some of the time. Hie deer density in 
this area is about 14 deer/mi^ (5 deer/km^).

Figure 20. A  view in the Carolina Sandhills National 
Wildlife Refuge, McBee, South Carolina. Longleaf pine 
and turkey oak are duminant species. The area is managed 
by fire. Some alleged cougar sightings have been made in 
this area, and 2 deer kills have been found, dragged for 
15 yards or more. Other deer kills are probably those of 
bobcats. The deer density is about 30/mi2 (11 deer/km2).
Figure 21. The author in "pocosin", a fora of upland bog> 
with evergreen shrubs and pond pine. This type is extensive 
on sane private and public lands. The land is unproductive, 
and densities of deer are very low. The ground is wet and 
roads generally follow levees. Such land may harbor occasional 
cougars in the southeast.
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Figure 22, A view of the Santanoni massif from Newcanb in 
the central Adirondacks. Balsam fir (foreground) dominates 
the higher slopes. The biota is transitional between the 
Canadian and boreal ecotypes to the north and northern 
deciduous forest. Although the elevations are lower 
(Santanoni, approximately 4 500 ft.) than those of the Blue 
Ridge country (Figures 17 and 18), winters are long and 
snowfall is high. Deer generally frequent the Lower 
elevations.
Figure 23. Arnold Button, cougar hunter and houndsman and 
Fred Van Dyke, graduate student at S.U.N.Y.C.E.S.F. attempt 
to locate transmittered cougars in the Boulder-Escalante 
cougar study area oi Fred Lindzey. Utah State University. 
This picturesque area near Bryce Canyon, southern Utah is 
dry, Pinon pine and juniper dominate the lower slopes in 
the foreground. Ponderosa pine, oaks, spruces and aspen 
are among the species growing at higher elevations in the 
distance. Cougars tend to frequent higher elevations in 
summer. Winters are short and snowfall minimal, compared 
to the Adirondack region.
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Predatoiy Relationships and Space Requirements
Cougars prey on a variety of animal species, but large ungulates comprise 
the principal Mens in their diet throughout the year (Leopold 1933, rtbirette 
et al. 1959, Hornocker 1970 , Spalding and Lesowski 1371, and Toweil .! 377).
For obvious reasons, data on cougar food habits in the east ara sparse. On 
the basis of western studies, the white-tailed deer were most probably tue 
principal prey item of cougars in the east. In south Florida, hair of opossum, 
marsh rabbit, raccoon and white-tailed deer has been found in panther scats, 
although the white-tailed deer is a consistent item (Bass 1980, pers. comm.).
A number.’ of historical accounts allude to deer as the principal prey of cougars 
in the northeast. Some useful information about cougar.'1 prey in the Adirondacks
i.s provided by Merriam (1882 ); Merriam obtained most of M s  information from 
guides. He writes: "Cougars are either particularly fond of porcupines, or 
else are frequently forced by hunger to make a distasteful meal, for certain 
it is that large numbers of these spiny beasts are destroyed by them. Indeed, 
it oi.ten happens that a panther is killed, whose mouth and .Lips, and sometimes 
other1 parts also, fairly bristle with the quills of this formidable rodent. 
-------But the panther feeds chiefly on venison-----
The cougar's Mstoric relationships to deer distribution in the Adirondacks 
can only be inferred. As noted previously (Section 2), most cougars were 
apparently killed in the northwestern quadrant of the Adirondacks (Fig.2), 
namely northwest of the vegetation boundary shown on Map Overlay No. 3, 
approximately following the southwest-northeast swath (see also Fig. 1). This 
area probably supported few deer before loggers reached it c.a. 1980 (White 1976). 
Severinghaus and Brown (1956) write as follows: "The number of deer in early 
historical times seems to have been greater in the area immediately adjoining 
the Adirondacks than in the central part of the region. The deer1 herd was re­
duced substantially in this peripheral area during the 1880s, but a decided in­
crease occurred in the central portion as a result of lumbering.------'The peak
deer population density in the central Adirondacks appeal’s to have occurred soon 
after' 1890 and quickly led to overbrowsing of winter range. Massive winter kill 
followed the severe winters of 1892-93, 1804— 95 and 1903-04". It should be 
noted that the softwood logging of this early period could nor have been as 
extensive- ,and intensive as current logging of hardwoods. Accor’ding to HochscMld 
(1362), .Adirondack hardwood trees were left almost untouched until the ,1890s.
As discussed previously, (Sections 1 and 2) it is likely that few cougars 
survived in the Adirondacks after 1880 (Stoner's 1950, extant specimens of 
Adirondack cougars were killed approximately between .1830 and 1874). Hence, it 
would appear’ that the potential cougar population expansion into the central 
Adirondacks, which might have occurred on the heels of the expanding deer 
population, was stopped by man.
Can cougars survive today in the central Adirondacks from the standpoint 
of prey availability? What are the potential interirelationships of elevation, 
snow and predation in this area? It appears safe to infer’ that the High Peaks 
section, with the Mghest elevations (Map Overlay No. 3) is not potential 
cougar’ range for long-standing reasons, namely the relative scarcity of deer 
prey. This leaves the remaining logged and disturbed section of the central 
Adirondacks with seasonably deep snow as potential cougar range.
There are. probably two principal effects of winter snow on cougar predation, 
namely C D  the indirect effects of snow on the seasonal and local distribution 
of deer prey, and (2) the direct effects of snow on the travel and predatory 
behaviour of cougars. It. is likely that a primary reason why cougars in the 
Idaho Primitive area desr end into the valleys in winter (Seidensticker et al.
1973) i.s because most of their* ungulate prey does so. Also, the latter authors 
suggest that cougars have trouble negotiating deep snow. In the Adirondacks, 
cougars would likely follow their deer1 prey to yards in winter, but may not be 
hampered as much by deep snow as in the west because snow conditions are different. 
Unlike the Rockies where powder snow is common at high elevations, Adirondack 
snow often forms crusts which may actually aid predation. In this context, an 
account of Jferriam (1882) is revealing: "Under certain conditions of the deep 
snows, the deer cut in so deeply that the poor animals can make but slow progress.
At such times a panther, by spreading the toes of his great broad paws------
thus gains a vital advantage over his prey, and will now give chase to and 
capture one that he missed on his first spring. Under no circumstances will a
panther pursue a deer------. One deer generally lasts a panther a week or ten
days and during this time he may usually be found within a mile of the 
rarcas s---- — ".
Merriam (1882) states that panther hunting in the Adirondacks is done in 
winter when the hunter with hounds follows a cougar1 track in the snow until he
.finds a deer carcass near1 which be hopes to find a cougar1. He writes, "------
On the 1.5th of February, 1877, Mr. Verplanck Colvin, Superintendent of the 
Adirondack survey, shot a male on Seventh Lake Mountain in Hamilton County
(near Inlet) that weighed about two hundred pounds.------It was killed near a
deer yard and the carcasses of two of its victims were found hard by. lienee, 
it is fair to infer that he had been for seme tine lurking in the vicinity, 
feasting and fattening upon the deer that were unable to escape in the deep 
snow". Merriam’s accounts are largely consistent with the winter predatory 
behaviour observed for feral dogs (near villages), eastern coyotes Cards latrans 
and bobcats Fells rufus (Fox 1981, unpubl. data). These species commonly prey 
on deer in the Adirondacks, particularly in late winter when snow crusting 
conditions often favor the predator and hinder deer prey. In sum, I believe 
that under current conditions of logging disturbance and associated higher 
deer densities, cougars could survive deep snow conditions in the central 
Adirondacks southwest of tire High Peaks area. I infer that the original reason 
for the absence of cougars in this area was the relative scarcity of deer.
In order to focus discussion of potential Adirondack range, a Hypothetical 
Cougar Area (H.C.A.) was circumscribed as shown on Map Overlay No. 6 (Use Map 
Nos. .1, 3 and 6 in combination). This area includes lands with minimum human 
population density and minimum road penetration (as discussed farther in. the 
text). The H.C.A. includes most higher elevations except the High Peaks area.
It includes as much Forest Preserve and private Resource Management Land as 
possible in one contiguous tract, while excluding large parcels of more highly 
populated and. developed land.
Estimated deer densities for all towns in Adirondack Park are shown on 
Map No. 2. Deer density values within and surrounding the H.C.A. are given on 
Map Overlay No.3. (Use Map Nos. 1, 3 and 6 in combination). The northwestern 
section of Adirondack Park may appear attractive as potential cougar1 habitat 
because it has lower elevations, less snowfall and includes the area whej e 
apparently most cougars were killed in the 1800s (Fig.2). Indeed, mean estimated
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deer density (Table 16) for the northwestern Mirondacks is almost twice as 
high as that of the H.C.A. But, for reasons related to high human population 
density (discussed below), the northwestern Mirondacks were not included in 
the H.C.A.
The mean estimated deer density for the H.C.A. is 8.5 mi2 (3.3 deei /km^). 
Compared to other areas, this deer density is not high. However, it is 
probably adequate to support a cougar' population. Mule deer density in the 
Idaho Primitive Area range from 6.8 mi2 to 13.0/mi2 (Homocker 1970); the 
number of elk on the same area for the same period ranged from 4.0/rni to 
6.5/mi2. Cougars fed on both species equally (Homocker 1970). Deer density 
in the Florida Everglades is currently 5.0/mi2 (1.9/mi2) or less, according to 
Bass (1980, pers. comm.).
The potential impact of cougars on deer in the H.C.A. can be estimated, 
assuming a reasonable population density of cougars. Population densities of 
adult cougars in various study areas are given in Table 17. Cougar densities 
range from 1 cougar/8.6 mi-' (1 cougar/22.4 km2) to 1 cougar/49 mi2 Q  cougar/ 
127 m2). The Adirondack region is not ecologically productive; hence 
eliminating the highest cougar' density value (No. 1 for California, Table 17), 
the mean of the other four values is 1 cougar/25 mi2 (1 cougar/65 km2). The 
H.C.A. has an area of 2900 mi2 (7500 km2). Therefore the estimated cam ying 
capacity for cougars is 2900/25 = 116, or 100 cougars as a rounded value. 
Assuming a mean deer density (Table 16) of 8.5/mi2 (3.3 deer/km2), then the 
mean estimated deer population on the H.C.A. is 2900 mi x 8.5 = 24,650 deer 
or approximately 25,000 deer. On this basis the estimated ratio of cougars to 
deer on the H.C.A. is 1 cougar/250 deer. This value compares to ration c i  
1/200 and 1/360 for California quoted by Leopold (1933) and a ratio oi 1/358 
given by Homocker (1970 - Homocker ’ s value is the sum of mule deer on the 
study area and mule deer equivalents of elk biomas).
The potential impact of cougars on deer prey in the H.C.A. can be 
estimated as follows: Assuming that the rate of cougar predation is 1 'deer/ 
cougar'/10 days (Homocker 1970) or 36 deer/eougar/year, and other forms of prey 
such as beaver and lagomorphs are occasionally consumed, a yearly consumption 
of 30 deer/cougar/year seems reasonable assuming that deer are supplemented 
with other food items. The total annual consumption of adult deer on Lite H.C.A. 
is 30/deer/cougar x 100 cougars = 3000 deer. This value compares to an 
estimated legal buck take of 2000 animals per year on the H.C.A. (25000 Jeer/
12 - 7083.
If cougars could survive in the H.C.A., the estimated impact of cougars 
on deer prey in the H.C.A. is not excessive. Indeed the estimated annual kill 
is probably an overestimate because the assumed number of resident cougars is 
generous. Since the cougar is ecologically adapted as a deer predator, predation 
by it would probably replace some deer predation by coyotes, dogs, and bubcats, 
as well as legal and illegal hunting by humans. In the long run, an established 
cougar population in the H.C.A. would probably have little effect on deer prey 
densities. Homocker (1970) states: "Data obtained in this study offer evidence 
that predation by mountain lions is ineffective in controlling ultimate numbers 
of either deer of elk". Concerning cougar-deer relations in California, Sitton 
(1977) writes: "The deer population increased in the study area in 1975 and 
19^6, ir. spite of large mountain lion populations". According to Belden (1980 
pers. comm.), cougars have little effect on deer in Florida; there was t -Jeer
Table 16. Comparisons of mean human population density, estimated deer density 
and road penetration between Northwestern Adirondack^ towns and the 
Hypothetical Cougar Area towns.
tcmparison x ± S.E. (n) t value
Deer/nil
Northwestern Adirondacksa 14.36 ± 1.23 (16)




Human Pop, /mi" 
Northwestern Adirondack's 
Hypo. Cougar Area
1.33 ± 0.07 (16) 
0.67 + 0.06 (13)
9.55 ± 1.96 (16) 




Towns of Fine, Pitcairn, Piercefield, Colton, Clare, Hopkinton, Waverly,
Brighton, Duane, Parishville, Croghan, Watson, Diana, Clifton, Altamont, 
Santa Clara.
Towns of Webb, Ohio, Morehouse, Inlet, Arietta, Lake Pleasant,~Benson, 
Wells, Indian lake, Minerva, North Hudson, Newcomb, Long lake.
Highly significant (p < 0.01)
Very highly significant (p < 0.001)
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Mean computed for 3 values.
die-off in the fakahatchee strand area in the early to mid-1960s due to ver- 
browsing and starvation, notwithstanding the presence of cougars.
How do the dimensions of the H.C.A. (2900 mi?, 7500 km?) compare with 
those of other areas where cougars occur? The Idaho cougar study area of 
Hornocker (1970) and Seidensticker et al. (1973) is outlined on the same scale 
on Map OVerlay No. 7. Using Maps no. 1 and 3 as underlayment and moving Map 
Overlay No. 7 over the area at will, it is apparent that the Idaho winter study 
area (smaller segment, 200 mi?, 520 km?) harboring 15 adult cougars on the 
average, can be easily contained within several wild areas of Adirondack Park, 
including the Pidgeon Lake Wilderness and associated private lands, the 'west 
Canada Lakes-Blue Ridge parcel, the Siamese Ponds Wilderness and adjacent 
private lands, and the Five Ponds Wilderness and associated private lands. In 
Idaho, telemetered cougars expanded their ranges outward in summer’ into the 
higher elevations. Summer cougar home ranges encompassed by the sunnier study 
area boundary (2000 mi?, 5200 km2) are also shown on Map Overlay Mo. 7. Using 
Maps no. 1, 3 and 6 as under layment, again move Map Overlay No. 7 around. The 
dimensions of the Idaho summer study area appear1 large by Adirondack standards. 
It should be noted that the Idaho study area only encompasses a segue;it, of total 
cougar range in the Idaho Primitive Area. Hence the studied sub-popuJn;t:ion was 
open and not self-sustaining.
The estimated, range of the Florida panther’ (3400 mi'?, 8800 km'2) shown 
on Map Overlay No. 8. The estimated boundary does not encompass the Limits of 
a homogenous cougar population. Rather, it represents approximate limits of 
the area in which panthers can move around freely from one population center to 
another. The Florida population appears to have 3 or- more population centers 
(Belden, Alvarez, Bass, 1980, pars. comm.). Estimates of the Florida panther 
population range from 30 to 70 animals. Comparisons between the estimated 
Florida panther range and potential Adirondack range are of particular .interest 
because the Florida population is closed and self-sustaining. Using Maps No.l,
3 and 6 as under layment and moving Map Overlay No. 8 at will over the urea, it 
is apparent that the estimated Florida range is large, approximately equivalent 
to the heartland of Adirondack Park. If the Florida range approximates f 
minimum contiguous area required for survival of a small, self-sustaini \g 
population, its large dimensions do not bode well for establishing cougars in 
Adirondack Park.
Interspecific Competition
Among vertebrate species, intense, competition may develop between two 
closely related, sympatrie species of equal size, especially when environmental 
disturbance creates niche overlap. Such competition may have occurred between 
the bobcat and the lynx in Adirondack Park and elsewhere in the northeast 
(Brooke 1977), with ultimate displacement of the lynx. However, the cougar 
has no closely related competitors of equal size in most of North Amerl a. In 
Brazil, where the jaguar’ Panthera onca and cougar are sympatric, Scha.ii.er (1980) 
has observed apparent mutual avoTdance by the two species. In any c a s e , it 
appears that the vacated niche of the cougar in Adirondack Park has not. been 
refilled by another large, solitary predator. Other than man, the cougar would 
have no major’ predatory competitors in the Park.
Itepredatfon and Attacks on ■ :um r, it
Where cougars occur near human settlements, they kill livestock. In 
Calitoral;,, from 1971 through 1977 , there were 134- confirmed cases of depreda­
tion, with an increase in yearly frequency from 6 in 1971. to 39 in 1977.
(Sitton 1973).  A  total of 45 cougar's were killed under permit during this 
period; Sheep were killed in 42 percent of all cases, goats in 22 percent and 
cattle in 16 percent of all cases (Sitton 1978). In the San Jose, California, 
cougar study area of Dr. Kutilek and his students (Smith 1981, pers. comm.), 3 
of 7 telemetered cougars were lost to depredation permits. Two of these 3 
cougars (males) had killed 34 sheep on one occasion. Multiple killings are 
common in sheep depredation (Sitton 3978). In Arizona, cougars regularly 
kill livestock (Shaw 1979). Essentially all cougar's of a telemetered popula­
tion In Arizona preyed on livestock (Russell 1978, quoting Shaw). Apparently, 
depredation by cougars is not of equal intensity in all regions. In Florida, 
cattle depredation by cougars is virtually unknown, although molestation of 
horses has been reported (Alvarex 1981, pers. comm.)
Account of apparent depredation by cougars in the northeast are not 
uncommon. As one example in. the Adirondack region, the following story is of 
the killing of one of the 10 specimens located by Stoner (1950): "This is the
story as told to me many times by my father-----. All fall, the farmers had
been losing sheep and after a snowfall, Lester White found the body of one 
and he. saw the tracks of the animal that had done the killing in the snow and
three men------started to follow them. They followed the tracks to a brush
fence back of the barn and after getting through the fence, they could find no 
tracks, so they began circling around when suddenly the panther jumped from the
brush-----. They put a shepherd dog on his trail and the dog would follow the
track a little way and run back to the men and they gave it up. They wanted a 
dog that would chase the panther up a tree, where they could overtake it. And 
so they sent a. man to Canton to get Elijah Clark and his hound. My father told
me there, were six in the party-----and they were armed with everthing from guns
to pitcJiforks. They took up the track where the panther1 broke out of the brush
and the dog followed it three or four miles-----. The dog treed him right there,
and he was up the tree when the hunters arrived. Eventually the cougar was 
Shot. The body measured6 ft. 10 in. from tip to tip. They took it to the 
Smith's school house where a meeting was being held, and the whole crowd boiled 
out to see. what they had".
Cougar attacks on humans are rare, but must be expected where cougars 
and: humans occur together. According to Russell (1978): "Lion attacks on 
humans are infrequent but increasing, and .inevitably will continue if more
people establish homes and take up recreation in mountain lion ranges---- ".
From 1917 to 1972, there were 26 confirmed attacks on humans in British 
Columbia (Sitton 1977). Of these cases, 4 resulted in human death. In 
California, there was an incidence of a cougar attack on a human in 1918 j this 
cougar was apparently rabid (Sitton 1977). Large cats in captivity are known 
to be untrustworthy near children (Meyers 1980, pers. ccrnn.) In this 
connection, the following incident in Lewis County, New York, described by 
Hough (1860) is interesting: "A most remarkable event was reported as 
happening in this town (Watson) on July 27, 1839, nine miles east of Lowville.
The house of James Ranney was left in charge of a girl twelve years old, and 
a chile) a little over a year old was sleeping on a bed in an adjoining room; 
hearing the child scream, the girl sprang to the door and saw a wild animal 
leap from an open window with the infant in its mouth. She followed about 40
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rods thinking it was a large dog, till it reached a pair of bars, where after 
trying to leap over with its burden, it made off into the woods without it.
The child was not seriously injured. The animal proved to be a huge male 
panther". This account has a ring of truth to it.
The density of human settlement, development and road penetration In 
Adirondack Park is much higher than other areas where cougars present'»y occur 
(see Table 18, next section). Backyard pens with livestock are common in 
Adirondack Park and domestic animals, including cattle, sheep and pigs, range 
on fenced pastures in the peripheral Adirondacks. Tethered or1 pastured ponies 
are not uncommon in Adirondack villages. If an attempt is made to reintroduce 
cougars, and cougars are free-living in the Adirondacks for a reasonable length 
of time, livestock depredation would be predictable and seme sort of control 
program (see Russell 1978, p.222) should be in place. Additionally, wnile 
attacks on humans would be unlikely, they are not impossible.
Exploitation by Humans
The principal factors limiting cougar1 survival wherever cougar's and humans 
occur’ near each other relate to direct or indirect killing by man. The principal 
danger to survival of individual cougars is direct pursuit by a. person with 
hounds. The cougar’ is apparently "fearful" enough of pursuing hounds so that 
it avoids them by treeing. But it often is not "fearful" enough of bounds or 
man to jump out of the tree when approached, as bobcats frequently do. The 
larger the cougar, the sooner it tends to tree (Button 1980, pers. cairn.). This 
unique behavioural pattern of cougars is deadly for them. (By contrast, I have 
heard in India that Englishmen tried to pursue leopards with hounds. Leopards 
simply killed off pursuing hounds, one by one). This trait of cougars is so 
important from the standpoint of cougar survival, that I shall cite a lew 
examples from the northeast and the Adirondack region. These accounts are 
entirely consistentwith current reports of cougar behaviour and hunts in the 
west.
Merriam (1882) writes as follows: "Panthers are hunted (in the Adirondacks) 
during the deep snows of winter, when the hunter on snowshoes makes wide circuits 
in various directions till he finds a track. This he follows, leading the dogs, 
till he comes to the carcass of a deer which the panther lias recently killed 
and partially devoured. Knowing that the animal is not far off he then "let 
loose" the dogs, and as a rule the cowardly beast is soon treed and shot". The 
following account of a cougar killed between Lewis and Ausable Forks, Index 
County, is quoted by Stoner (1950): "His Uncle George and Joe went hunting that
day over on Black Mountain, and when returning to their home-----. Their little
dog surprised this panther and ran it up a tree, where they shot it-----. He
said it measured 9 or 10 ft long and they took it over to Keesev ille ar i sold it 
--------for $10.
Apparently, panther1 hunting was common enough in Pennsylvania to p:-erupt 
this statement by Shoemaker (1914). "Packs of panther dogs would soon spring 
up in the mountainous settlements and the breeding of these animals would give 
impetus to the canine industry in these regions". A  perspective on cougar 
hunting in Utah today is given in Appendix
Causes of man-induced cougar natality in Washington State are given by 
Rrittell (1979), For the years 1968 to 1978, 56 percent of total cougar kills
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(609 cougars) were taken by hunters hunting cougars, while 39 percent were 
killed by hunters pursuing bobcat, raccoon,bear, coyote, deer, elk and •- rher 
species; 2 percent of persons ki Lling cougars were not hunting. Dogs tiued in 
71 percent of the total kill. Thus, almost half of the total, kill was incidental, 
a point which is of importance from the standpoint of cougar survival :n the 
Adirondacks. A breakdown of the 1973 Washington State kill is given oy Poelker 
(1977). In that year,. 200 cougars were killed. Of reported kills, 96 percent 
were taken by hunters actually hunting cougars, 32 percent were taken by hunters 
pursuing bobcats, black bear and coyotes and 23 percent were taken by persons 
not hunting. In the latter category were instances in which a cougar was 
located under the porch of a house, or tree with the family dog in the .front 
yard, or shot while sighting in a rifle (Poelker 1977). Aspects of western 
cougar hunting, based on an account by A. Button (1980, pers. cornm.) ae given 
in Appendix 13.
The potential, role of highway death and other man-caused mortality factors 
in rhe survival of cougars in Adirondack Park may be significant. There is 
mounting evidence that highways take a large toll of many wildlife species 
(Leedy 1975, Case 1978, Sergeant 1981). In the Adirondacks, (Brooke 1977, 
unpubi. data), the annual kill of snowshoe hares along a one half mile stretch 
of state highway was estimated to be 20 adult animals, a kill equal f;o the 
known March population on one side of that road section. In Pennsylvania,
(Beilis and Graves 1971) 286 white-tailed deer were killed by vehicles on an 
8 mile section of interstate highway in 19 months, or 2.5 deer/mile A  noth. One 
of four eastern timber wolves Canis lupus experimentally released in northern 
Michigan was road-killed (Weise et al. 1975). Two of the remaining animals were 
shot and one was killed in a coyote trap. Between March 15 and July il, one or 
more of these wolves was seen crossing a highway or known to have crossed a 
highway or road for a total of 8 times before their deaths (Weise et al, 1975).
The extent of man-caused mortality among coyotes radio-marked in Grand 
Teton National Park (Tzilkowski and Knowlton 1976) is surprising. Or 52 radio- 
collared coyotes, there were 17 mortalities. Man was responsible for BO percent 
of them: 13 were gunshot, 1 was trapped, 1 was clubbed and 2 were road-killed.
Man caused-mortalities within the park (42 percent) where wildlife is protected 
were comparable to man-caused mortalities outside the park. In Adirondack Park,
8 of 16 radio-collared coyotes died during a 2 year study (Okoniewski 1981, 
unpubi. data). Seven of these mortalities were induced by man as follows: 2 
were, shot, 2 were trapped, 1 was snared, and 2 were road-killed. The man-caused 
mortality fractions are similar to those of Grand Teton National Park. Man- 
induced mortality of cougar's, .including road kills (see Table 8) has been 
discussed previously. In California between 1971 and 1976, there were 20 cougar 
road-kills and 21 cougars were shot by police in various incidents other than 
depredat ion (S itton 1977).
potential man-induced mortality is proportional to the density of humans, 
roads and settlements. Conversely, the density of sensitive wildlife species 
is inversely proportional to human density and road penetration (e.g. the brown 
bear Ur us arctos in Europe, Elgmork 1978). A  comparison of human and road 
densities within Adirondack Park between the Hypothetical Cougar Area (H.C.A.) 
and the Northwestern Adirondacks is given in Table 16. The mean value of 0.67 
miles of road/mi2 (0.42 km rd/km2) within the H.C.A. is one half as great as 
that for the Northwestern Adirondacks (Table 16, means significantly different, 
p k .001). The human density value for the H.C.A., namely 3.35 people/rai2/
(1.29 people/km2) is approximately one third as great as that for the western
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Adirondacks (Table 16, m a m s  significantly different, p i . 01). These statistics 
can be compared locally using.Maps No. 1, 3 and 6 in combination. The penetra­
tion level of roads and trails is only suggested in Map No. 6; the actual road 
penetration is much higher as illustrated in Map No. 5, showing most roads and 
trails in the northern portion of the H.C..A. (Streams and small lakes have 
been deleted from Map No. 5 for clarity). This area includes the Pigeon bake 
Wilderness Area and adjacent private lands. It is evident frail this nap that 
most locations are no more than 2 or 3 miles from a road or trail. Probably 
no .location in Adirondack Park is more than 5 miles (8 km) from a road or 
trail. One woodland manager of a large paper company in the Adirondacks .main­
tained that no location on his company's lands was farther than 1 mile 0 . 6  km) 
distant from a road or trail (Rrocke 1980, pers. comm.) which is probably repre­
sentative for most private lands in the Adirondacks.
Although human densities and road penetration in the H.C.A. are iow by
Adirondack standards, they do not compare well with those of other areas, frcm 
the standpoint of cougar1 survival (Table 18). The road density within the
H.C.A. namely 0.67 miles of road/mi? (0.42 km of road/km?) is 1.9 times the 
value for the Boulder-Escaiante study area in southern Utah and 11.2 times the 
value for southern Florida (Table 18). Likewise, human density in the H.C.A., 
namely 3.35 people/mi2(1.29 people/km2) is twice the value for the Boulder- 
Escalante study area and 6.7 tines the value for southern Florida. Rc.ad pene­
tration and human density in the Idaho study area is essentially 0 (Table 18).
Adirondack Park, including the H.P.A. is studded with human settlements. 
There are 12 villages within the H.C.A. alone. By contrast, there an- no 
settlements of any consequence within the Boulder-Escaiante study area or the 
Florida Panther Estimated Range. (See Map No. 8). Villages tend to be located 
on the periphery of the latter areas. In the San Jose study area of >  ,
Kutilek and his students (Smith 1981, pers. canm.), there are no villages within 
the rarichland occupied by cougars.
In sum, cougars are extremely vulnerable to the man-dog combination.
Where cougars occur, a large fraction of cougar kills is attributable to non­
hunting sources of mortality, including trapping and hunting (with hounds) of 
other species, reactions of rural residence to nuisance situations and roadkills. 
As human density, road penetration and the number of villages in the H.C.A. 
(Adirondack Park) is considerably higher than that of other areas where cougars 
occur, I infer that the potential man-induced mortality of cougars in Adirondack 
Park would be proportionally higher1. The human population densities quoted are 
for residents only. The summer density, swelled by recreationists, would 
seasonally increase human population levels two or more fold. Hence, human 
density dependent mortality of cougars in the H.C.A. might be higher than the 
data suggest. If it were possible to reintroduce a cohesive nucleus oi cougars 
in .Adirondack Park (females with cubs and compatible males trapped in Urn wild, 
etc.) could such a population of 50 to 100 animals survive? In light of the 
information presented, it is my considered opinion that such a reintroduced 
cougar population would soon be decimated by a high level of man-induced 
mortality ..and would become extinct in less than 10 years.
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Table IS. Comparisons of human population density and road, penetration for the 














Mirondacks 2900 0.67 3.35
(Map No. 6) (7500) (0.42) (1.29)
2. Idaho 3+udy 
Area Harnoeker 
(1970)
Se id eristic ker 
et al. (1973)
(Map NO. 7)
Summer 2000 0 0
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Winter 200 0 0
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3. Florida Panther 
Estimated Range 
(Map No. fi) 3400 0.06 0.50
(8800) (0.04) (0.19)
4. Boul der-Escalante 
Study Area, Southern 
Utah. Lindsey, Van 




The northeastern distributional limit of cougar's in pre-colonial times 
probably coincided with the southern distributional limit of the Canadian 
life-zone. The cougar declined throughout eastern North America in a broad 
sweep during the late 1700s and early 1800s. Cougar's survived into the late 
1800s in pockets of marginal land bypassed by settler's, such as the Adir-ondacks. 
•Cougars were essentially extirpated throughout eastern North America by the 
early 1900s, with the except ion of the Florida population. It appears that 
cougars 'died out in the northeast before the major deer decline of the late 
1800s. However, scarcity of deer prey may have hastened extirpation oi 
surviving cougars. In the Adirondacks, cougars were probably scarcer than the 
State bounty records indicate because of apparent bounty fraud. It appears 
that cougars held out longest in the northwestern Adirondacks.
Currently, viable cougar populations are probably absent in eastern North 
America, with the exception of the Florida population. There is evidence that 
a few nomadic, occasionally breeding cougars exist in the eastern United States, 
principally in the Carol inns and Virginia. There are recent valid cougar* 
sightings reported from Minnesota. There are apparently no free-living, resident 
cougars in New York. Cougar' sighting reports are usually invalid. It is essential 
that a structured reporting system is instituted involving agency biologists and 
selected amateur naturalists to screen reports. Standard reporting procedures 
with emphasis on verifiable evidence such as photos of tracks or casts would be 
most effective.
The Florida panther has survived in southern Florida in spite of persecution, 
largely protected by the wetland habitat of the Everglades which has resisted 
human settlement. Models of stable cougar populations indicate that the annual 
exportable surplus is small. Apparently, small closed populations cannot sustain 
large losses without affecting population health. The models suggest that the 
Florida, population's apparent lack of expansion is explainable on the basis of a 
low level of attrition due by highway death and poaching.
Man-induced mortality is the most important negative factor (or group of 
factors) influencing cougar* survival. Habitat penetration by humans and density 
of the human population appear to be critical. Other habitat requirements of 
cougars are met. by a variety of conditions within its range. It appears that 
the white-tailed deer was the principal prey of cougars in the Adirondacks and 
the northeast. Cougars were probably scarce in the central. Adirondacks in pre- 
colonial. times as this region is similar to the Canadian life-zone. Cc Edgars 
were largely extirpated from the Adirondacks before the deer' population expansion 
into the central Adirondacks, following disturbance by logging in the late 1800s. 
Although snow depths are relatively great in the central Adirondacks, cougars can 
probably survive there (with current availability of deer prey) because snow 
crusting conditions may aid predation.
A Hypothetical Cougar Area (H.C.A.) was circumscribed in the centrai 
Adirondacks.including the lowest relative human densities and road penetration 
in Adirondack Park. Mean estimated deer density in the H.C.A. is 8.5 deer/mi2 
(3.3 dear/km2). Assuming a mean hypothetical cougar density of 1 cougar.725 mi2 
(1 cougar/65 km2), then the estimated ratio of cougars to deer in the H.C.A.
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would be 1 cougar/250 deer-, a value which is comparable to that of other 
areas. The potential impact of cougars in the H.C.A. on deer prey would not 
be large, namely somewhat ir. excess of the annual legal buck harvest. -.1 no­
where , cougars have had minimal impact on deer populations.
The principal sources of. cougar mortality are man-induced. Almost half 
of the cougar kill in Washjjigton State has been attributed to incidental 
mortality causes such as road-kills, illegal hunting and nuisance incidents. 
Highway death may be a potentially important factor in Adirondack. Park. The 
man-hound combination was responsible for 71 percent of total cougar mortality 
(legal and illegal) in Washington where cougars occur near settled areas, some 
level of livestock predation is predictable and attacks on humans are not 
impossible. These interactions, including the level of man-induced cougar 
mortality, are proportional to human density and road penetration within cougar1 
range. The mean, human density for the H.C.A. (2900 nut, 7500 km2) is 5 . 3 5  
humans/ mi2 (1.29 humans/km2) compared to 0.5 humans/nu.2 (0.19 humans/k;t2) .in 
the southern Florida estimated range (3400 mi 2, 8800 kn2) of the Florida; panther. 
Mean road density in the H.C.A. is 0.67 miles of road/mi2 (0.42 km of maJ/km2) 
in the H.C.A. versus 0.06 miles of road/mi'2 (0.04 kffi of road/km2) in the southern 
Florida panther range. Comparisons of H.C.A. statistics with those of oilier 
areas are similar. There are 12 villages within the H.C.A., while settlements 
tend to be clustered on the periphery of areas where cougars occur'. For reasons 
of high human density and road penetration in the H.C.A. and Adirondack Park in 
general, I believe that potential man-induced cougar mortality would exceed the 
level that a potentially reintroduced cougar population could sustain and. still 
survive.
CONCLUSIONS AMD REOCMMEHDATIONS
1. Re introduction of cougars in Adirondack Park is currently not advisable in
light of the data presented in this report. It appears that a potentially 
reintroduced cougar population cannot survive the high level of man-induced 
mortality which is probable in Adirondack Park at this writing.
2. From a political standpoint (discounting all other1 considerations), a. cougar 
reintroduction attempt would be counter productive unless it is preceded by 
an extended program of preparation to foster public appreciation and tolerance 
for the cougar in Adirondack Park. It is particularly essential that a 
reintroduction program is fully supported by Adirondack residents. Lack of
a preparatory program may compromise any future reintroduction attempts.
(e.g. the recent wolf translocation effort in Michigan, Weise et al. 1975).
3. The cougar conservation efforts of the New York State Department of Environ­
mental. Conservation should be. consistent with the Eastern Cougar Recovery 
Plan (Draft, Downing 1981), as amended by agencies and individuals. The 
first step in this plan is to find and delineate cougar populations (p. 11, 
Downing 1981), Field efforts to locate cougars in eastern North America 
are currently bing conducted by R.L. Downing (Clemson, South Carolina) in 
the southeast and R.H. Brocke (Syracuse, New York) in the northeast.
In New York, a clearinghouse to process cougar reports should be established 
and a N.Y.S.D.E.C. biologist assigned to gather data, investigate likely 
reports and coordinate cougar conservation efforts of the Bureau of Wildlife 
(it is my understanding that such an assignment lias been made).
To the extent that resources are available, I urn willing to coordinate 
northeastern efforts with the N.Y.S.D.E.C. Bureau of Wildlife, to help 
conduct workshops in cougar biology and cougar sign identification, and to 
help establish a standard reporting and verification procedure throughout 
New York, (A standard procedure for eastern North America is currently being 
developed in cooperation with R.L. Downing.
4. It may be advisable to wait and see how well, free-living cougars manage to 
survive in the southeast before any attempts at reintroduction are tried in 
New York or anywhere r.n the northeast. Cougar survival is likely to be
be?Her in the southeast because: (1) Winters are shorter, rendering cougars 
less vulnerable to snow tracking and pursuit by man and dog. (2) There are 
likely to be fewer1 cougar-human encounters in winter because deer are less 
restricted to low elevations in the southeast during winter. (3) Human 
density in the southeast is locally sparser than the least populated areas 
in the northeast. (1) There are relatively large, continuous areas of wild
land in the southeast under1 Federal jurisdiction, where potential cougar 
exploitation can be effectively controlled.
5. As part of a comprehensive long-range recovery plan for native wilderness 
species lit Adirondack Park, the New York State Department of Idivironmental 
Conservatioh, Bureau or Wildlife, might survey public attitudes towards 
controversial and unusual species such as the cougar, Lynx, wolf, mtjose,
and selected raptors. Thrse surveys could also assess public attitudes toward 
innovative: wildlife approaches. For example, one or- more "Cc/r-i
Areas" (retiigia) might be developed in Adirondack Park, primarily on Forest 
Preserve lards, where hikijy and access trails, hunting with hounds and ::- me 
kinds of trapping are appro; >rlately restricted. These attitude surveys i:. igiit 
be followed by a structured program of public education which would pre-pat*' 
the way for future reintrr duel: ion and management of native wilderness r.p,oies 
in Adirondack Park.
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B. Obj e c t i v e : To make an analysis of principal bi.•logical
and sociological factors which will, probably 
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C. J u s t i fication: High quality in the Adirondack Park's wild­
life resource has been affirmed as a central 
objective by the Temporary Study Commission 
on the future of the Adirondack::,. Re intro­
duction of the puma into the Adirondack Park 
would be a major step toward that objective.
It is imperative that attempts to reintroduce 
the puma are not undertaken until all aspects 
of the problem have been carefully researched. 
Examples of failures in wildlife rv introduction 
are many and successes have been the exception. 
Reintroduction of the puma, if it is attempted, 
will be very difficult at best. This study 
will provide the necessary basis to define 
the most important elements and key problems 
in puma reintroduction. The decision to ut- 
tempt reintroducLion of the puma will be made 
on the basis of this study. If appropriate, 
a reintroduction attempt will be carried out 
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any other large carnivore. T h e refere. a com­
plete base of information concern mi; the bio­
logical and ecological requirements of puma 
reintroduction must be established. 2) Sur­
vival of reintroduced pumas is quite dependent 
on human accommodation. Unless local resi­
dents and visitors accept this species as an 
integral part of the Adirondack iaur.a, the suc­
cess of a reintroduction attempt is in doubt.
3) It is not known whether a viable popu­
lation of the eastern puma, the most likely 
sub-species for reintroduction, sti.il exists.
E. Approach : Information for init Lai stages of this study
will be obtained by literature review and 
consultation with authorities on puma ecology. 
This work will be performed by Dr. Rainer 
Br o c k e , Adirondack Ecological Center, under 
a contractual agreement.
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dack. s .
3. Puma-human interrelationships and interactions as 
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4. Overall comparison of puma habitat requirements 
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relating to puma reintroduction into the Adirondack 
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ABSTRACT
The eastern puma Felis concolor couguar essentially disappeared from Lhe 
faunal complex of northeastern North America by the late 1800’s. Only in 137J 
was the subspecies declarer] "endangered". Recently, evidence has been presented 
in support of the existanee of a vel let 'puma population. However, the evidence 
is weak. A.major goal of this study is to develop a wholiStic and. imagiiutive 
approach to assessing the status of a potentially extirpated subspecies under 
difficult conditions. A  second major goal is to synthesize and define a pre­
liminary conservation program for the puma in the northeast. The study seeks 
to set an example for similarly difficult conservation problems anywhere in the 
world. The objectives and procedures are respectively as follows: (1) To col­
lect current information about the existence and location of free-living pumas 
in the Northeast. This aspect of the study will be coordinated with a parallel 
effort in the southern Appalachians, led by Hr. Robert L. Downing of the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service. Information and sightings will be solicited through 
forms and other means, centralized in State and Province conservation departments. 
(2) To locate free-living pumas on the basis of likely reports; develop a priority 
system for checking sighting reports; and possibly develop an index technique (if 
judged feasible by appropriate scientists) to relate incidental sightings to an 
estimate of puma density in a given area., The index. relates sightings of trans- 
mi ttered, sterilized and released puma/s, to "population density" as determined 
by the area covered by the released purra/s. Pumas will be- released in an appro­
priate, representative area in the northeast. (3) To study free-living pumas, if 
they are located (a) to determine whether they represent a reproducing population, 
and (b) to identify key features of predation and habitat requirements, including 
potential sources of disturbance by humans. . This will be done by various means, 
including snow-tracking. (4) To locate and examine specimens and/or materials of 
pumas recently killed in the Northeast and compare them with museum specimens and 
materials representing the. eastern subspecies. Materials and. specimens will be . 
compared using all available means and collections. (5) To collect historical 
information about the eastern subspecies. Specifically where'animals were killed 
or sighted, areas where they were last seen or killed, the extent of rumen exploi­
tation , predation patterns, habitat associations and relations with humans. ’ In­
formation will be gleaned from reports,-articles, bounty records, etc. and results 
collated with maps to identify patterns of extinction. (6 ) To determine the extent 
to which captive pumas have escaped in the Northeast in order to assess the impact 
of escaped pumas on the genetic integrity of potential, native stock. This infor­
mation will be sought from conservation department officials, zoo and menagerie 
administrators and private individuals. (7) To identify potential areas in the 
Northeast where pumas might have a chance for survival, now and in the future, in 
order to guide searches and future conservation efforts. Areas will be identified 
on the basis of remoteness, size, prey availability and historic presence. Models 
will be constructed using island biogeqgraphic theory.' - (8) To evaluate and synthe­
size all information relating to the previous objectives., publish a report and con­
clusions about the current' status of the eastern puma, develop a conservation plan 
for the subspecies in the Northeast and make preliminary recanmendations. (9) To 
coordinate the study with the similar study in the southern Appalachians led by 
Mr. Downing. Members of the Florida Panther .Recovery Team will also be consulted. 
The study will be conducted by one Ph.D. and one M.S. candidate, supervised by the 
principal investigator. Two technicians, will assist in.the field work, as needed. 
The operations base for the study will be the 'Adirondack Ecological Center of the 
State University of New York College of Environmental Science and Forestry. The 
study will be completed in four years.
THE PROBLEM
The puma essentially vanished from the fauna of tine northeastern Urntuvi 
States and adjacent Canada-*- by the end of the last century. Although there 
is some evidence supporting the existence of breeding pumas in the Northeast-1, 
the chances are small that free-living, reproducing pumas still occur in m i s  
region, "this is regrettable because the range vacated by pumas coincides 
closely with the former range of the eastern puma subspecies Felis conccfor ■ 
cougar. In other words, it is probable that the eastern puma subspecies is 
extinct. Ironically, the subspecies was only recent Ly accorded the 
3t art r- tr.e . 1. Det'C. -of the Interior QDert, of State 19-73 J. '
It is neoeseary that a definitive effort ae made, to determine the status of 
the eastern puma on the slim chance that living .individuals or a breeding popula­
tion still exist. Obviously, specific measures to conserve the eastern puma are 
predicated on such information. And, future plans (if any) to itnmx’Oduce 
pumas tc any part of their former range in the eastern United States must be de­
ferred until we know with certainty that the native subspecies is extinct. The 
proposed study is designed to complement and coordinate with a similar study led 
by Mr. Robert L. Downing in the southeastern United States.
BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE
The eastern puma originally ranged throughout the eastern U'.S. and south­
eastern Canada, but apparently disappeared from most of its range by the mid- 
1300's (Young and Goldman 1996). A specimen was collected in 1875 in Vermont 
and unauthenticated observations persist into the early 1900's (Young anti ' 
Goldman Op. Cit.). By the mid-twentieth century, Young and Goldman were con­
fident enough to write, "This subspecies apparently became extinct many years 
ago." But, isolated reports of puma sightings in the northeastern wilds per­
sist to the present time. .Pumas have been seen in Minnesota (Bue and Stonlund 
1953, Magnus 1956,Kuyava 1959) and northwestern Ontario (Dear 1955). A re­
cord of sightings in the Northeast has been compiled by Wright (1948, 1959, 
1971). Recent sightings fdr the outheastern United States are listed by 
Downing (1978).
1 The phrase "northeastern U.S. and adjacent Canada" and the word "Northeast" 
refer to an area bounded in the east by the Atlantic coastline south to the 
States or Georgia, Alabama and Mississippi, west across the Mississippi River 
northward including the States of Illinois, Wisconsin and Minnesota, eastward 
including the southern portions of the Provinces of Ontario, and Quebec, the 
entire Gaspe Penninsula and New Brunswick. In the implementation of this pro­
posal, the states being covered by this study will exclude those states already 
under the purview of the Southeastern Puma Study already in progress, led by 
Robert L. Downing (1978).
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pect. Wright's article 1- illustrated by photos (p. ?36. and 237) 0.1 tea 
which : claims are of adult pumas and a cub. The small tracks axy. cleat ! y 
cat <•••<:, but the large ones appear to belong to h om e large canid, ijr-i*. 
trac’ secs: to be longer chan wide (puma tracks rend to have the bpposj ';<• ;»o- 
port lotto.) arxi chow a prominent claw mark at the end of'each cote which is typical 
of dOK'u f o''Civil trappers and other knowledgeable persons wliom I have quev 
tionod a..out these tracks' agree that they were probably made by a canid.
.•'•.ucheaticated cases of pumas seen in the northeastern wilds do not c«cur 
fvequ-.ru.ly, hut seem to occur with relative consistency. This suggests thy (1) 
some t the sighted individuals may be far-ranging transients. of Florida or 
western stock, and/or (2) observed individuals'may be escaped .captive ani.iiu.U-,
Sir s escapes may not be uncommon, hi hew York State, them have been a 1.1 trlier 
of puma escapes from memgeri.es and zoos in recent years (Stone 1975, pei-t, vcm..). 
Most: • f these animals were subsequently shot. However*, Mr. Stone, p a t l o g  1st 
for* t.■ .0 hew York State department of £nvironmentul Conservation,'believes that 
there are four unreported escapes for every one which is irepbPted. He sox, 'that 
on one- occasion, observations of .a free ranging puma in Pennsylvania wor.vduiy re­
ported in the scientific literature. When, this aniftal was subsequent ly vurt, it.,., 
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answer ro ni.; queer Ion appear..; ro be poor. Resfiarch on the social euu. , ,ne uno 
tec: itordaiity of a healthy puma population in -the Kooky Mountains ( H o m r 1 9 & . 3 ,  
Seicien ..ticker ot al. 19 73) sinews that young, tiunsient punas, the poteru ' v colo- 
r:i srrs of vacant range, tend to establish themselves adjacent to occupied territory. 
Thus, colon lent ion of vacant range appears to be a slow process even in .lm-ts with 
a generulv healthy puma population. These findings suggest that potential pusaa 
ran in inr dmtbeast nay remain vacant for the foreseeable future even if ocea­
nic. .1 transients roam, there because the primary stimulus' Ci.e. occupied range) for 
o _' j:).ination is generally, if not entirely, .lacking. It is reasonable to assume, 
that puma escapes have taken place in the eastern United States .for many years.
Yet, there in no documented evidence .that a breeding populat ion of puma*. i. *>ls 
in the cist, except in Florida, supporting the hypothesis that nocLiJ-tei : i u>r.iu.) 
const 1 \ i in t :> have inhibi 1ixi eo Loi 1 ivsa t. i on.
in conclusion, it is an open-question- whether a viable puma popu i a L i or i exist' 
in the Northeast or whether the eastern puma still survives as u sub:;}**-'Tut* 
evidence is discouraging. However, a strong effort to determine the si r . < o' the 
eastern puma is clearly necessary. It may be the last opportunity to save the sub­
species, if it is not too late already.
OBJECTIVES
A major goal of this study is to develop a new, wholistic and imaginative 
approach to assessing the status of a potentially extirpated subspecies under the 
most difficult of conditions. These conditions include the highly secretive and 
far-ranging habits of the puma, dense human populations within the range it once 
occupied, negative attitudes of people towards pumas, and escaped pumas beclouding 
the identity of remaining stock. A second major goal is to synthesize and define 
a preliminary conservation program for the puma in the northeast. The study seeks 
to set an example for similarly difficult conservation problems anywhere in the 
world.
More specifically, the proposed study will seek answers to the following 
questions: Do free-living pumas live in the wilds of the Northeast? If they do, 
are they members of a reproducing population? What are the potential ecological 
factors constraining survival of pumas in the eastern United States and adjacent 
Canada? To what extent do recent puma specimens (animals incidentally killed or 
shot) conform to museum specimens and materials representing the eastern puma?
What is the historical background of the eastern puma subspecies relating to 
habitat, predation, areas of occupancy, locations of last known sightings arid in­
teractions with humans? What conservation or propogation measures might be .insti­
tuted for the eastern puma subspecies and pumas in general in the northeastern 
United States and adjacent Canada?
The objectives of this study are:
1. To collect current information about the existence and location of free- 
living pumas in the Northeast. This aspect of the study will be closely co­
ordinated with the parallel effort of the Southeastern Cougar Study led by 
Mr. Robert L. Downing (The phrase "Southeastern Cougar’ Study" will he used 
hereafter in reference to the study entitled, "Status of the Eastern Cougar 
in the Southeastern Appalachians", described by R.L. Downing, 1978).
:. • To locate free-living pumas on Hie basis 'of the meet likely reports; to 
develop a priority system for following u? reports;
e-e-puma- -eka a- - given- area.
3. To study free-living pumas, if they are located (a) to determine whether 
they represent a breeding population,, and (b) to identify key-features of 
predation and habitat requirements, including potential sources of disturbance, 
by humans.
4. To locate and examine specimens and/or materials of pumas recently 
kiijcj in the northeast' (animals incidentally shot or killed) in order- to 
(M)HntV' them with museum specimens and materials representing the; on..tt.-in
>fleet' iu:;tv)ric..il information alx'nil tiu' onulorn (emu nub:.'*-- it 
;pc\.'i fk.vii.Iy where unimls were, killed at' sighted, urea:, wi ion * .miuin in wviv: 
last sighted or kil led - within a given region, the extent ot human j.-r• -i.it i»>tt 
through control efforts and bounty payments, clues to puma predation pwtterns, 
habitat associations and relations with humans.
6 . To determine the extent to which captive pumas have escaped in the North­
east. This information will be used to assess the impact of escaped pumas 
on the genetic integrity of potential native stock.
7, To identify potential, areas in the Northeast where pumas might have a 
chance for survival now and in the future, in order to guide searches and 
future conservation efforts.
3. To evaluate and synthesize all information relating to the previous ob­
jectives, publish a report and conclusions about the current status of the 
eastern puma, develop a conservation plan for the subspecies in the North­
east arid, take preliminary recommendations.
9. To coordinate all applicable aspects of this study with the Southeastern 
Puma study and arrange for an exchange of pertinent information so tnat both 
studies are entirely complementary, and to increase the effectiveness of the 
total effort
PROCEDURES
Procedures are presented below as they relate to objectives listed previously:
Objective No. 1 : Collecting of sighting reports is a key consideration in 
this study. The procedures for collecting sighting records will bo developed 
jointly with Robert Downing, leader of The Southeastern Puma Study. Mr. 
forming and I are presently corresponding to arrange a possible meet ing in 
the spring of 1379 (pending approval of this proposal). A preliminary pro­
cedure las already been developed by Mr. Downing. He has circulated forms 
among 36 conservation departments in the eastern United States and adjacent 
Canadian Provinces, requesting information about pumas. This procedure for 
soliciting information will be adapted to the needs of the proposed study, in 
consultation with Mr. Downing. According to the current plans of m e  South­
eastern Cougar Study, individual states and Canadian Provinces are responsible 
for collecting information and observations within their boundaries. There 
will be a free exchange of information about sightings between the two studies.
Sighting reports will be solicited throughout the eastern region through 
a program of publicity, including articles in State or Province conservation 
magazines, newspapers, popular articles, etc. These efforts will be coordi­
nated with the Southeastern. Cougar Study.
Objective No. 2: In order to allocate resources moat el leetively ana 
efficiently in the field-checking of sighting reports, .1 priority rating 
will be given to all reports. For example, reports will be evaluated for 
reliability by several criteria. Priority for f ield-checjcing will be 
given to reports which show a consistent grouping pattern or groups of re­
ports located in .Large wild areas. The search will bo concentrated in areas 
where there are repeated sightings.
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Objective. No. 3: It is now difficult to say exactly how: free-living pumas 
might be studied if they are located. Downing (1978) has described the use 
of tracking, searching for signs, cameras, etc. for the Southeastern Cougar 
Study. Similar means will be adopted here, especially the use of know track­
ing. Pumas are large animals leaving conspicuous sign. Locations of .killed 
prey (probably deer) are obvious focal points for study, as are denning areas 
(if found). Additionally, intensive observation of particular .individuals 
might be made by decoying such individuals to tethered prey. One effective 
method used in hunting leopards is to tether a potential prey animal such as 
a goat. Die advantage of this technique for puma study is that the location 
can be carefully chosen to facilitate observation with telescope or binocular 
Use of such a technique would depend on the collective opinion of scientists 
involved in eastern puma studies, legal constraints, conservation department 
authorities and the public.
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will be incused on skins and skulLs of the sub-species coupuar, lujenolbu*es, 
stanleyana and coryi, although other subspecies will be considered. To increase 
tiie efficiency of skull contparisons, diagnostic measurements and their ratios 
will iie detemined for selected puma subspecies by the procedtjres of Lawrtvnce and 
Bosserl (1967). In making' ccmpari sons, allowances will be made for shrinkage of 
museum skulls from the wet to the dry condition (see Alexander 19G0). Puna skulls 
3ki.no, arid mounts will be examined in various museums including the dew iorx Stab- 
Museum, trie Robert Hull Fleming Museum (Vermont), the d.S. National Museum, trie 
National Museum of Canada, the Museum of the Boston Natural History Society, 
American Museum of Natural History, Peabody Museum at Yale University, tfarvard 
Museum, University of Michigan Museum of Zoology, Carnegie Museum, Chicago Field 
Museum, Dartmouth Museum, as we'll as other public and private collections. The 
museums listed contain puma specimens according to Young and Goldman (1946), Stoner 
(1%0) ana Setzer (pers. comm. 1978). The Adirondack Museum in Blue Mountain Lake 
New York, recently acquired a mount of an apparently authentic Adirondack puma. 
This specimen will be1* examined.
Objective No. o: i lietor Leal inforroation will be gleaned from published reports 
and lists of museum collections, conservation department reports and articles, 
game commission reports and published bounty records. Additionally, bounty re­
cc'd s in state houses and county government headquarters will be examined. This 
information will be collated -.and related to maps in an attempt to identify pat­
tern? of puma extinction in the Northeast in time and space.
Objective No. G: A region-wide effort will be made to determine how many pumas 
escape yearly, .including loth reported and unreported cases. State and Province 
conservation department officials and knowledgable individuals will be contacted 
so that lists can be compiled of zoos, menageries and private individuals who hold 
or have held pumas in captivity. These individuals will be contacted through per­
sonal interview and guaranteed anonymity in exchange for information. Files of 
law enforcement departments will be examined for records of punas known to have 
been K i l l e d .  This information will be synthesized with other information from the 
s t u d y  in order to determine: (1) the scope and extent of puma escapes, (/) the 
extent to which such escaped animals may have contributed to sighting: oi free- 
living punas, and (3) the extent to which escaped punas nay have genetically af­
fected the original native stock, assuming that some of that stock survived. If 
enough data are ava.il.able, an estimate of the latter will be made using a mathe­
matical model.
Objective No. 7: Potential areas where pumas may have a chance fo I ‘ 3 UL"V1. V .1,1. 5 X iOW 
and in the future, will be identified according to four principle criteri i,
nan». lv:
). Remoteness : The area must, be remote enough from human activity and po­
tential disturbance so that a remnant puma population might have survived 
driteria will be established to classify degrees of human disturbance and 
potential ureas will be rated accordingly.
fixe: The urea must be large, enough to satisfy the territorial require­
ments of pumas. Judging from an Idaho study (Seidensticker etui. 1173) 
a minimumarea must be 10 to 20 miles in diameter. There are w tew 
ix>i Floss ireac in the nortlieast today with such dimensions, koedlcss or
trailless areas in the Adirondack^ generally do not exceed a diameter 
of 10 miles, larger roadless tracts exist in the eastern Canadian 
Provinc.es.
3 . trey Availability: In the Northeast, deer are the principal ■ c*i oi 
pumas. Paradcxlca 1.1 y , the densest white-tailed deer populations in 
the Northeast are associated with man’s agricultural and timbering ac­
tivities. Deer are scarcest in remote wilderness areas where j-natural 
resources are least managed by man. Yet, from the standpoint, of sur­
viving human exploitation, pumas would have, the best chance of survival 
precisely in such wilderness areas.
4. Historic Presence: State bounty, kill and trapping records will be can­
vassed for all northeastern States to determine where pumas were last- 
killed. Areas where kills were consistent probably held remnant puma pop­
ulations and may still have characteristics which foster puna survival.
Areas of potential puma range, in the Northeast will be mapped using aerial 
photos, geologic survey and local maps. Information on the degree of human activ­
ity, land use, human density, road density, deer density, etc. will be integrated 
on prepared maps, possibly using successive overlays.
The potential survival value for pumas of areas identified according to 
criteria listed above can be modelled using adaptations of McArthurs Island Bio- 
geographic. Theory (McArthur and Wilson, 1967). The survival of puma populations 
within such areas is simply a function of balance between population increase due 
to reproduction and immigration (colonization, probably a negligable factor unless 
adjacent population nuclei! are established), and decimating factors including 
natural mortality .ana incidental killing by humans. It is probable that incidental 
exploitation by humans (road kills, shooting etc.) is the largest single negative, 
factor . Thus, in the main, each area can be viewed as a refuge of variable quality, 
surrounded by an area of high potential exploitation, where, road access and human 
population are higher.
In tire main, Island Biogeographic Theory has been used primarily to predict 
extinction rates of species complexes, and. has recently been applied to predict 
species declines in refuges (Miller 1978). However, it can also be used to pre­
dict survival of small colonies of a single species, as has been done by Fritz 
(1977) for the spruce grouse. I shall be working with Mr. Robert S. Fritz, grad­
uate student at the University of Maryland, to model the survival of isolated . 
puma populations and to determine the minimum size of areas required to support 
puma populations under eastern conditions. Information on movement patterns and 
social relationships from western puma studies, as well as data from the telemetry 
study proposed here (if execute!) will be used as input for the model.
The only area in the east known to harbor a remnant puma population is that 
occupied by the Florida subspecies, Felis concolor coryi in the everglades region.
A trip will be made to this area to examine ’the ’apparent relations of the Florida 
puma to road access, human population density, current land development, pressures, 
etc. I shall consult with members of the Florida Panther Recovery Team and seek 
their perspectives.
The proposed study would complement the -State study by providing added 
regional tackground. More nrportantly, any decision concerning reintroduction 
of pumas in New York State must be predicated on hard information about the 
P'.ana in the Northeast. Potent La3 reintroduction attempts using western puma 
stock may virtually elimimta anv hope of survival by the eastern subspecies, 
if indeed that subspecies still exists.
The principal investigator is currently also contracted under the Endan­
gered Species Program to study the ecology and management of the bobcat in New 
York State, as well as determine the feasibility of reintroducing the lynx in 
Adirondack Park (study contract attached). This study has provided a working 
knowledge of the capture of cats and the use of local hunters and dog packs in 
the capture - of cats. In case there is a need to capture free-living pumas, 
this information and experience will prove useful..
PERSONNEL
Principal Investigator: Dr. Rainer H. Brocke, Senior Research Associate, S.U.N.Y. 
College of Environmental Science and Forestry, will guide and supervise the study, 
coordinate with the Southeastern Cougar Study and conduct selected aspects of the 
field work, .analysis and final report writing.
The bulk of the study will be conducted by two graduate students, namely a 
Fti.D. candidate and an M.S. candidate, under the supervision of the principal inves­
tigator'. These students will be selected from responses to national advertisement 
of the two positions. The students will be carefully chosen to conduct specific 
segments of the study, as follows:
H.S, Candidate: This student will be primarily responsible for collecting 
and analyzing historical and background information, synthesizing this .infor­
mation on maps and collecting information on the current and past incidence 
of puma escapes. The student will make an assessment of the potential effect 
of escapes on the genetic composition of hypothetical puma population/s.
Fli.D . Candidate: A Ph.D. candidate will be sought who has had field exper­
ience with pumas in the west. The central aspect of this student's work will 
tv the implementation of the field study and associated analysis. This stu­
dent's work will include collection of sighting reports through cooperative 
procedures with States and Provinces, generation of publicity to solicit 
sightings, field checking of sighting reports, telemetry and tracking of a 
puma (if one is released), development of a sighting index, field checking
urreiy areas, 
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Technleal Assistants: ‘The Ph.D. candidate will be assisted an the field work 
and telemetry work, if undertaken, by Messres Raymond Masters and Michael 
Tracy (see attached curricula vitorum). These technicians have extensive 
field experience with the current bobcat study, contracted to the principal , 
investigator (see attachment). They also have extensive experience with the 
telemetry of bobcats and deer.
Objective Ho. 8 : The nature and direction of information synthesis wilt depend 
to a large extent on the outcome of the study. With luck, the study should 
clearly support one of the following four alternatives listed in order of deoreaa-
i.r ig J. i k e l U kva i:
Vhy exisLonc.c oi i; ki,dt\! free-jjviiig jHim,is in lfie NoiThouirt oi i n e ■<. 
illed subr.pt vTo;.. !l i ; likely flint such j rui i v ulna llux' esoupv-s lean
zoos or menagerie: i. j t is improbable Lint such individuals uec of ! he 
eastern subspecies. From a biological standpoint, the prosenot ol such 
isolated individuals is relatively unimportant.
2. Hie existence of a rgpreducing puma population in the Northeast of un­
specified subspecies. Such a population may have been established by 
wild transients, zoo escapees or both. The punas would probably be of 
western stock. The likelihood for the existence of such a population is 
very small because punas apparently do not establish a territorial popu­
lation "in a vacuum" CSeidensticker et al. 1973).
3. The existence of a remnant reproducing jjomlation of eastern punas. In 
my opinion the likelihood for this possibility is extremely small.
4. No pumas inhabit the northeastern wilds.
It is conceivable that alternatives Nos. 2 and 3 cannot be clearly differen­
tiated because the need for caution precludes capture of punas' for identification. 
It is also possible that one or more isolated pumas (transients) occurring in the 
northeastern wilds are not located by the study. However, it is doubtful that a 
reproducing puma population would be missed by the proposed study if procedures 
outlined here are followed* It has been suggested (Wright 1959) that the puma can 
at once be a "ghost of the Northeast" and still maintain a reproducing population. 
1 emphatically believe that, a reproducing population is not ghostlike. Individual 
pumas would leave identifiable signs of their presence. The effectiveness oi man 
as a puma predator is shown by Adirondack bounty data (appendix). These data sug­
gest that few puma signs were missed by bounty trappers of the 1880's. Regrettably 
these figures also appear to reflect a clear end joint to what may have been the 
last remnant of the eastern puma population in the northeastern U.S.
Objective No. 9: There will be complete cooperation and coordination between tnis 
proposed study and the Southeastern Cougar Study headed by Mr. Downing. At this 
writing, I am communicating with Mr. Downing. Tentative plans are to meet in the 
spring of 1979 for preliminary discussions to explore areas of cooperation (see 
timetable below).
SUPPORTIVE RESEARCH
The principal investigator is currently contracted by the New York State 
Department of Environmental Conservation to determine the feasibility oi reintro­
ducing the puma xn New York State, specifically Adirondack Park (study contract 
attached). This study is supported by Endangered Species Program funds through ■ 
a cooperative agreement with the State of New York.
FACILITIES
The operations Paso lor die proposed study will, be the Adi r nd .uk 
Ecological Center (bulletin attached), Newcomb Campus ot ire .;t m o  UnivereLty 
of New York College of Environmental Science and Forestry (S.U.N.Y.C.L.S.F.).
Phis t esoaroh station, located in the geographic center of Adirondack Far!.:, 
includes 2.1 square miles ot forest, mountains, and lakes.
The permanent staff includes four faculty members, two wildlife technicians, 
two forest technicians, two stenographers and four maintenance men. In summer, 
about 18 students assist in research and maintenance activities. Resident Ph.D. 
and M.S. students range from two to five in number. Research activities are 
centered at the office-laboratory building and adjacent outdoor laboratory and 
pen complex. Besides conducting contracted research, faculty and technicians are 
involved in undergraduate and .graduate instruction in wildlife management and 
forestry.
Professional resources, laboratory and library facilities are also available 
as needed on the main Syracuse Campus of S.U.N.Y. C.E.S.F. During the first year 
of the proposed study, much of the correspondence work, map work, etc. will ire 
conducted at the Syracuse Campus by the graduate student. Additionally, the re­
sources of Syracuse University adjacent to the campus of S.U.N.Y. C.E.S.F, are 
fully available. There are close working ties between Syracuse University, a pri­
vate ..university .and S.U.N.Y.C.E.S.F. and all faculty members of this station are 
also members of the Syracuse University faculty.
TIMETABLE
First Year: Spring and summer: Nationwide search for M.S. and Ph.D. candidates; 
graduate program to begin in fall semester.
Begin collection of sighting reports and contact ■ knowledgable biologists and 
naturalists. Begin soliciting information about incidentally killed specimens and 
follow up leads. Begin contacting museums to arrange for examination of puna 
skeletal and other materials in their collections.
Begin identification of potential areas where pumas might exist. Make pre­
liminary field trips to These areas to gain preliminary impressions.
Begin contacting museums, state houses and other potential repositories of 
historical information, Begin dialogue with state and province conservation 
agencies for leads on historical information. Begin identifying conservation 
agency personnel, health dej^tments and veterinarians in key positions who might 
provide information about escaped pumas.
If telemetry1 of one or more released, sterilized pumas is deemed desirable 
and feasible in joint conference with scientists, authorities and officials of 
potentially affected states or provinces, begin contacting one or more potential 
suppJ Lers. Purchase transmitters, probably fron the AVM Company. Other equipment 
is in hand.
The p rin cip al in v estig ato r w ill v i s i t  Mr. Robert L, Dawning in  South 
Carolina to d iscuss cooperation and coordination between the Southeastern Cougar 
Study .jiki t lie proposed project . In a coni iriued log, ot the t r i p ,  1 tie prim Mini 
.invent igator wil l  v i s i t  and . •outer with the Florida I’.uither Recovery and
l,o k  at tilin' tat and range prvrent ly occupied hy the I lor ilia :uhsi>eeie;;. The 
print.'ip.)! invest i.gaLor will. nuke a trip1 to the western U n i t e d  States  to o x a m in o  
puma country there (probably in Idaho and Colorado) and bum 1 iari./,e hitiised i wi tit 
puma sign. (Correspondeiice i s  currently  underway with Dr. Maurice Homocker con- 
cerning such a t r ip .  Dr. ffcrnocker has graciously agreed in  a previous co rres­
pondence to  a joint field trip).
Second Year: Continue collection of sighting reports and evaluate reports for 
reliability. Begin following up likely reports with interviews and field checks. 
Follow up leads on incidentally killed specimens.
M.S. candidate will intensify collection of historical information and infor­
mation on escaped animals. Data collection, analysis, thesis and report writing 
will be completed by the end of the year.
Continue preliminary identification of areas where pumas might survive. 
Intensify field checks including .interviews with local residents and trapper's, 
snow tracking and the search for summer sign.
Continue examination and comparison of puma materials m  museums.
If the decision has been made to telemeter pumas, identify area/s for release, 
acquire transmitter/s and release puma/s as soon as possible, early in the year. 
Follow puma/s on a continuous basis with truck-mounted receivers. If contact is 
lost, hire a fixed wing plane to facilitate search. Mo'jnt local publicity campaign 
to solicit sightings of puma/s in the local area. This effort will be conducted 
by the Fh.D. candidate, assisted hy one or both technicians in the field and pos­
sibly temporary help (volunteered or payed).
Continue coordination with other studies as needed.
Third Year: By this time, the M.S. study will have been completed, and historical 
information as well as information on the incidence of escapes will be available 
as background in the continuing study. Continue collection of sighting reports 
in coordination with conservation departments. Continue follow-ups and field 
checks. Continue comparisons of skeletal material.
Continue field checks in areas considered best for puma survival and field 
studv (if applicable) of free-living pumas. Continue telemetry project (if in
progress).
Coordination by the principal investigator -and/or sbadent with other- studies
wall, be conducted as needed.
Begin the process of analyzing and synthesizing data and the development of
models.
Publish one or more popular articles in a nationwide conservation magazine 
about the project. Tins may produce added visibility and potential sources of 
o; v operation.
Fourth Year: The study is To be completed by the end of the year. Therefore,
1 aspects of data gathering for this project will be wound down. (However, 
sane mechanisms of data collection, i.e. with state agencies, will remain active 
beyond the study).
Carpi ate. collection cf sighting reports. Analyze results of followup;? and 
field-checks. Plot sightings on maps ranked by reliability. Analyze and Summarize 
information relating to areas deemed best for puma survival. Analyze data and 
reach, conclusions concerning the subspecific origin of incidentally killed pumas.
Terminate telemetry study. Hire hunter and pack of hounds to run down and 
retrieve transmittered puma/s. Treed animal/s will be. shot with a tranquilizer 
dart (proced.ure developed by Hornocker and currently used in the bobcat, study 
supervised by the principal investigator, see attachment).
Synthesize all areas of information available from this (and other) studies, 
including information on regional patterns of puma sightings, data fran intensively 
observed .arid studied areas inferred subspecific origin of incidental kills, infer­
red past -and present picture concerning escaped pumas, historical information, 
telemetry data (if applicable) and observations of free-living pumas arid their 
sign (if applicable). Information will be synthesized and some aspects combined 
in models, contributing to a total picture of historic and current presence and 
survival, a statement of probability concerning the genetic stock of free-living 
pumas, the role of escaped animals, etc.
Beyond Fh.D. .and M.S, theses and scientific publications cased on then., a 
final report will be prepared and rendered by the end of the year on the status 
and conservation of the puma in the northeastern United States and adjacent 
Canada. This report will include recommendations relating to lossible reintroduc­
tion of non-native stock.
Aspects of the report will be published in a widely circulated scientific 
publication, such as Biological Conservation or the Journal of Wildlife Management.
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Introduction
This proposal, Addendum II, is a refinement of the previous 
addendum, submitted February 29, 1980. We have established ■ 
working relationship with Dr. Frederick Lindzey, Assistant reader 
of the Utah Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit. Dr. Lindzey and 
his students have telemetered several cougars in the Boulder - 
Escalante Cougar Study Area of Southern Utah in connection with 
their study, primarily dealing with population dynamics aui 
benavioural aspects of cougar oiology. During a trip to Utah in 
late September 1980, Brocke and Van Dyke visited the study area, 
and also discussed details of cooperative research with Dr. Lindzey 
at Utah State University, Logan.
Dr. Lindzey began his cooperative cougar research program in 
1978 under an agreement between the Utah Division of Wildlife 
Resources, the Utah Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, and the 
Utah State University. Briefly, objectives of his study are to 
determine characteristics of cougar social patterns, their predatory 
impact on mule deer, food habits, activity patterns and met.aooi.ic 
r a t e s .
Cuxvrently, 10 cougars have been transmittered by Dr. Lindzey 
and his research team, in the Boulder - Escalante Cougar Study 
Area. This area in southern Utah (3.885 k m 2 ) has been closed to 
hunting by the Utah Department of Wildlife Resources,to accomodate 
the study. Much of the land is public (U.S. Forest Service and 
Bureau of Land Management) and some of it consists of private 
ranches. At this date, Dr. Lindzey and his researen team have 
established a good working relationship with local r a nchers. A 
key member of the research team is Mr. ArnoLd Button, cougar 
hunter, who has a pack of trained hounds and is highly competent 
in the capture of cougars for telemetry. At this writing, data 
on the movements, activity, predation etc. of cougars in t rv t study 
area have been collected by two students (M.S.) and Mr. Button.
Briefly, the plan of cooperation for this substudy developed 
with Dr. Lindzey is as follows: Mr. Van Dyke, under the direction 
of Rainer Brocke and under the immediate supervision of Dr. Lindzey 
in the study are.a, will aid the Boulder - Escalante cougar study 
as a team member. Telemetry of cougars will be conducted jointly 
by all team members. Other data will be collected by team members 
for their individual research efforts, some shared as
appropriate. By these means, the present study will benefit greatly 
from work already conducted and in progress. In turn, we hope to 
benefit Dr. Lindzey's study directly by aiding in data collection, 
ultimately sharing results and publishing jointly where appropriate. 
The two studies complement each other well because Dr. Lindzey*s 
study is concerned primarily with cougar biology, while this sun- 
study seeks to determine relationships and interactions between 
cougars and humans. The western study will therefore provide vital 
information for the conservation of cougars in the east.
At this writing, most details of cooperation have seen worked 
out. Mr. Van Dyke and his family have relocated to Escalante Ln 
southern Utah. A 4 wheel drive vehicle for Mr. Van Dyke's 
will be rented to this r:,ubstudy by the Utah Cooperative V/i ) u i i fe 
Research Unit. Centro], and coordination of all aspects of l. • ,> j s 
substudy in the Boulder - Escalante Study Area is retained oy Dr. 
Lindsey.
Procedural details of research under this revision (.Addendum II) 
are as follows:
1. COUGAR SIGHTINGS RELATED TO OBSERVER CHARACTERISTICS
Object i v e : Determine the relationship between individual c m r a c t e r -
i sties of humans using areas inhabited by cougars and thei r '? ondency 
to see cougars.
H0 : There is no relationship between an individual's personal
characteristics and his tendency to see cougars.
There are several major occupatiohal/reereati.onal categories 
of persons who commonly spend significant amounts of time outdoors 
in areas inhabited by cougars. These categories are: (1) ranchers 
and their employees, (2) cougar hunters, (3) other hunters, 
especially deer hunters, (4) non-hunting outdoor recreationists, 
and (C) other types of individuals who occasionally travel through 
areas inhabited by cougars.
The first category consists of people largely of .local origin, 
or who have lived in the area for some time. People in too second 
category may also be of local origin, but as hunters, they it. 
travel over a much wider area than ranchers and their employees.
Tr-e. third category consists of persons of both local and non-local 
•rri gin. The majority of persons in the fourth category are non- 
local origin, while the fifth category includes both.
Ranchers tend to be active in areas used by cougars in wring 
through fall, but less so in winter. Cougar hunters are most active 
in winter,'as they seek the advantage of good snow tracking conditions. 
Deer hunters are afield during a relatively short period in the fall, 
while non-hunting recreationists are most active in summer. persons 
in the fifth category may be in cougar habitat at any time ; u t , like 
recreationists, are most likely to be out-of-doors in the summer.
Samples in all 5 groups will be interviewed in person, oy mail, 
or by phone. Each interview will focus on the number of times that 
he/she feels positive that a cougar was seen by that person (see 
attached Cougar Sighting Questionnaire). Cougar hunters wil l be 
asked to omit those cougars seen that were being chased or treed 





g r o u p s .
rate of seeing cougars (d a y s /sighting) will be computed 
occupational/recreational category listed above, on the 
interviews. Average group sighting rates will bo c m -  
see if differences in sighting rates exist between
II. VALIDITY OF SIGHTINGS: SIGHTINGS AS AN INDEX TO COUGAR tADULATIONS
Objective: Determine the reliability of major occupational/
recreational groups in reporting cougar sightings.
H 0 : There is no relationship between the individual's personal
(characteristics and the reliability of his sighting report.
The fact that one occupati.onal/x',ecreational group consistently 
has a lower da y s /sighting ratio may mean (1) that they are more 
observant or (2) more imaginative. Unless a sample of sightings 
from each group can be checked for validity, the sighting rate 
statistics raise more questions than they answer. Therefore, 
sighting reports that can be checked for validity will be gathered 
from each group. Hunters and non-hunting recreationists will be 
interviewed in the field for recent sightings (within 48 hours) of 
cougars or their sign. Individuals who report seeing cougars or 
their sign wil be asked to accompany Van Dyke to the site; he will 
then check the location for evidence of cougar. Sightings can 
probably be most effectively solicited from ranchers in the field 
during the spring and fall when they are moving stock from winter 
to summer range and vice versa. Recent sightings will not be 
solicited from cougar hunters since the study area is close.] to 
hunting a.nd the sightings which this group reports may be too 
distant to validate.
The validity rating (valid sightings reported/total sightings 
reported) will be determined for each group and compared between 
groups to determine if individuals with certain characteristics are 
consistently more relianle than others. Except in winter, the 
"validity rating" will be a conservative estimate of a group's 
reliability. On dry ground, it is possible that a cougar may leave 
no sign at a particular location. However, the fact that most or 
all of the cougars in the area are under telemetry surveilauce may 
provide evidence affirming or denying the validity of the report.
III. ALTERNATIVE METHODS FOR DETERMINING SIGHTING VALIDITY
O b jective: Obtain a further assessment of sighting reliant1 iby
with specific applicability to eastern conditions.
When snow cover is available, selected radio locations of 
telemetered cougars will be treated as sighting reports. 
Telemetry locations will be selected in those areas which are 
relatively free of echos and interference, where accurate radio
•'■I
locations have previously been o b t a i n e d . Two days after- a cougar 
has been radio located, the area will be systematically noArched . 
for tracks. The percentage of successful searches (sear-;, h e i n  
which a fresh cougar track, dropping or kill is positively 
identified) will be computed. The radio locations used w i j 1 be 
those in which the telemetered cougar leaves the area will;in 2 
days, so that none of the study animals are unnecessarily disturbed. 
Systematic search patterns will be sequentially modified to maximize 
efficiency. Cover and habitat in the searched area will be described 
so that habitat conditions can be compared with appropriate areas 
in the eastern United States.
In the eastern United States, cougar sighting reports will be 
verified according to a structured system developed by Brooke and 
Downing. This verification system is a cooperative one involving 
state wildlife biologists, trained local amateur naturalists and 
laymen. Selected verified sightings in the eastern U.S. made 
under snow conditions, will be searched in a pattern similar to 
that of the western sub-study and a success percentage w i 1 I be 
computed. Eastern and western search success rates will be compared 
and the results used as a basis for farther evaluating the validity 
of sighting reports.
IV. ALTERNATIVE METHOD OF DETERMINING COUGAR PRESENCE
Objective: Develop a non-sighting method for determining presence
of c o u g a r s .
Determining the validity of sighting reports is an important 
aspect of this study not because sightings are a good indicator of 
cougar presence, but rather because sightings are usually the only 
type of potential contact with cougars reported by persons in the 
eastern U.S. Indeed, in the west, experienced cougar hunters never 
use sighti.ng reports as a basis to select hunting areas (Arnold 
Button, pers. comm.), apparently because such sighting reports are 
unreliable. Rather, track searches in the snow are usually used.
The cougar population in the Boulder - Escalante study area 
represents a small but viable breeding unit. Here, cougars are 
widely scattered over large areas and an individual animal is often 
the only known cougar for hundreds of square miles. If free- 
ranging cougars exist in the eastern U.S. north of Lake Okeechobee, 
their local distribution may fit the sparse Boulder - Esc,,.; ante 
distribution pattern. When an individual cougar wanders into a 
relatively isolated segment of the Boulder - Escalante Study Area 
under snow conditions, Van Dyke will make systematic searches of 
the roads in the general area. The number of days required to 
find the track will be used to compute success rate. On this basis, 
a search pattern in space and time will be developed .for- which the 
probability of finding a track under western conditions is nigh 
(e.g. 90%). Searches for cougar sign will similarly be conducted
in the eastern U.S. under approximately comparable conditions, 
using the patterns developed in the west. The eastern and western 
search rates will be compared and results evaluated.
V. THE ROLE OF MAN-CAUSED, ECOLOGICAL DISTURBANCES
Ob j e c t i v e : Determine the effects of human disturbance and
penetration of cougar habitat on tne movements, distribution,
population, and behavior1 of cougars,
H0 There .is no relationship between any of the examined ecological 
cTTsturbances and the movement, distribution, population, and 
behavior of cougars.
The western study area is composed mainly of federal land- 
(Bureau of Land Management and U.S. Forest Service) and is subject 
to cattle grazing, logging and associated road building, mining, 
drilling, hunting, fishing, and non-consumptive recreational use.
The area is officially closed to cougar hunting.
Four basic questions must be asked of each activity: "Where, 
what kind, when and how much?” For grazing, this will be done by 
determining the BLM and USFS allotment locations, grazing schedules 
for each allotment, and total animal unit months per allotment.
For logging, the location, type of cut, amount of cut, and cutting 
schedule for each sale will be determined. Less precise information 
exists for recreational impacts, especially non-consumptive, but 
BLM, USFS, and Utah Park Service officials will supply available 
information. Several oil wells and uranium mines existhdn BLM and 
USFS land. Other drilling and mining claims have been filed. 
Drilling and mining sites will be examined individually.
The locations of cougars and their kills will be compared to 
the locations of each disturbance type. A cougar that remains 
quite close to an oil drilling site has already been located by 
Van Dyke. This lack of avoidance of many types of disturbances by 
cougars is apparently not uncommon according to A. Button (perss. 
comm.). Therefore, at appropriate times, cougars remaining in tne 
vicinity of a disturbance will be kept under surveillance bv 
telemetry for at leas I several days to determine their activity 
patterns when close to a disturbance site. Their activity patterns 
will be compared to the activity patterns of cougars living in 
areas which are relatively undisturbed.
The a r e a ’s historical levels of disturbance, especially 
grazing and logging, will be examined from BLM and USFS records. 
These results will be compared to the area's historic level:;, of 
cougar harvest on file with the Utah Division of Wildlife. 
Knowledgeable local persons, especially local cougar hunters, will 
be asked to give their opinions on the area's historic cougar 
populations. These opinions will also be compared to trends in 
disturbance.
VI. DEVELOPMENT OP A SCENT POST SURVEY TECHNIQUE.
Scene post s u r* v e y t e c h n i q u e s h a v e been success f u 11 y 
developed for coyotes (Linhard S Knowlton 1975) arid other- ■ i e s . 
There is the possibility that a scent post technique of some kind 
can be developed for trie cougar. If this is possible, tnon areas 
in the eastern U.S. where cougars are reported to have occurred, 
can be "treated” with scent post routes to possibly verify the 
presence of cougars.
t
There is not much information about the role of pheromones 
in cougar behaviour. Initially, we propose the following:
Objective: Determine if cougars in the study area maintain exclusive
areas through the "mutual avoidance behavior" described by 
Seidensticker et a l . 1973.
Hq : There is no relationship between the locations of cougar
urine marked scrapes and the movements of an individual cougar.
The now classic study of cougars in the Idaho primitive area 
(Hornocker 1969, Hornocker 1970, Seidensticker et al. 1973) 
revealed a territorial population in which mutually exclusive areas 
were maintained by male cougars through what the investigators 
termed "mutual avoidance behavior" (Seidensticker et a l . i. .i 7 3), 
i. . e . , any resident male cougar showed active behavioral avoidance 
of other male cougars. The stimulus which was thought to trigger 
the avoidance behavior was the cougar's finding a scrape marked 
with the urine of another male cougar. Conversely, Seidensticker 
et al. (1973) stated that "the presence of other lions, particularly 
lions of the opposite sex, was the most important factor determining 
site attachment, regardless of the other features of the area."
These statements provide a framework from which to test 2 specific 
hypotheses. First, the artificial construction of scrapes around 
and in an area and the repeated marking of these scrapes w.i tn male 
cougar urine should stimulate other male cougars to avoid, the area. 
Second, the same marking pattern should attract any transient 
females to the area, and the marking of scrapes with female urine 
whould attract males. As such, we have a simple experiment, to 
test what has now become a central tenet of cougar ecology.
Urine will be collected from adult cougars of both sexes at the 
Utica City Zoo, Utica, New York, and shipped to the study area. Test 
areas will be selected where scrapes will be artificially c o n s t r u c t e d . 
Some scrapes will be periodically marked with the uri.ne o' 1 sex, 
other scrapes will be unmarked. Other areas will be randomly 
designated as "controls", in which no scrapes will be made. The 
reaction in the movements of the telemetered cougars to the marked 
and unmarked scrapes will be noted.
7
On the basis of findings of this preliminary study, more 
experiments may be conducted and a scent post survey technique 
may be developed, if appropriate.
1  ■- COC’GAh' DT d i  ']TG O T O ^ J O K A T ? ? }
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Birthplace .Present .residence__
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0 ocupati on How long
Bo you hunt? 1 Yes 
Type of hunting . ‘
. t i p Bow long
Bow many cougars have you seen inysur life (-please count 
positive sightings only,.wild cougars. Do not include tracks • 
or sign. If you hurt cougars, do not include cougars seen chased . 
or treed by clogs.) _________
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Comments(leel to comment on .any question).
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0 omver't  s ( c or t i  nu.ed )
Thanlr you fo r  tak in g  a few m inutes to  do 'an t i l l s  fa v o r .
’four response helps us in our study of the cougar.
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P. 0 , Box 18 
E s c a la n te , IH et 84 726
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APPENDIX 4-
Subject: Description of a cougar, formerly on display at Nehasane, the 
property of Dr. Webb.
This description by R.H. Brooke.
Date: March 17, 1981
Location: Adirondack Museum at Blue Mountain Lake, in a glass case on exhibit. 
Date of kill: On the basis of attached account, the year was 1876.
Location: Number Four, Lewis County.
Killed by: Mark Smith, treed by dogs.
Sex: Unknown
Measurements of the mounted specimen:
Total length: (Around curves) 1930 urn. 
Length of tail: 790 mm. 
Length of hind foot: 310 mm. 
Length of head: (nose to base of skull) 230 run. 
Height at shoulder: 570 mm.
Comments: The color of this mounted specimen is a fairly uniform tan, 
apparently faded. The specimen is in relatively good condition. The skull in 
the mount is natural and is probably the original one.
The mount was secured from the Webb estate for the Museum by Mr. William 
Varner, Museum Curator. The mount was displayed over the fireplace at the 
Nehasane Lodge on Lake Lila (see attached photocopies of photographs).
A  description of the kill, and history of the mount is attached. This 
information was supplied by Mr. Craig Gilbome, Director of the Museum, and 
Mr. William Crowley, Curator of Research and Exhibits.
INFORMATION SECURED IN 1941 BY
MR. E. W. BLUE, DISTRICT RANGER
MR. PUFFER, OF BIG MOOSE, UFO SAYS HE IS 73 YEARS 
OLD, REMEMBERS WHEN THE PANTHER WAS KILLED AT NUMBER FOUR, 
LEWIS COUNTY, BY MARK SMITH. PUFFER WAS THEN EIGHT YEARS 
OLD AND HE SAW THE PANTHER THE NEXT DAY WHEN IT WAS BROUGHT OUT 
OF THE WOODS ALL COVERED WITH BLOOD. THE PANTHER HAD BEEN 
TREED BY DOGS. SMITH SOLD THE ANIMAL TO JACK PASSENGER WHO 
CONDUCTED A HOTEL AT WATSON ON BLACK RIVER. PASSENGER HAD 
THE ANIMAL MOUNTED AND ON DISPLAY AT HIS HOTEL FOR SOME YEARS. 
LATER PASSENGER MOVED TO LOWVILLE AND STORED THE ANIMAL IN HIS 
ATTIC THERE. WHEN DR. WEBB WAS BUILDING AT NEHASANE IN 1893, 
CHARLES WILLIAMS, THE PRESENT OWNER OF LAKE VIEW HOTEL AT BIG 
MOOSE LAKE, TOLD HIM ABOUT THIS PANTHER AND IT WAS SECURED FOR 
THE FIREPLACE'.
THIS IS SUPPOSED TO BE ONE OF THE LAST PANTHERS KILLED 
H i THE AD IRON LACKS, AND ACCORDING TO THE ABOVE IT WAS IN 1876.
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Catalogue Number
Date o r  P«Teflled l n  1876 P ro v e n a n c e s
NEHASANE,Passenger, Smith,
D«iv<iptionMOUNTED ADIRONDACK PANTHER, standing on all fours. '’Mr, Puffer, of Big Moose, who sayt 
he is 73 yrs old, remembers when the pa&ther was killed at Number Four, Lewis Co., 
by Mark Smith, Puffer was then eight yrs old and he saw the panther the next day when it 
was brought out of the woods all covered with blood. The panther had bfeen treed by dogs. 
Smith sold the animal to ^ack Passenger who conducted a (ptel at Watson on Black River, 
Passenger had the animal mounted and on display at his hotel fo>- somavrg, T-n + n-r*
Dim*n*?on»:<£#'//) v o  )r Q f L " ____moved to lowville and stored the animal in his
attic there. When Dr, Webb was building at 
Nehasane in 1893, Charles Willims, the present 
owner of Lake View Hotel at Big Moose Lake I
told him about this panther and it was secured }
for the fireplace.
This is supposed to one of the fast panthers i 
killed in the Adirondacks, and according to the 
above it was ln 1876***
C o n d i t io n :  
P rior- m a r k s :
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APPENDIX 5
Table of Bounties Paid for Panthers Felis eoncolor 
couguar in New York, under the law of 1871 (from 
Merrill, 1899).
Table o f  bounties paid  fo r  panthers in New York under law o f  1871
County Town Date Hy whom killed
E ssex........ ..... Newcomb........ .. 30 N 1873 
11 D 1871a
J . C. Fanner................  ,i i ti <•
t * 44 ii , '
i i it u a  . |
it it 25 F  1880 
14 J1 1883
W. H. Cullen............... ia
a  •  •  •  m m mt m Wilmington . . . . Arthur Orouinshiehlj
ami J .  C. Sanders. ..iu it 11 Ag 1883 
14 Ag 1888 
4 D 1872 
29 Ag 1873 
29 F  1872
n . i
11 it .Tames Jsi.gitiR _ . . ___ >
Franklin........ Dickinson .......... M. H. 01»er................... iit U C. A. M errill................
Hamilton . . . . Lake Pleasant... A. B. Sturges & B. Page;44 Long Lake .......... 29 F  1878 J. W. Schultz................jii 21 Je  188244 lie urge Muir . . . . _____ j4 i it 4 4
it ii 22 Jt  1882 
24 J1 1882 
10 S 1882 
28 0  188344
44 !
ii it it !
4 i 11 “ ................. i
it ii <(
ii u “ ' .......................................... .....
ii a 30 N 1883 
5 F  1887 
8 F 1887 
19 D 1876
11 D 1877
12 D 1877 
1 3 1) 1877 
26 F  1878





W ells................... Silas C all........ ..............
Herkimer . . . . Wiltnurt............... K. L. Sheppard ____4 i it
ii
ii ti E. N. Arnold................. !*i 4». !
it ti A. S. Marshall_____ .k< 14 ii
u ii 25 0  1882 
30 N 1882 
10 My 188344
George Muir ..................i t »< 'U X
ti ii «*
u ii ii
u ♦ ( 2 Ag 1883 M4 t U <4
4 4 it 8 Ja  1884 44 ;4 ( i i 19 Ja  1884
20 N 1882 
25 Je 1883 
29 F  1884
“ .....................................................1
Lewis ............ Croghan ............. “ . . .  . ii i 4 4 it f
ii ii M j
ti Diana................... 23 My 1882 
10 Jo 1882 
28 Je 1882 
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T able o f  bounties p a id  f o r  p a n th ers  in  New  Y o rk  u n d er law o f 1871, cob tinned
C o u n ty T o w n D a te 15y w h o m  k i l l e d
A m o u n t  
p a id
14 M v 1883 $ 2 0
u ii 5 J e  1883 <* 2 0
M ft 12 J1  1883 ft 2 0
a it ti n 2 0
u it 5 F  1884 4 4 2 0
u it If if 2 0
u 14 25 Ap 1884 k t 2 0
u ii f t 1 i 2 0
ti U 18 M ar 1885 2o
u it 2 Ap 1885 »* 2 0
i t H 1 M ar 1886 it 2 0
u ii 10 M ar 1886 it 2 0
ti ti 25 Ap 1886 it 2 0
if it 5 M y 1886 n 2 0
K&r&fcQsr& „ . . . . P a y  .......................... 3 0  1887 h.  J .  !> e  L o n g .................. 2 0
H <4 6 J a  1890 A. P . F ta o s b u r g h  - - - - - 2 0
S t  L a w re n c e . -
i*
15 F  1878 H iram  H u tc h in s .......... 2 0
C o ltu | i ..................... .. 23 N 1880 ft 2 0
if < 4 15 J a  1881 tt 2 0
U F in e 7 J e  1871 S .  B .  W ard  ........................ 2 0
a i t 22 J e  1871 if 20
it U it  • ; 20
a ti 15 J e  1871 Jo h n  M uir 2 0
«< 4* 26 J e  1871 a 2 0
u U 29 J e  1871 , <i 2 0
<i it 23 0  1872 H enry M arsh  . ... ............. 2 0
if u 8 J e  1873 Jo h n  M uir .......................... 20
ii <4 24 J a  1877 W e b s te r  P aafclow . ____ 2 0
if i f 1 My 1879 G eorge M u ir .......................... 2 0
ft f 4 15 J e  1880 *< 2 0
if U 26 Ap 1881 tt 2 0
ii it 23  M y 1881 ii 20
h it 16 J I  1881 4 < 2 0
it ti 26  A g 1881 if 2 0
it ti 10 S  1881 ii 2 0
if ti if »i 2 0
<< it 6 O 1881 fi 2 0
ft ti 7 O 1881 «< 2 0
ti i t 7 N 1881 . . 2 0
k i H o p k ir tfo d _______ 19 N le 7 3 N A G a le _______ ________ 20
*t 11' 4 N 1874 N .  E .  W a it ............... ... .............. 2 0
a u 26 D  1876 O .  N. G a le ................................. 2 0
i t a 12 ( )  1879 P e te r  B ro s s e a u ............... .. 2 0
it P a rish  v i l l e ____ _ 24 O lti75 M ichael D u fty . 2 0
u 21 J e  1883 G eorge M u i r . - ..................... 20
*t * < 22 J o  1883 20
i* i f 22 J I  1883 t » 2 0
n 4* it ft 2 0
tt 44 15 S  1883 it 2 0
ii ti 23 D  1883 if 20
11 ii ft 20
it ii 21 M ar 1884 tt 2 0
*t ti 1 D  1884 “  ........................... 2 0
a 4 4 26 J  a  1885 if 20
u i i 27 M ar 1885 “  .......................... 20
tt ti 28 M ar 1885 *< 2 0
tt it 15 M v 1885 it 20
ti t i 23 M y 1885 it 20
if ft 25 Ap 1886 a 20
tf T o w n sh ip  No. 11- 24 O 1871 M ich ael P u f fy ................... 2 0
APPENDIX 6
Representative Copies of 
Distributed by Robert L. 
Results of all Questions 
5 and 6.
Cougar Status Questionnair 
Downing in August 1978. 
are Summarized in Tailes
Name_ L.G.
Address P N f ?  -  B w  4 4 S *i. ^
Phone Nos. Office
$06, t-fB-Sfai
Home z ^ 3 - g 4  3 7 
COUGAR STATUS QUESTIONNAIRE
4-0
1. Do you believe there are wild cougars in your state? /Jo__________ •
If so, how many confirmed, self-sustaining populations are there?_~_______________ .
What evidence supports this conclusion, such as kills, tracks, scrapes, photos,
etc. ~ ~ ~ ____________________________ ___________  __________________ ___________ .
Do you keep a systematic, central file of hair samples, track casts, scats, photos, 
etc. as evidence of these populations? A k _______  ____. Where is the file?
Do these populations generally coincide with certain forest types? ____________ .
With high deer populations? ~~~________________ . With low human populations? _____ _
With public lands? _________. Estimate the number of individual cougars in each
population ______________. Have these been present long enough to suggest
that they are truly eastern cougars which were never extirpated from the area?~______ ■
Has there been a food base, such as a deer herd, present throughout the last century
f  j K S T  S '*  Y & S
which could have sustained a population? Y£f Have you had recent, unconfirmed
reports of sightings and sign which possibly indicate self-sustaining populations of 
cougars? o  Are there scattered reports which may indicate only transient
individuals? _________.
2 .  Do you maintain systematic, central files, and maps of cougar sighting reports? Ne>
Where are these files? ^___________________. Do you solicit reports? /Va
Describe methods of soliciting cougar reports and comment on their relative effective­
ness
Do you have a system for ranking the reliability of reports?
If so, describe this system £di Jo AexvC rcfJods - u)&
ix&cjcs. — A tdu+iej O '- &  &e e/pfS -  £ (J t CkJ■S'C a 1(63
o S s e y v c * "  a /  -/o . <=«»/> *- , a ! u * t e  a
How many cougar reports do you usually receive per year? Z h* £  Do you attempt 
to interview each person who made a sighting? YcS How do you decide which
ones to interview? Jy g / /  / /  tde*. /Sf /s ,________________
Do you go in the field to look for sign after just one report? Y&S 
several have been seen in the same area? Ves
After
3. Do you conduct any other cougar investigations' 
objectives and the techniques used____________
A U Describe the study
What other techniques have been rejected and why?
How many man-days are spent in the field during this work each year? 
funds this investigation? Ga*ne ffn -Who
For how long? Who are your cooperators? —
4. Do you know of any captive cougars having been released in your state9 A!p 
If so, give number, sex, date, and probable origin (subspecies)_____________
Do you feel that any of these releases contributed to self-sustaining populations?
v_.
___________ . Do you issue permits or have a system for keeping up with the
number of captive cougars? Describe____________ _______
Do you know their origin (subspecies)?________
taken to prevent captives from being released?
What steps have you
How effective is this system?
How long has it been in effect?
Has any landowner or resource management agency in your state made management con­
cessions or other attempts to benefit cougars, such as altering trapping or hunting 
seasons, limiting access, altering forest cutting practices, etc.?
Describe management and its apparent success_______________________________________
What was the public's reaction to this management?
6. Has any agency in your state attempted to educate the public on the value and protected
status of cougars via popular articles, TV coverage, etc.? / U p ______. Describe
publ icity_____________________________________________________________________________ .
What was public reaction?____________ _____ ________________________________________
Do most people seem to know that cougars are protected? /U/Q—
support this protection?__________________ _______________ _____
Have you or your staff had training in recognizing cougar sign?
Do they
Do you need help identifying hair samples? Yes______ Scats? y V s  Track casts?______
Bones? Y c 5 _____ . Do you need sources of supply for urine9 .— ____________________
Catnip? ~~__________ Recorded calls (specify)? __________ Other (specify? —-_________
g. Would you like to receive a summary of the questionnaires received f r o m  the various
states? Vis's_______. Would you object to that summary containing specific references
to your state? />/<?___________ . How specific should that summary (or other references)
be in giving locations of known cougar populations? — ___________  _________________
9. Would you be willing to contribute additional information in the future on
population trends, promising investigational and management techniques, interesting
incidents, etc. to an annual or semiannual newsletter? ________. Would you
like to receive such a newsletter? V£f5__________. List below the names of
other persons or organizations who should receive newsletters or who might contribute 
useful information.
Name Address Phone
t .  J A < W  M , M l  ( / . i, v, t i e
^  C o *  - P o i v t h *  t /  & t t * i  O & y p o  
; s O f f i . e M -  W i z m  ; M i l l ? *




wiid cougars in vour state? tf*S
so, how many confirmed, self-sustaining populations are there? v ? _____
Vhat evidence supports this' conclusion, such as kills, tracks, sera?.-:, photos,
;t.c. _ 7*k*cks_____________________________________________________
o you keep a systematic, central file cf hair samples, track casts, scats, photos, 
etc. as evidence of these populations?_____________• Where is the file?
___ /hy koh.£__________ _____ _______________________
Do these populations generally coincide with certain forest types?_ lj £ S ________
With high deer populations? j £ f  . With lew human popul.it tons? ff&S
With public lands? 
uoruiation ?
Estimate the number of individual cougars in each 
Have these been present lon0 enough to sug_;..st
that they are truly eastern cougars which were never extirpated from the area? ■
Hus there been a food base, such as a deer herd, present throughout t to last century 
• hich could have sustained a population’ J4.S  . Have you had recent, unconfirmed
of s,gatings and sign which possibly indicate self-snstainm., populations
ndividualsf
is \re there scattered reports wnich may indicate, cr.ly t ransier.
1j£f
Do you n.aintc_n systematic, central files and cups of coag ir sighting reports? - 4 ^ -  
t re ire these tilts? fry h o n e  bo you solicit tope . ts" - y e * . ______
scrii-e methods or so. iciting cougar reports ana comment cn - - L . ■ rtrective-
ftsh. 'fo A- ft f o/jCejn-s
you have a system for ranking the reliability of reports.'___ h i
sc, uescr.be this .--vsfern
How many cougar reports do you usually receive 
to interview each person who made a sigi ting?
,. res to ir.terv lew ’
\v.
Do1 you atteitr 
; decide which
o you go m  th? field to look for sign after just one rep.' 
.-rera] hare been seen in the sun? area”
.-.iter
j. Pc vou conduct any order cougar investigation's?
o b j e c c . v e s  an’u th e  te c h e ■ _.tui
_____y_______________ c # i r
used
he - r !K study
ftilit Ay>/ 7w> _____/o '̂TIjLMAL__
A c/̂ /f 4*<s/C US* c/. </££A- A///r
f y t x c L  L m \ X  f
What other techniques have been rejected and why?
4
How many man-days are spent in the field during this work each year- __Z2L_________
Who funds this investigation?_ P i& r f b * * / __________________ ______ ________ _
For how long?____^ _. Who are your cooperators?_ 4  / /  ~ /7a.
f i b l i d d '  ^ J jld lS A Ik JL O V M ______________________________________ ,___________________
Do you know of any captive cougars having been released in your statu.’ _/f 6__________
If so, give number, sex, date, and probable origin (subspecies)____ _ ___ __________
Do you feel that any of these releases contributed to self-sustaining populations?
_______ . Do you issue permits or have a system for keeping up with the
number of captive cougars? \j£.P ___Describe____________________________
’■<i you know their origin (subspecies)? ' What steps have you
taken to prevent captives from being released’_________ _ ________________
________  . Haw effective is this system.? __ _____ _
________  . How long has it been in effect?__________ __ _______________ .
Has any landowner or resource management agency in your state Hade management con­
cessions or other attempts to benefit cougars, such as altering trapping or hunting
seasons, limiting access, altering forest cutting practices, ete.?____________ _■
Describe management and its apparent success _________________
What was the public's reaction to this management?
___C o U f r t i L t  o / q h ! / -   C X V ' f  / a * t n r______________ ____________________ ■
Has any agency m  your state attempted to educate the public on the value and protected 
status of "cougars via popular articles, TV coverage, etc.? _______ Describe
• ■ ub 1 icit>____ £44 /?+— i d  __A ff  r*, c/(f*t
hhat was public reaction? _ _____________ ___ _ _________________________
Do most people seem to know that cougars are protected?____/j£_____ ■ Do they
support this protection? __'_____________ ____________________ _ ____________
Have you or your staff had training in recognizing cougar sign'’___________________
k casts? faeDo vaa need help identifying hair sample:-? y __ Scats'* 1 ( j f i f
.ones?___. Do you need sources of supply for urme?__________
Catr.ip? l y ^ ____Recorded calls (specify)?___________ Other (specify0________
ho-.;id you like to receive a summary of the questionnaires received it.. i? tne various 
states? t j j L f __• Would you object to that summary containing specific references
o vour state? IT* * other reteronce;How specific should that sununary for 
be in giving locations of known cougar populations?_ __ jL il
Would you be willing to contribute additional information in the future on 
population trends, promising investigational and management techniques, interesting 
incidents, etc. to an annual or semiannual newsletter? Would you
like to receive sue!’, a newsletter? _____ • hist below the names of
other persons or organizations who should receive newsletters or who might contribute 
useful information.
1 are Address , Phone
_ S r 'A - ’f £ . <V* / f t S t
^ \ J t {  & k '* t * O ^ / Z J  
/
Jo S  S lL  f a
APPENDIX 7
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation 
Memos Concerning Escaped Cougars.
ME MO R A N D U M




SUBJECT: Van Etten "Swamp Monster"
DATE: 10 August 1977
I've had a chance to review all the material sent from 
Region 8 regarding the "Van Etten Swamp Monster”. There appears 
to be a variety of differing reports regarding animals killed, 
sitings, paw prints, and suspicions of what the "Swamp monster" 
might be. To be honest, the information is so disjunct that 
to make an evaluation based soley upon such information (prin­
cipally news accounts) is a most treacherous task. However, 
let me relate some of my thoughts and ideas on all of this 
since we are not unfamiliar with running down reports like this.
We have continually received reports of "mountain lions" 
from almost every corner of the State, as has the New York 
State Museum. We attempt to track down these reports to the 
extent possible, but concrete evidence is usually lacking and 
verification of such reports simply cannot be made. The most- 
recent report was received from the Town of Colonie, which is a 
suburb directly between the Cities of Albany and Schenectady.
We do maintain a file on all reported sightings. Many puma 
sightings and "monster" exotic animal sightings have actually 
proven to be accurate reports, but in all cases so far the 
animal was found to be an escapee of a local menagerie or 
circus, or was simply released by someone who had been hold­
ing the animal and could no longer deal with it. Just last 
year in West Virginia a plethora of cougar reports were cir­
culating. It was discovered that two animals had escaped from 
a roadside zoo, and one was shot soon thereafter. Although a 
permit is required, many individuals have animals in their 
private possession such as western pumas, which are fairly 
available from different sources. Many zoos and managerles 
have more pumas than they can handle, and there is presently 
somewhat of a glut of these on the market so to speak. Only 
six months ago a private small animal zoo was trying to unload 
six cougars on the Department (which we refused). So at any 
rate, cougars are around as captives and do often escape or 
are let loose. As far as we now know, the last puma was pro­
duced for bounty in New York in 1894 and has been considered 
extirpated since then.
Just a few comments on the material from your region, 
first the "track". I was unable to find anything at all in 
the field track guide anywhere near the one pictured in the 
photograph- On most all animals that I arn aware of the pad 
directly behind the toe pads is a singular, one-piece pad.
Meyers - 2 - August 10, 1977
I couldn't find anything with two pads such as that pictured. 
Furthe.rmore the three toe pads do not resemble anything I know 
of. Certainly this track photo does not come close to any large 
cat track, and the size given for it is more than 257. greater 
than sizes given for puma tracks in the field guide. I'm en~ 
closing a copy of pertinent cat tracks for your information.
It is also interesting that only this one isolated track was dis­
covered. I really don't care to comment on the "small panther" 
photographs of Lester Champion other than it appears to me to 
be a black house cat with a funny smile.
From the variety of descriptions of animal kills being 
made, it sounds as though different marauders may be at work.
I would certainly not expect a cougar to be messing around 
with bee hives. The descriptions of a shiny black animal do 
not correspond to cougars, but the black phase of the leopard or jaguar 
comes to mind. Again, people will maintain strange "pets".
While I don't discount the reports you’ve been receiving out 
there, I don't believe that if indeed the "swamp monster" is a 
cougar, it is a wild free roaming native. I do believe it very 
possibly could be an escapee.
The sightings mapped out by E.C.O. Hyde are interesting, 
in that many seem to occur on the eastern Chemung border in 
Van Etten and Chemung. Following up on an excellent suggestion 
by one of your own who is with us for the week (M. Allen), I 
checked with John Proud in region seven. It did seem plausible 
that since these reports were on the border between Region 8 
and Region 7, that reports such as these might crop up in 
Region 7. John advised me that he had heard no reports of 
cougars or large animals and no reports had come in to Cortland. 
Additionally, nothing has appeared in the Tompkins County news 
that he knows of.
All this prob-aStly doesn't help you clarify the situation 
any, but these are .susse o f wf tbwegfets. ! * b  aSsa ers-ctosittg 








New York State Department of Environmental Conservation 
Mano on the "Van Etton Swamp Monster" and Representative 
Newspaper Articles on the Van Etten Swamp Monster’ and the 
Tunbridge Puma, Vermont.
New York State Department ot Environmental Conservation
Peter A. A, Ber!e 
Commiss loner
JULY 30, 19 7 7
SUBJECT s PANTHER SIGHTINGS IN CHEMUNG COUNTY.
FROt-h E.C.O. R.T. HYDE CHEMUNG COUNTY CONSERVATION OFFICER
On June 1.6,1977, this officer received a complaint Rei livestock killed in Van Etten 
Township, Chemung County, Investigation revealed that a duck and. a goat had been killed 
the preceding night, with a young goat being maulad. The goat died from massive injurias 
to th* throat area and. neck, the duck completely dissappeared and was presumed eaten. The 
goat kid had three distinct claw marks on its neck and flank. In the area where the duck 
disappeared, there where three distinct claw marks on the tree that the animal had climbed, 
along with several broken branches. The area where these attacks took place was the Van- 
Etten swamp located in th® northeast portion of Chemung County ( see enclosed map for 
area of sightings.) This incident was referred to Jack Kuenhley, principal wildlife tech­
nic han, region 8, Bath, New York. Within one week, I started to receiving complaints of 
" panther sightings". These sightings had a size range from 75 to 500 Lbs, The complain­
ants stated that they saw one or two black "cat-like" animals usually accompianied by one 
or two smaller tan colored "cat-like" animals. These animals did not exhibit a great fear 
of man as they many times came within 50 -100 yards of out-buildings or fields adjacent 
to dwellings. The residents in the areas of the sightings spoke of "screams in the night* 
or strange animal noises that they were not accustomed to hearing. They also noticed a 
pronounced lack of wildlife activity in these areas, ie, deer feeding in the evening.
The description of these animals were all prety much the same except for a great varying 
in weight size.
Through many interviews and time spent on investigations, this officer believes that 
there is a possibility of some member of the cat family having been imported into this 
area, raised in captivity while young and then released to the wild when the animals 
became too large to safely attend to. This releaseing having been don# by person or per­
sons unknown. The "paw print" that was investigated could very easily have been faked. 
However there is a groat deal of heavily wooded terrain in Chemung County in which an 
animal or animals of the type described in this writing could very easily exist,
E.C.O. Schwarz, Chemung County also had complaints of "panther sightins" in Catlin 
Township, northwest portion of Chemung County, his report being forwarded to regional 
headquarters, Avon, New York,
*********** Included is a map of possible sightings.
included is a list of complainants and addresses
D
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COMPLAINANT LIST
CRANE ROAD, TOWN OF HORSEHEADS, 
CRANE ROAD, TOWN OF HORSEHEADS, 
CRANE ROAD, TOWN OF HORSEHEADS, 
CRANE ROAD, TOWN OF HORSEHEADS, 
BRIDGEMAN ROAD, TOWN OF EIMIRA, 
NORTH CHEMUNG ROAD, TOWN OF BALDWIN, 
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SCREAMS AT NIGHT.
HOGBACK ROAD, TOWN OF BALDWIN, 
VAN ET3EN , TOWN OF VAN ETTEN, 
VAN ETTEN , TOWN OF VAN ETTEN, 
VAN ETTEN, TOWN OF VAN ETTEN, 
VAN ETTEN, TOWN OF VAN ETTEN, 
GR3SNBUSH ROAD, TOWN OF ERIN, 
WALKER ROAD, TOWN OF WAVERLY,
SCREAMS AT NIGHT.
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I Swamp monster in Van Etten?
' ' >•' . - '■ • . Y '• '■*>'''■! ’
Animal deaths have residents niystifled
„>« What's more mysterious than the f; Bermuda''Triangle, murkier than the “'Loch-Ness monster and leas popular. 
ifr than the swine flu? • , i
-4 Van,'Etten Constable Merton Shoe- maker ‘ŝld Cornell Univerity experts ’ think It may be a misplaced Western pumaBut io Van Etten residents. ll‘s The /' Swamp Monster. *
t i / : Several animals, including s goat Mind a duck, have fallen victim to the ffl̂'monster" in the past few weeks and P  attempts to sight it so far have been pf unsuccessful, ■- "No' one’s iSeen. it,*’ Shoemaker E, said TWe. haven't even come up with " a good Set bf tracks on it."l To conpouod the mystery, Shoe- ('"maker said village residents have1 'reported strange noises coming from 
ithe swamp. ft 
hL "They have been saying they heard fc. Wĥp-coiT\ing from the swamp,” he said "Most bf(hem that reported ’ if kid it was a noisf they never heard beforW a weird scream," 
h  Edwarid Osborrt, whose property on Front "SUE in Van Etten borders the ft two-mite ;long swamp beiween Van E. Etteri and Spencer, said his son is the
first to have heard the wall- *"He said It sounded like a woman shrieking," Osborn said. ■On June 18, Osborn was unable to, *- find one of the ducks he, had betel, planning to put into a bird sanctuary iHis son, however, found limbs from a tree bordering the swamp laying on the ground.Osborn said he found no blood In the area, but there was one telltale
the t if
Though the mother goat was killed, a one-year-old billy goat survived with , bites to the peck and fiank.
'He ■ (thei billy). was in shock for . * about four days,” Roberta said 
'Roberta theorizes that the ‘Tnonster” la a bear. , ’ 7 ‘  J ' -
She disputes the puma theory pte-s. toward by Cornell expert* after tMy^ 
were, contacted, by conservation off!- '
except ' m m m iv ‘ fi, • ,-f •*<  ̂ 1A puma, she says, attack* the back of the neck. And Warner'* beehives wept Joundtohave beeri ' pilfercd t when he checked them after the goat was found dead, Roberta said. "
trace. ■> 
j . "Didn't, find a tiding 
feathers,” Osborn said.
And there also were daw marks onthe tree. , . ' V . ,
"II has to be a cat," Osborn said, v, r- - t"The daw marks on the tree were \ Hedeaned ^  ***
• The night after the duck was dto- 0  A 1*?1 "JJ?covered missing, Shoemaker said the \  ; -> Still, until someone secs the crea-
cfcature struck again, kilting a large tul̂ no *** ?an ̂  v’̂al1118 milk goat Owned by George Warner ofJ; Everybody seems to know a little Warner Si Van Etten Wt about it," said Chemung County
z X T p p T . . .Van pnim \Lhn tfiWpt* ih thing over there w&rd of mouth. *"About alb I’ve heard about it is rumors." said Town of Van Etten Su­pervisor Frank J..Farrell. "There has been something around here — what-
"S,V*> > >
Creek Rond, Van Etten, who takes’ care of the Warner!® animals, said the. goat's threat was slit.
"He took the jaw, but left the restof her,” she said. ever It is."
V an fatten swamp monster
print believed discovered
'■ Photographs of an apparent paw print that may be linked to the Van Elton "Swamp Monster" were id be examined today by state conservation officials to de- , lermine what kind of animal may have ; made ti.j The track was discovered Saturday • evening by John Palomaki of Van Etton , Road, Van Etten as he worked in hss veg- | eta bit garden at the Palomaki Poultry i Farm also in Van Etton.[' Conservation officer Robert Hyde, who ■ has been stalking the inysterious i- alumni for several weeks, said the track '-is four and three-quarters inches long, and four and one-half inches wide.He said (here were UPjfe indies between prints, but he doesn't know what the mea­surements indicate about the animal s size 
“i've got two or three photographs," Hyde said, "and I'm going to turn them oyer Unite (state) biologists."Constable Merton Shoemaker said the prints showed three toes in the front and two in the back. ,Hr described the back toes as "sort of round."Shoemaker and Hyde said they iiad never i seen anything like the track discovered by Palomaki. f-- "*--— ;--
George Hanville, a former ChemungCounty conservation officer, examined the print and ventured a guess that tiie animal is an Eastern Panther or some­thing similar,“That's what it appeared to be," Han- ville said. “It’s not a house cat; Ills a big caL" ■ ■ • • ,<' v- .He said he doesn't think the animal is a bear as some have suggested.Because of consistency hi reported ’ details from throughout the county, Hyde suggested that there might be several 
animals on the loose.He said someone may have imported a cub or cubs and then turned it or them loose when they started to breed.Hyde said he doesn’t think the reports have been of one animal, but "three or four that have been reared in the wild.”The conservation officer said there is " no need for the public to be alarmed Rnd cautioned persons not to try’ to shoot the animal. »“ff it is a panther or some .type of mountain lion, it’s probably extremely rare," Hyde said. “We don’t want it dead." . > ■ *Hyde said the animal appears to tie
able to find enough food in the wild to sustain itself, but it coukl 1* dangerous if it’s cornered or wounded !£Hyde and Shoemaker kept a vigil late Friday night and early Saturday rooming off Rt. 34 just outside Van Etten in an unsuccessful effort to find j* sign of die animal, v " " ■ * -“‘I've been working nights trying to get a glimpse of the ihuig,*' Hyde said. "It seems to he most actm between 2 am. and 6 a.m, .>Hyde said he is trying to establish s pattern of the animal’s movements. *Unless a pattern is discovered, he said, any traps for the amm*l<could yield everything but the intended catch.Palomaki said he lost about II chick­ens several weeks ago and suggested they might have been caught by the my­sterious animal,“I think whatever it-is wit, Uitre got them," he said.Palomaki said when chickens are shifted from one pen to another, several generally Jireak free It is unusual, however, that of the ap- .proidniately 12 birds that ran away, only one was recovered, he said. „
SWAMP MONSTER'S PAW PRINT? — State conservation officers 
planned today to examine this paw print, believed to be that of the Van 
Etten swamp monster. The print was found Saturday in the vegetable 
garden of John Palomaki of Van Etten Road. Conservation officers 
dampened the soil to provide contrast for the print. Photo was taken 
• >. by John Palomaki Jr.
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Conservation officer urges 
calm in Van E search
V
(taming County Conservation Officer Robert Hyde sdid Wednesday there is no need for county residents to be alarmed over reports of the "Swamp Monster" in 
.•Van Etten.-Hyde issued his warning after at ktast six Van Etten residents called him offer­ing their tap to organize a posse."There is no need for the Chemung County populace to get up tn arms over -this," Hyde said. 'It may not even 
dsl.” U.JT •' . • \  "  • •A paw print that may be linked to thfrfe-X talmal has beoufon̂ytyd td the xlefmar research facility for examina­tion
t
erP- ' 1 4 ' ■' J ;reason to kill it,” Ktlehnle said.He said a person convicted of killing
i h
an endangered species Is liable to a stiff fine as a violation of conservation laws.“Unfortunately people want to get worked up over this thing,” Kuchnle said. “Some people are looking for it with the Intent to shoot if they see it.”Hyde said he has been working early morning hours to spot It, but so far has had no luck. i, I'm convinced these people have seen f ithing/’j HydesaM, VBut what it is. ’
Kuehnle said the last report of, anythe now
daws which don't leave marks In paw prints, while dogs and bears don't have retractable claws.Richmond said it’s difficult to assess such matters until some solid evidence is produced., “These things happen,” he said. “It seems jthcre’s one a year in every part of the country. « ', .“It’s really hard to follow these things up. Some are made-up stories by people Who don't have anything better to do,”
tenn^-v»- ~  i \  '- W,? tTvd seen ns ' many as Srchickerte killed by a single weasel,” he said. ■;<.#■
°°n , , i!. . animal from the cat family was to{ Jack Kuehnle, Steuben County conset- tlijMOs. wtoAanyi $uchi animal found Vation officer, said the results should <̂|>uoUIdbeUnl<|ue' ' -*?' ■>.•.Jaiowri early next week. - V-Vj, The prints being examined were dls-i Kuehnle -said . Wednesday he still revered■ Saturday, evening by John doesn’t know what animal is responsible1 ■ Palomaki of Van Etten as he worked infor killing a goat and duck recently.
■! ’ There is no reason to deslroy it. It really hasn’t caused any problems to the area,” Kuehnle said. “People might be gelling concerned and unduly alarmed and might decide tn shoot it on sight or something of this nature.
; "But if the animal is a native cat, i( is an endangered stwcles and there is no
Ms vegetable garden at the Palomaki Poultry Farm to Van Etten.’ Hyde said there have no new clues to toe mystery.’ Meanwhile, Prof, Milo Richmond, who teaches mammology at Cornell Universi­ty, said the absence of claw marks In the print could indicate the impression was made by a cat of sonic sort.Richmond said cats have retractable
STC receives
' '* , • < $. :
higher spot 
in priorities
CORNING - A higher priorifŷfor . federal assistant is , the result of a des- ’ Ignalion Wednesday or the Southern Tier Central Regional Planning and Develop- • ment Board (STC) as an economic development district by the U.S. Ere- ' nomic Development Administration 
rv.nAt
t t  s S tar-GazetteHe s seeking f e w s ;
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swamp monster
percent of the reports are 
hoaxes but the remaining 20 
percent represent cases baaed
in fact
"It's not that a lot of these 
reports are figments of people’s 
imaginations,” be says. "It’s just 
that a lot of people mis-identify 
common creatures."
Coleman, a pyschiatric social 
worker in Boston, became inter, 
ested in unexplained creatures 
as a youth when he heard 
stories about the Abominable 
Snowman.
Since then he’s traveled much 
of the U.S. and parts of Canada 
looking for the likes of Big Foot 
and other strange creatures.
Coleman helped to write two 
paperback books on such crea­
tures and has written numerous 
articles for publications which 
specialize in unexplained phe­
nomena.
He says the Van Etten Swamp 
Monster will probably end up in 
a book he’s planning on sight­
ings of large black cats.
Despite his searches, Coleman 
says he’s never come face-to- 
face with his prey.
"I’ve found some interesting 
footprints and heard some 
strange screeches while search­
ing in Illinois,” be says.
Coleman says the reports of a 
large, hum an-like creature in­
habiting the wild as in the Big 
Foot legend may have basis in 
fact.
He thinks it’s possible a race 
of human-like creatures exists. 
During his visit in this area ha 
plans to investigate reports a 
couple years old of such a met* 
Cure in the Binghamton area.
The fact that none of these 
creatures have ever been caught 
or their remains found doesn’t 
bother Coleman.
"Most of the reports locate 
these creatures in bottom-land 
were where it would be hard to find remains And there haveLoren Coleman
SWAMP MONSTER — This ip Peg Lyon’s version 
Van Etten Swamp Monster, based on reports of a 
cat-like creature.
been tour undocumented 
reports of captures,” he says.
He says there may be more 
cases where these creatures 
have been killed but those doing 
the killing covered them up for
fear they could be cha killing a human being.And too. he says, ” pretty elusive and i creatures who knov. keep well hidden ”
By MIKE BOYER
Slight, soft-spoken Loren 
Coleman of Cambridge, Mass., 
doesn't fit the popular image of 
a monster hunter.
But that’s what Coleman is.
"I’m interested in all types of 
unexplained happenings and es­
pecially creature folklore,” says 
Coleman, 32.
Coleman Is in the area this 
week tracking down reports of 
tbe Van Etten Swamp Monster, 
which reportedly prowled the 
area two years ago.
“ Reports at the time indicated 
the monster may have been a 
luge Mack cat. Coleman said he 
thinks that’s probably what the 
creature was.
"Personally I’ve investigated 
at least 100 reported sightings
big ce4s up and down the East 
Cbaat,*he says
He said there have been in- 
* seed reports of Eastern 
jpaathers in recent years.
The creatures, he says, have 
been here all along. The only 
thing that’s changed is that offi- 
. dels are putting more credence 
i In the reports.
. "It's Just like UFO’s. About 80
Did ' I t  (Jo to Tunbridge?
...... AtUipaJ track found on Larkto'rotoJn TtmMttoy
-ISfeanwiofj; March 36 by Karl 
* * f  visiting in Tunbridge. The ball point pen besfd* toe track
ty nm aore*$ 3/8 inches, '.'f; v
& k
^  ' As • result of a story in the Herald las* Vwsĵ : cone erping. a 
; lerge cat-like animal seen to  .toe Chelsea h ill*, toe Mfejwlog
latter was received toy the Herald this week.
Gentlemen:
PerfalHWWe can add the : ?yj
H i m  Hitt* mystery. ■ • > " W *:M  "  ”  ‘
$> Oa toe afternoon of Saturtofr'MA.rph-,26,1 
C  c,.lfc* John Larkins of North
f;-: lArkin Road, Upon reaching the Ramtocton of toe wdCh 
Iw w * 1 noticed very "fresh soft mod* the.
lififimfa pointing westerly and randfrgom|ly 
distance between front and rear fes)t;...........
animal did hot seem to be ruraingit 
:' made «wm though toe impressions ''"
Vv. Arraad with a camera and '
■ to toe Larkin farts..
7 m  toe result of my one shot&
The haU point pen measures 
a= helps to give some
If it is decided to start a reward 
; , of Vermont’  ̂ elusive panther,
' wMtiiSttte.
‘ 1 hope to take other walks town
‘f. armed with only a camera and t.j 
maker of the tracks.
. ' inclosed please find myt%«fc 
f  K I am out of order in my
please apply the Check to my next year’ s Herald*:. . .• i k veryEf.ttJy-'̂ eurs, ’ •-• \
KARLR.HRUSER 
■ Matrawan, N. J»
...~*r'
took one toot and : 
"iGve
a. -«kt
v m m m
t Could Be 
But Isn’t A n  
Lipril 1 Joke
By PANTHER PETE 
(Herald Panther Ed 
V**, today's Api* Pool’s 
pay, Wit 9m  yarn is not » 
Joke; At least, it’s mt to- 
tepdod to ®*.
fwd , coaxes vis the re­
liable WMte River Valley 
Herald (Jack Drysdale ed- 
Mar), (hat there’s a myst­
ery in Chelsea fttite. The 
actacte Winds up with h i s 
otoumiton: "Could this be 
Vemirmf* elusive panther’"
■ It seeim tost whS* scout­
ing s auggrbush at the fam­
ily farm. Date and Roger 
Ackerman espied a large 
cat -  hke autmai, dark in 
color, body about tour feat 
{(Hid with a tail more than 
hfm its length.
The critter wag running 
along * dhrhOog stonewall, 
moving m i cut would, 
"leaping In broad jump* 
when to a burry, and step­
ping off with one foot ahead 
of iw other to a tote when 
not runmtog,'’
: ' ■■pi». cat - tote paw prints 
V about three inches 
A. M, Slttoiar tracks were 
louod to toe snow earlier 
to the winter near toe Her- 
gilto ISttl fam.
Such a feline, also dark 
to cotor,. Was reportedly 
righted b eOMpie of week* 
ago near MtodWHiry,
Could tow he spring fever 
hr » tirpotf to real p»Mher 
stones to come.
, Wtf totals aga. “ âatowl.lita- •The ,
#1^.  ̂pnĵ j
, ___ tracks of
Iat ritoflar erft-
K -hwmiWp of Tun- - 
o n a m ^ M ^ S u m M m ih k
■ êptftritoa ton fttobrflfg* 
rigtotoasi wpkvXtol.r' 
cr ■
'* V a $  - S S  fwndatoto <ifOld Chat May howtohe saw 
fresh tracks to W  
The distance between front 
and rear feet was 30 inches. 
The impression* were deep. 
Heuser made photographs of 
the tracks.
He’S a firmer totUbvar 
now . Sri the exlateno* of .a 
panther to Vermont, ao muqh 
" *t> that be sent to to Rah- 
M T p iM r  jack firys: 
daU to start a reward 
for &* capture of the 
mat
, -.Guess,. fh 4 ' (tow ft , , « 
spring lever's to toe air*
ahe
: feririta^ ”««? ’’ tsfcS 
’ „ p*« &  ̂ cUn!? *  if?'- "flfto.#ittotoiftw pf<* up t*« 
totoe « tta 
v’Ttmbftoge'toiickS', wR-wA f., ionly '',r«pot«Br ;''w{iaty, fcad.: 
been rfefwrted. He doesn’t 
agree, howevgr, that a Verr 
motrt pat̂ horl' the one that 
pounced ihto news head­
lines back in im ,  wasn’t 
■ the real thing. •
»»w m .ns watt.wnFORii.
1 0 / u / i i
Gu jJQ u U  i h n ^ J .
Farmer la,
i m ^ r n m  m »y- " m S t W  
W a rn *
;, Br PA.VTHKK PEHT 
YRenrtd Panther Editor)
■ r m m r dale r .special)
Meet ‘ $a»thsr <n»
1 .is. sipl kving a
fiWp-,1
couple s i itmtfu ago m East 
fp ^ lfa ld  he bounded away after 
hetn« punctured with a pitchfork 
by Brace J .  Ceesett who said to  
uw«i toe farm implement as s '
4 *  t  **e»pMi wton the bewf, .̂;j&#yan* in- bat bay- 
«Mb bun 'W ane <prat^ at
tow xtey»,;age k) Goshen Rob-
B « a  * knf.' tBRitok̂awi1 ‘ «s2asa t aL. Jw> ' WMUHH » *SP7 .d|> JSiEfcRŴ
Mt-t! gfê jt'to* psaftpr-iH'*' ,,... 
ira w & ffljw  on a rack'« .  tto fV srb p *
Wanner, aha is very ihodtet about the event the refused to dfecass 1 wito Panto® Pete, saw5 to* animal as he was working n) a field. He went tome for a gun add when be returned the puma •jHawswnwiMiaseaaggi'i.' bss gsaasg
k̂Utor-fut •wtoirtl TartoanfiiSto *.. J&WP'W* l+**$Wt;« toe Bnt time ho* tod itot tfe&;.gNuM»> : 
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.... . m .togs have been a _
*■ -— tor of * vettestylL ,,,..
'one holds a rnwwdj t 
iWti. to a. coma or elnd..'-
to-to*1 .. '■.■'•"■ ’ii';;
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Subjeot: ly73 field trip to North and South Carolina to search for cougar’ 
sign. - key impressions from the trip with Robert L. Downing.
Location: Blue Ridge Parkway near Asheville, North Carolina, the Pisgah 
National Forest, and Sandhills National Wildlife Refuge.
Dates: April 17 through April. 20, 1979.
Notes (Key Impressions): 1234*6
1. Even though we did not find any cougar sign on the trip, there appear 
to be enough authentic: observations of cougar’s and cougar sign to suggest 
that cougars do traverse the wildlands of National Forest and National 
Park areas of the Blue Ridge.
2. The observations are. not frequent anywhere, suggesting that the 
''population" is very sparse and ailing. Perhaps these are nomadic animals 
which breed occasionally, and have a "social structure" which is different 
from that studied by Seidenstieker et al. (1973) in the west.
3. Cougars have frequently been sighted in areas where deer densities are 
iiigh e.g. Blue Ridge Parkway, in the neighborhood of 30 to 60 deer/nuA
4. In the south, as in the north, those areas which are wildest and are 
least pent rated by roads, are usually rough and at high elevations. However, 
unlike the Adirondack region, these areas have shorter winters, less snow 
'ind good deer populations even into the highest elevations. Sane of this 
deer- density is attributable to logging. But in general, the southern
forest are dryer and more open, producing deer browse even in the undisturbed 
stages.
6. .From a political and social standpoint, a reintroduction or transplantation 
attempt would receive more public support if it were conducted on Federal 
lands in the southeast, versus Adirondack Park (at this writing).
APPENDIX 10
Subject: 1980 Field Trip. Search for cougar sign, in the southeast - Brooke'
notes of a field trip with Robert L. Downing and others.
location: Selected areas in the Caralinas and Virginia.
Date: April 7, 8, and 9, 1980
Notes: The field trip began at the Dismal Swamp National Wildlife Refuge just 
south of Norfolk, Virginia (see map). Sam Marshall, refuge manager, had seen a 
cougar on one of the levees on January 15, 1980. He reported a deer kill and 
scats nearby. He guided us to the observation site and kill, but there was 
little left of the deer. The deer kill may have been made by another predator, 
possibly a bobcat or dog. We found no cougar tracks or scrapes on any of the 
roads, which are built on top of levees. The grid-like levee system (see map) 
was constructed to support railroads, from which the Virgin cypress trees were 
logged.
We found some scats that may have been of cougar origin. These were 
collected and ai’e being analyzed by Dr. Mark Johnson of Mississippi State 
University.
The Dismal Swamp was one of the last pockets of wildland along the east 
coast and still harbors an occasional black bear. Historical records of 
cougars in this area date back to the mid-1700's. The cougar was already rare 
or absent there by the early 1800's. 1 talked with two local trappers at a
store near the Dismal Swamp who had trapped the area for many years. Neither 
had ever seen a cougar or its sign*
On April 8, Bob Downing, Tern McNamee (writer) and I cruised the sand trails 
of Dungo National Wildlife Refuge in North Carolina, looking for cougar1 tracks 
and sign. There had been a few reports of cougar sightings in the area. We 
found no evidence of cougar presence. Black bear, otter’, bobcat and donsestic 
dog tracks were not uncommon.
. 2 . . .This area has a white-tailed deer density of 60/mi . During a limited hunt 
in 1979, the public bagged 220 deer in 8 days. Groups of deer and single deer 
were visible amost constantly from the vehicle. The vegetation consists of 
extensive tracts of "pocosin" (a form of wet, southern shrub-pine bog) within 
the refuge, which deer use primarily for cover. The deer feed on private lands 
around the refuge where corn and soybeans are grown.
There are large tracts of wild, coastal land, largely of the unproductive 
pocosin type, within private ownership in this region. Some of this land is 
temporarily cleared for agriculture, but is soon abandoned again. These pieces 
of private land form continuous corridors in conjunction with strips of swampy 
riverine forest and coastal Rowland. They may possibly provide a sort of 
marginal range for1 the cougar. There are few deer in this pocosin "wilderness", 
■unless cropland is associated with it.
Next, we drove along sand trails of the Croatan National Forest in North 
Carolina, and the Green Swamp of South Carolina, with a general lack of 
success. Cougar sightings had been reported in both areas. We found oougar 
tracks, scrapes or sign. Mr. Downing had received reports of cougar' sightings 
from Sunny Point Ocean Terminal (a naval storage depot) and Camp LeJeiuv . a 
U.S. Marine Corps base. We drove through those areas, again without success.
APPENDIX Li
Subject: Cougar ecology in Utah. Notes of R.H. Brocke on conversation;; and 
a seminar' discussion with Dr. Frederick Lindzey, Assistant Leader of the Utah 
Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, and two of his students.
Location: Utah State University at Logan.
Date: September 26, 1980.
Notes: Dr. Frederick Lindzey heads the Boulder-Escalante cougar study team.
. 2
Currently, there are 7 adults and 3 juveniles in the study area o' 1000 mi . 
Almost all these animals are collared and transmittered.
One female killed two elk in the high elevation spruce-aspen forest-a bull 
and a cow. The home area of this animal is about 100 to 150 mi2. The hone range 
of a female with cubs is about 350 mi2. Cougars generally do not go .into the 
Tiigh spruce country in winter. Cougars in very dry and barren areas will tend 
to restrict themselves to patches of ponderosa pine and oak-juniper forest in 
the canyons.
There is a moratorium on hunting in the. study area, which consists partly 
of private ranch land. There are only 2 minor dirt roads that penetrate the 
area, which is visited by few tourists in summer. Much of the land is grazed.
Cougars are very vulnerable to trapping. Traps put around a kill are often 
effective, especially with a cubby on one side.
Individual cougars ate difficult to recognize from theix> tracks. Tracks 
are more commonly four id in winter. A  search of about 2 weeks in a 100 mi 2 area 
will yield about an 80% chance of finding a cougar" there. Males are much 
easier to find.
Cougars eat more of their deer kills now than they did when deer were more 
abundant.
There was an initial attempt by Dr'. Lindzey's team to use the Henry 
Mountain area as their cougar study area. They had been told by commercial 
cougar hunters and one government hunter that the area had many cougars. When 
they actually searched the area for 6 months, they found very little evidence 
of cougars. It is believed by the team that the lack of cougars in this area 
is due to the presence of an extensive road network, which is used by sportsmen 
with their1 4 wheel drive vehicles. Heavy hunting pressure has apparent i.y 
reduced the cougar population there.
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APPENDIX 12
Subject: Cougar ecology in Utah-R.Il. Brocke's notes on a field trip with 
A. Button and F. Van Dyke.
Location: The Boulder-Escalante cougar study area of the Utah Cooperative 
Wildlife Research Unit study team of Dr. Frederick Lindzey.
Date: September 28, 1980
Notes: On September 28, I accompanied Arnold Button, veteran cougar hunter, 
and Fred Van Dyke, graduate student, (S.U.N.Y. College of Environmental 
Science and Forestry, Syracuse, N.Y.) by truck through a portion of the 
Boulder-Escalante study area, for 8 hours.
We ascended from the valley, which is sparsely inhabited (agricultural 
economy, based on stream irrigation) through the dry sagebrush slopes, upward 
and into pinon pine-juniper' belt, then ponderosa pine-schrub oak, and finally 
into the hardwood aspen-spruce forest of high elevations. We saw 15 deer- 
feeding in the open, aspen woods, alongside cattle scattered through the nigh 
country. These cattle are distributed upward from the villages below, on the 
basis of grazing permits. In winter, the cattle are moved to the valley bottoms, 
where they are fed baled hay.
The marked cougars of this study range throughout this country, throughout 
all elevations in summer. In winter, the highest elevations are not used by 
cougar's.
We found an old cougar track of a large tom in hardened clay. In the loose 
dirt of the road was another set of tracks of a smaller animal, made only a 
short time previously. Mr. Button knew of the tracks in the mud. These tracks 
were at the pinon pine-juniper elevation.
Logging had been going on in patches beside the single dirt road that we 
followed, but not at the highest elevations.
Hie canyons were extremely colorful and very steep. Cougars usually do not 
use Hie steep sections of canyons, but travel along canyon rims.
The yagi antenna was used several times from vantage points to locate a 
marked animal, but without success. One could see as much as 10 miles in 
some directions, suggesting that this cougar population was quite sparse.
Summary of Impressions:
1.. In southern Utah, cougars inhabit the entire gamut of topography iirom 
the dry flat lands and canyon bottoms, and upward iron the canyon rims 
into the highest elevations. They inhabit all vegetation types within 
this elevation range, from open sagebrush to spruce-hardwood forest c; 
the upper slopes.
2. Deer seem to be the principal food of cougars. Yet, cougars appear to 
have no visible effect on the deer population. Deer are common and quite 
visible in some parts of the study area.
3. Cougars are very sparsely distributed in the Boulder-Escalante study area.
4. Cougars are very vulnerable to human hunting, especially when hunting is 
aided by the presence of snow and proliferation of roads.
APPENDIX 13
Subject: Cougar exploitation and cougar ecology in Utah - notes of a 
conversation between R.H. Brooke and Arnold J. Button, veteran cougar- hunter 
and houndsmar working with the. Utah Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit study 
team of Dr. Frederick Lindsey.
Location: A. Button's camp in Escalante, bordering the Boulder-Escaiante 
study area.
Date: September 28, 1980.
Rotes: Mr. Arnold Button has hunted cougars for 42 years, beginning on hunts 
with his father, a government hunter. Button has treed over 600 cougars.
According to Button, male cougars (tans) are easier to tree than 
females. The larger the male, the sooner he trees. The small, two-year old 
females will frequently run for a long time. Toms (males) will leave 
scratches (scrape marks) all over, while females do not leave scratches. 
Therefore, toms are much easier to locate by the hunter.
In Utah, the cougar season opens about Nov. 1 (last day of deer season) 
and closes about April IS. On the average, snow lies on the ground from Dec. 15 
to around Feb. 15. About 90% of all cougars are killed by hunters during this 
period.
Commercial hunters who guide sportsmen, typically have 2-3 dogs with 
them in a 4 wheel drive truck. Typically, they ride the roads, looking for 
tracks. Wien a set of tracks is found, the dogs are released on it. If a 
good, fresh track is found in the snow, there is a 90% chance of treeing the 
cougar. By contrast, on bare, snowless ground, there is only a 50% chance of 
treeing the cougar. It is not even necessary to have hounds to follow a cougar5 
in snow. A good German shepherd dog can do so by sight.
lire success of this ’’modern" cougar hunting, using 4 wheel drive vehicles 
and driving the roads during the snow season, is predicated on the degree of 
road penetration of a given area. The cougars are safest in the least 
penetrated areas.
Commercial cougar hunters get $1500 to $2000 per cougar killed, from 
the sportsman. Some of the commercial hunters resort to "canned" hunts.
Cougar is captured first, whenever it is possibe,then it is held in a cage and 
subsequently released, just prior to a hunt by the hounds and sportsman.
Canmercial cougar'1 hunters need only guide 1 or 2 sportsmen per year, 
at $1500 per hunt. They usually have another regular job to provide income.
A  non-resident permit costs the sportman $75. A resident permit costs $15.
Mr. Button believes that cougars could be conserved more effectively 
if hunting during the snow season were eliminated altogether. Cougars are very
vulnerable in snow. If there were much more than 2 months of snow on thfe 
ground (which is average in southern Utah cougar country), the kill would 
be significantly increased. Thus, a sequence of winters with long periods 
of snow on the ground, would tend to decimate the. cougar1 population.
Elimination of cougar hunting during the snow months would make the spar 
much more sporting. It would eliminate "4 wheel drive" hunting, and lone 
hunters to use. horses, know cougar1 habits and have good dogs. As cubs are 
born in November and December, they are helpless during the snow season. 
Females do not have their young cubs with them. Cougar cubs travel with 
mother1 up to the age of 9 months.
"Pursuit" or "no kill" permits are given by the Fish and Game Department 
to pursue cougars at any time of year. These are probably abused by many 
commercial hunters, who take the. treed cougars.
Subject: Notes of a field trip in 1930 to areas occupied by the Florida.
Panther, with Kenneth Alvarez, member of the Florida Panther Recovery Tour 
and Gron Bass, Wildlife Biologist, National Park Service.
Locations: Selected areas in southern Florida.
Dates: April 15 and 16, 1980.
Notes: I met Ken Alvarez in a Fakahatdrie Strand location, in the western 
portion of the Florida panther's range. The Strand was logged for mature 
cypress between 194-4 and 1952. Ihe levees which penetrate the strand were the 
logging railroad beds. The deer population exploded following logging, even 
though panthers were present. We walked several miles on old tramway beds and 
found an old panther track in the mud. We also located several scrapes or 
seratchings. No trapping is allowed in the Fakairatchie Strand.
On April 16, I accompanied Gron Bass through a section of abandoned farmland, 
part of Everglades National Park. Panthers had been consistently seen in this 
area by Park personnel. This farmland consists of formerly drained fields, 
now overgrown with brush and traversed by vehicle trails. We saw 8 deer in one 
abandoned field around midday. We found 2 sets of tracks, one very fresh (Fig.6) 
and several scats, all located in or' along vehicle trails. It was clear from 
this field trip that cougars occupy almost any habitat. They occur simply where 
mem has let them live.
APPENDIX 15
Subject: Idle of an Ohio frontiersman cached by a cougar, quoted iiom 
r’P,anthers and Pioneers” , Metropolitan Park News 26(10) :1. Oct. 1975. 
The author1 is anonymous.
One central Ohio frontier story concerns John Carpenter, the seeonc, son of 
a prominent pioneer family, who was walking through the forest from southern 
Delaware County to Sandusky. — late in the second night he was awakuied by 
shrieks and howls, ’the source of which was evidently approaching nearer every 
moment. Being conscious of his impending danger', he remained perfectly still by 
the side of the log. The shrieks were soon changed to snuffings, and than the 
beast sprang upon the log directly over his head; walking down the log smelling 
of its intended victim. It again alighted upon the ground, and after smei ling of 
him from head to foot, began to cover him up with leaves that were within reach. 
After having accomplished this feat to its satisfaction, it retired some distance 
and began to shriek most hideously and soon Carpenter heard a response in the 
distance which convinced him that he was the subject of a grand supper balk.
Not wishing to become the food of the panther and her cubs, he quietly crawled 
out of the pile of leaves which had been heaped upon him and climbed the nearest 
tree. The answering sounds which he had heard grew nearer, and soon tic young 
family made its appearance. They tore open the bed of leaves but the intended 
supper had disappeared. Uttering hideous shrieks, the old one struck the track 
and followed it to the tree, and, rearing up against the trunk with the fore­
feet, stared indignantly at the subject: of her disappointment------(History of
Delaware County).
APPENDIX 16
Two Articles on the Identification of Cougar Tracks by 
Belden (1978) and Downing (1979) Respectively.
How to Recognize Panther Tracks*
Robert C. Bel den. W ild life  Research laboratory, Florida 
Game and fresh Water Fish Commission 
Gainesville 32601
Presented at the 
31st Annual Conference 
of the
Southeastern Association o f Game and Fish Commissioner*
Hot Springs, Virginia  
November 5-8, 1978
T------------------------- ~
A contribution o f Federal Aid o f Endangered Species Program, Florida  
Endangered Species Project E-l
HOW TO RECOGNIZE PANTHER TRACKS1 ,
Robert C. Bel den, W ild life  Research Laboratory, Game and Fresh Water fish
Commission, Gainesville 32601
Abstract: Experience In Investigating panther reports showed that most 
people, including w ild life  b io log ists , cannot readily and accurately 
distinguish panther tracks from those o f other species, particu larly
from large dogs. Characteristics by which to Identify panther tracks are
*
presented.
The Florida Panther Record Clearinghouse, established 1n October 1976
t
at the Florida Game and Fresh Watef-Flsh Commission's W ild life  Research 
O ffice , has received, categorized, and f i le d  752 panther ( Fells concolor 
coryf) reports from within Florida as o f June 1978. When a report Is 
received at the Clearinghouse that 1s "fresh" and In any way convincing, 
a special e ffo rt  1s made to find panther sign In the v ld n tty  o f the ob­
servation and the' observer 1s Interviewed. During these Investigations 
1t has become evident that most people (Including w ild life  b io log ists ) 
cannot distinguish panther tracks, particu larly  from U rg e  dogs.
METHODS
To gain experience In recognizing panther tracks, another bio logist  
and 1 spent a day at Robert Baudy's Rare fe lin e  Breeding Compound near 
Center H i l l ,  F lorida, making track casts from five  captive panthers—
* A contribution o f  Federal Aid to Endangered Species Program, Florida  
Endangered Species Project E -l.
one adult male, two adult females, and two kittens. Later, a week was
spent 1n west Texas with Roy McBride, a professional mountain lion  
(£.* £* stanleyana) hunter, to observe Hon sign 1n the w ild . .'Since then, 
wild panther tracks have been found, measured, and documented with plaster 
casts In the Fakahatchee Strand, Big Cypress Swamp, and Everglades National 
Park in South Florida.
DISCUSSION
The characters that Identify panther tracks, based on those tracks 
we have observed and measured in Florida, are the size and shape of th* 
track as a whole, the absence o f claw marks, and the size and shape of 
thfe heel pad (F ig . 1 ). The claws o f panthers are encased In < Sheath 
and do not show In a normal track.- In adult panthers the heel pad wy 
be from 50 to 70 millimeters on a fore foot and from 40 to 60 millimeters 
on a hind foot and show three lobes and two distinct indentions In the 
posterior margin. The track Is asymmetrical with the second d ig it  
advanced. The widest jdigltal pad Is seldom more than 44 percent of the 
width of the heel pad. Tracks of the fore feet are broader than those 
of the hind foot.
Tracks made by large dogs are commonly mistaken for panther tracks 
(n spite of the fact that they are not as broad as panther tracks, thf 
beei pad 1$ narrower and thty lack the two indentions that occur In 
the hind margin o f the panther's heel pad (Fig. 2). The track of a dog 
1s fa ir ly  symmetrical with d ig its 2 and 3 being parallel and digits 1 
and 4 being p a ra lle l. The width of the widest digital pad jgwrk 1s 
usually sore than 44 percent o f  the width of th* Heel pad. pog tracks 
usually show blunt claw marks.
Bobcat tracks are also occasionally mistaken for panther tracks 
(F ig . 3). However, panther kittens, when they leave thejien at six 
weeks of age and weigh 3 to kilograms, have a hind pad track approxi­
mately 35 mil. In width. The fore pad track of very few bobcats is 
wider titan 30 mm. (G rlnnell, Dixon, and tinsdale, Furbearing mammals 
o f  California, 1937). In addition, the tracks of small panther kittens 
are normally associated with those of their mother.
Imperfect tracks o f small bears are sometimes mistaken for panther 
tracks (Fig. 4) .  However, the bear's toes are arranged 1n a line across 
the front of the track and the heel pad o f the hind foot is much longer 
than 1n the panther, and the heel pad o f the front foot is almost as 
wide as the track I t s e l f .
Panthers leave distinctive tracks that can be identified. Persons 
who believe they have panthers In their area should search for sign, 
particularly tracks, and should document the evidence with casts or 
photographs. I would advise caution about reported observations 
Offered without convincing evidence.
i
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Figure 1. Comparison of a le ft  hind foot track with a right front 
foot track o f a 44 kilogram (97 pound) sub-adult male panther from 






Figure 2. Comparison o f a right hind foot track of a captive male 
panther estimated to weigh 90 kilograms (200 pounds) with a track 
o f an average size German Shepard (weight unknown).
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Figure 3. Comparison o f a right front foot track of a captive 
panther kitten which weighed 8 kilograms (18** pounds) with the 
le ft  hind foot of a wild bobcat (re la tive ly  large track).
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figure 4. Cwi^rfson o f  a right front font track of a wild fi&ale panther 
A oht tmkvj.'n) 1n the fakahatches Strand, Collier Co., Florida, with 
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Apparently, many people never* think of the possibility of a cougar being in 
their* vicinity until they see a track so large that "it couldn't possibly belong 
to a dog:." Possibly, tiie.se people have never really looked at a track of a Great 
Dane, St. Bernard, or other large dogs, and I would almost bet many such dogs 
make a larger track than most cougars. Great Danes, St. Bernards, and certainly 
large hunting dogs are much more numerous, even in wild, out-of-the-way places 
than eastern cougars. Most cougar tracks are only 3 to 3 a inches wide, while 
larger logs make a track Larger than 4 inches wide.
Another popular misconception is that dog tracks show toenails while cougar’s 
do not. I have followed tog tricks more than a mile before seeing good nail marks 
and would caution anyone, especially those working in rocky terrain where free- 
ranging dogs keep their nails worn short, to be extremely cautious in drawing con­
clusions based on the presence or absence of toenails. A dog with worn nails may 
have to sink \  inch into mud or dust to leave clear nail marks. Cougars, on the 
other hand, can leave nail snarks under almost any condition, especially if their 
footing is unsteady. Cougar nails, because they are kept very sharp, will leave 
thin marks, whereas dog hails are relatively broad. No nails are shown in the 
accompanying diagrams to avoid misleading the observer.
Several people have fold ine that they can recognize a track because it is 
round, whereas a dog's track is long. I suggest that before making such a general 
statement, each person should look at several thousand dog tracks of different 
breeds and then compare them with the hind foot track of a cougar. Cougar hind 
feet tend to be more long than wide, depending on how much the cougar spreads his 
toes. If a cougar is walking normally, his hind foot track will overlap the front, 
thus the hind foot may make the only clear track.
>es
The toes are relatively large in a dog (each is more than 44% of the heel pad 
width) and relatively small in the cougar (less than 44% of heel width) (Peiden 
1978). Cougar toes tend to be tear-drop shaped, whereas dog toes are more round 
except for the "corner" on the inside margin of the outer toes. All dog toes are 
neat ly the same size whereas the cougar lias a little toe corresponding (left or 
right) to the little finger of the human hand. Cougar toes are also like the 
human hand in that they are non-symetrical, whereas the dog foot is almost perfectly 
symetricai unless the. dog is turning. The human hand is a "handy" device to compare 
with tracks - if the track has a leading toe, corresponding to your- "middle" finger, 
and a little toe, corresponding to your little finger, it probably was made by a cat.
Wildlife Biologist (Research), U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Department of 
Forestry, Clemson University, Clemson, South Carolina 29631. Paper published 
in Eastern Cougar Newsletter, April, 1979.
A cat's ’’thumb" is vestigal and not seen in tracks. A  walking dog generally keeps 
his toes quite close together (less than \  inch) while the cougar spreads his toes, 
usually at least V* inch and often h  inch apart. A running dog (especially in mud) 
will also spread his toes, however.
Heel had
The most frequently cited difference between dog and cougar tracks is that the 
cougar has 3 prominent lobes at the rear of its heel pad whereas the dog tends to 
be straight across or curved slightly forward at the rear. However, scnie breeds of 
dogs are very high at the rear-center of the heel (see cross section) and if the dog 
is sliding slightly in mud, this high center1 may dig in deeper than the sides to 
produce a track that, looks slightly 3-lobed. 1 suggest that more attention be paid 
to rhe front of the heel pad. In the dog the front of the heel pad is always rounded 
and slopes off gradually, whereas the cougar pad is squared off in both dimensions. 
The high point of the cougar heel is often near the front (look for the front edge of 
the heel to be nearly vertical), whereas the high point of a dog heel is always near 
the rear so that the front of heel slopes gradually (see longitudinal section). Even 
a sliding dog or cougar makes a good impression at the front of the heel pad, if it 
sinks in far enough, and 1 recarmend more attention be paid to this feature. The 
heel pad of most cougars (even kittens) is at least half as wide as your palm.
Many large logs will be this wide too, but bobcats will always have a heel pad less 
Ilian half as wide as your palm.
Differences in behavior
In my limited experience, I have observed that dogs rarely travel alone, while 
cougars frequently do. A dog walking a road usually deviates from the path of least 
resistance only to urinate on roadside vegetation. Cougars (and bobcats) weave back 
and forth incessantly, usually making the best use of cover along the edges and 
stopping to survey their domain from the downhill berm. Cougars and bobcats leave 
the road and return frequently while dogs usually stay in the road for long distances. 
Dogs and cougars will both "scratch" where they urinate but dogs scatter debris after 
they urinate or defecate, while cougars neatly pile the litter with both hind feet 
before they urinate on the pile. Dogs rarely walk logs, never for1 any distance, while 
cougars and bobcats seen to seek out logs, wooden guardrails, and rocks, apparently 
because they can stalk prey iron them without crackling the leaves. During snow, a 
useful cougar and bobcat search technique, even at highway speeds, is to. scan the logs 
and rocks looking for the saw-tooth pattern signifying tracks along the top of the 
log. Such a pattern will certainly not be made by a dog. Dogs rarely go up or down 
extremely steep slopes or rocky cliffs, while both cats delight in doing so.
Caution
Whenever possible, look at a whole series of tracks before making up your mind; 
a single track in the mud, manning, sliding, turning, or1 any other unusual situation 
can give you a faulty impression. I'm firmly convinced that if you look har’d enough 
you can. find a goad "cougar" track in any dog lot, and vice versa, in other words, 
the two species make tracks that are near enough alike that an unusual , movement or 
an unusual tracking surface may give you the wrong impression, so look at lots of 
tracks before making up your mind. Speaking of impressions, if you arc making casts, 
make as many as possible - you may need them to bring out all the key tnatures. It's 
rare tnat one cast is clear enough to show all you'd like to see. Chris Belden has 
published an excellent description of panther tracks in the Transactions of the 
Southeastern (197b). Copies are available from Cliris by writing his cl lice at 
kOGi 3. Main Street, Gainesville, FI. 32601.
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Typical dog track. Note large 
tor/;, rounded front of heel,
/month (not lobed) rear of heel, 
and near-perfect symmetry. Front 
end rear tracks same size and shape.
Rear track of cougar- Note 
small, tear-drop shaped, 
widely spaced tons. Note 
little toe and non-symmetrical 
shape of foot. Note squared- 
off front of heel-pad and 3 
lobes at rear.
Front track of cougar. Note how 
heel pad differs in shape from rear 
track. Front foot is also larger 
and will be ahead of or partially 
overlapped by rear.
Cross section (A) of heel pads of dog (• •*) 
and cougar("^Note that dog is higher in 
center while center lobe of cougar is 
Rsme or lower than side lobes.
Longitudinal section (B) of heel 
pads of dog and cougar. Note that 
dog is highest in rear while cougar 
is same height or slightly higher in 
front. Dog slopes gradually in front 
cougar is squared off.
APPENDIX 17
Human Population of the Estimated Range of the Florida Panthei
Human population within the hypothetical range of the Florida panther shown 
on Map Overlay No. 8.
This information was obtained primarily from Mr. Jerry Clark, County Planning 
Dept. Naples, Florida, on April. 15, 1981. Most figures are rounded off from 










Everglades City 300 census
Big Cypress Indian Reservation 200 max. est.




All. other residents along 
Tamiami Trail, etc. 100 max. est.
Total 1700
O o  n
Human popuiation/rai = 1700/3400 r 0.50 people/mi (0.19 people/km^)
